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Abstract
The tribological properties of aqueous symmetrical tri-block ‗normal‘ and ‗reverse‘
copolymer solutions as metal forming lubricant have been investigated. The copolymer
consists of hydrophilic poly-ethylene oxide (PEO) blocks and hydrophobic polypropylene oxide (PPO) blocks. In aqueous environment the different structure has a
different tribological behavior due to different physio-chemical characteristics namely
cloud point, HLB, critical micelle concentration (CMC) and temperature. The study is
confined to two normal (serial) symmetrical tri-block copolymers, L62 (PEO6-PPO32PEO6) and L64 (PEO13-PPO30-PEO13) that has longer hydrophilic PEO ends. The
reverse tri-block copolymers were 17R4 (PPO14-PEO24-PPO14) and 25R2 (PPO21PEO14-PPO21). The 25R2, which contains a lower percentage of PEO but has longer
hydrophobic PPO blocks were selected in order to determine the effect of the
hydrophobic chain length. The interaction of phosphate ester, an anionic surfactant,
and the aqueous copolymer solutions was also investigated. In aqueous form,
copolymers are soluble non-ionic amphiphilic surfactants.
For solutions used at below and above the cloud point, the dynamic friction, wear
volume and surface roughness were measured with ball-on-disk tribometer. The
copolymers were blended with water in 0.06 g/ml concentration. Low carbon steel and
stainless steel surfaces were tested. AFM was used to measure the surface roughness
of the worn track, and the wear modes of the track were investigated with SEM images.
The solutions when used below the cloud point exist in unimer state for PPOn-PEOmPPOn and micelle for PEOm-PPOn-PEOm. They formed stronger adsorbed film than that
above the cloud point. However, addition of phosphate ester as extreme pressure
additive into aqueous solutions produced stronger adsorbed lubricant film protecting
the surface. Low COFs were obtained from solutions below and above the cloud point.
For the wear volume, the presence of phosphate ester produced lower wear. The
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copolymers and phosphate ester were found to form a synergistic interaction, which
protect the surfaces more effectively than other solutions used in this study.
The different characteristics of these copolymers are expected to affect the
adsorption mechanism of the copolymers on mild steel and stainless steel. The
adsorbed lubricant film thickness is one of the parameters to understand the adsorption
mechanism. Two different thickness measurement techniques using ellipsometer and
atomic force microscope (AFM) were used in this thesis. The AFM results of the film
thickness can contribute to the understanding of the adsorption of the copolymer and
added additive. The majority of film thickness was found thicker when phosphate ester
was added into solutions.
The strength of adsorbed lubricant film formed on MS and SS surfaces has been
investigated based on the critical load points when the adsorbed film delaminates on
surfaces using the progressive load method on a micro-scratch instrument. Two
copolymers 17R4 and L64 were investigated with this technique. Both of these
copolymers have comparable molecular weight and also similar hydrophobic PPO and
hydrophilic PEO blocks number.
The copolymers are in dual-phase above the cloud point and produce thicker
adsorbed films compared to those below cloud point. It was found that the adsorption
film above the cloud point is weaker than that below the cloud point. Below the cloud
point, the micelle of normal copolymers (L64) has been found to form a stronger
adsorbed layer compared to the unimer phase of reverse copolymers (17R4). The EP
additive phosphate ester when added into the copolymer solutions have produced
superior adsorption performance in terms of strength, friction and wear. Different
phases due to the temperature and the structure of the copolymers show insignificant
effect on the strength of the adsorbed lubricant film.
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A proposed adsorption mechanism on the metal for each of copolymers type below
and above the cloud point and the mixture of copolymers and phosphate ester was
developed based on the results of tribological performances, film thickness and
adsorbed copolymer strength. The adsorption of normal copolymers and reverse
copolymers on the oxide layer of MS and SS surfaces is primarily driven by
hydrophobic interaction between PPO and the oxide layer, the hydrogen bond between
PEO and water and the effect of temperature on the size of the PPO and PEO blocks.
Below the cloud point, a reverse copolymer is in unimer phase and adsorbs to the
metal surface by the PPO blocks that are expected to form loops, serial loops and
trains when they anchor on MS and SS surfaces. The PEO is buoyed in solution, not
perfectly folded and tends to create an irregular shape. On the other hand, normal
copolymers that exist in micelle are adsorbed by forming hemispherical shape where
the core containing the PPO blocks is attached onto the MS and SS surface whereas
the PEO is extended outward to the bulk solution.
When the solution temperature increases, the hydrophobic PPO chain becomes
more hydrophobic whereas the hydrogen bond between the PEO and water is
weakened and starts to dehydrate and becomes less hydrophilic. When the solution
reaches the cloud point, the hydrogen bond breaks and the PEO is separated out from
the water. The PPO shrinks as it becomes more hydrophobic and minimizes contact
with water.
Above the cloud point, the PPO becomes more hydrophobic and is expected to
create more interaction with partially hydrophobic surfaces of MS and SS. When the
EP additive phosphate ester is mixed with copolymer, two kinds of interaction were
found to drive the adsorption. The anionic surfactant phosphate ester adsorbs to the
oxide layer by an electrostatic interaction whereas the copolymers form hydrophobic
bond with hydrophobe of the phosphate ester. Although the main driver for the
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adsorption was found the same, the shape of adsorbed components was found to be
different. The EP expected to create the first layer on top of the metal surface followed
by the copolymers that adsorb onto the top of EP layer. The adsorption of the
copolymers to the EP layer is in similar manner with the adsorption of the copolymers
to metal surfaces without the added EP.
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wider wear grooves.

Fig. 5.8.

Coefficient of friction (COF) versus lateral distance of

141

adsorbed film on SS at two different temperatures, (a). 17R4
solution, (b). L64 solution. Clear delamination point of the film
is shown by the friction suddenly increased due to the
increasing of the wear grooves during experiments.

Fig. 5.9.

Optical images on the scratch of (a). oxidized MS surface, (b)

142

MS coated by L64 at ~25°C, (c). oxidized SS surface, (d). SS
coated by L64 at ~25°C; the dash lines correspond to the
distance when the lubricant delaminates. Negligible grooves
are shown at the beginning of the scratch marks from the
scratch covered by L64 below the cloud point. After reaching
the critical load point, clear grooves shows up due to the
plastic deformation creates pile up materials at the side of the
scratch marks.
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Fig. 5.10.

(a). Typical AFM images that was taken at 0 to 150 µm of

143

lateral distance. (b). Profile image measured on the area
where the critical load point is detected. The rectangle shown
in (a) is the measurement area. The dash line on (a) used to
measure the wear. The pile-up of material at the sides in (b)
indicates the ploughing of material during sliding.

Fig. 5.11.

Widths and depths of (a). MS and (b). SS profiles on the point
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where the critical load points were reached. The boxes that
are filled with number correspond to the lateral distance where
the critical load points were detected.

Fig. 5.12.

Lateral force versus lateral distance of adsorbed film using (a).
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17R4 solution, (b). L64 solution on MS surface at two different
temperatures; EP was added to both solutions. The distances
when the film delaminated were found longer on MS surfaces
coated with copolymers and EP compared to the aqueous EP
adsorption. However, the temperatures of solutions do not
affect the adsorption layer strength.

Fig. 5.13.

Lateral force versus lateral distance of adsorbed film using (a).

147

17R4 solution, (b). L64 solution on SS at two different
temperatures; EP was added to both solutions. The distances
when the film delaminated were found longer on SS surfaces
covered by adsorbing of copolymers mixed with EP compared
to the aqueous EP. However, the temperatures of solutions do
not affect the adsorption layer strength.

Fig. 5.14.

Critical load of MS and SS covered by 17R4 and L64 with

148

added EP below and above the cloud point against the lateral
distance.
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Fig. 5.15.

Adsorption film thickness of copolymers on MS and SS

149

surfaces against the critical load point.

Fig. 5.16.

Coefficient of friction (COF) versus lateral distance obtained

150

from MS surfaces covered by adsorbing film of mixture EP and
(a). 17R4 solution, (b). L64 solution. Clear delaminating point
is shown when the friction suddenly increased due to the
increasing of the wear grooves during experiments.

Fig. 5.17.

Coefficient of friction (COF) versus lateral distance obtained

151

from SS surfaces covered by adsorbing film of mixture EP and
(a). 17R4 solution, (b). L64 solution. Clear delaminating point
is shown when the friction suddenly increased due to the
increasing of the wear grooves during experiments .

Fig. 5.18.

Widths and depths of (a). MS and (b). SS profiles on the point

152

where the critical load point were reached. The boxes that
filled with number correspond to the lateral distance where the
critical load points were detected.

Fig. 5.19.

The wear measured by AFM on SS surface covered by

154

adsorbed 17R4 solution below the cloud point. The critical load
point is detected at 40 µm of lateral distance. The wear
significantly increases after it reached the critical load. The
COF significantly increases after 40 µm where the film totally
delaminated from the surface and the tip continuously
penetrated the substrate without lubricant. Note the difference
scale on the figure, the depth is in nm whereas the lateral
distance is µm.
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Fig. 5.20.

The wear measured by AFM on SS surface covered by

156

adsorbed L64 solution above the cloud point. The critical load
was detected at 31 µm of lateral distance. Fluctuation detected
on stage III. The wear in this stage may correspond to the
fluctuating friction that came from unstable L64 thin film. Note
the difference scale on the figure, the depth is in nm whereas
the lateral distance is µm.

Fig. 5.21.

The wear measured by AFM on MS covered by adsorbing

157

17R4 solution with added phosphate ester below the cloud
point. The critical load point detected at 118 µm of lateral
distance. The mixture of the phosphate ester and copolymers
in solutions can protect the metal surfaces better than
copolymers solutions. Note the difference scale on the figure,
the depth is in nm whereas the lateral distance is µm.

Fig. 6.1.

Diagram of the contributing factors to the adsorption

159

mechanism of copolymer films in boundary lubrication.

Fig. 6.2.

AFM

surface

topographies

on

(a).MS

and

(b).SS

in
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unlubricated condition. The Ra measured on MS was 4.3 nm
and was 5.3 nm for SS.

Fig. 6.3.

AFM surface topographies image on MS surfaces lubricated

162

by (a). 17R4 and (b). 25R2, and SS surfaces lubricated by (c).
17R4 and (d). 25R2. The surface roughness in dry condition
(Fig. 6.2) was 4.3 nm for MS and was 5.3 nm for SS.
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Fig. 6.4.

Proposed reverse copolymers 17R4 and 25R2 adsorption

163

below the cloud point on (a). hydrophobic surfaces, (b). the
oxide MS and SS surfaces (on right side). The open circle
corresponds to PEO whereas the filled circle corresponds to
PPO.

Fig. 6.5.

AFM surface topographies image on MS surfaces lubricated

165

by (a). L62 and (b). L64, and SS surfaces lubricated by (c).
L62 and (d). L64. The surface roughness in dry condition (Fig.
6.2) was 4.3 nm for MS and was 5.3 nm for SS.

Fig. 6.6.

Proposed normal copolymers L62 and L64 adsorption below

166

the cloud point (on left side) and reverse copolymers 25R2
and 17R4 (on right side) at the same temperature. The open
circles correspond to PEO

whereas the filled

circles

correspond to PPO.

Fig. 6.7.

AFM surface topographies image on MS surfaces lubricated
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by (a). L62 and (b). L64, and SS surfaces lubricated by (c).
L62 and (d). L64. The solutions were above the cloud point.
The surface roughness in dry condition (Fig. 6.2) was 4.3 nm
for MS and was 5.3 nm for SS.

Fig. 6.8.

Proposed normal copolymers L62 and L64 adsorption (on left

170

side) and reverse copolymers 17R4 and 25R5 (on right side)
on the oxide of MS and SS surfaces above the cloud point.
The open circles correspond to PEO whereas the filled circles
correspond to PPO. The illustration above on reverse
copolymers only shows one copolymer whereas the normal
copolymer adsorbed in one unity shape similar like micelle.
However, the PEO on normal copolymers is expected not
pointing toward the solution.
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Fig. 6.9.

The proposed adsorption mechanism of phosphate ester and

174

copolymer combination on MS and SS surfaces.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1. Aqueous metal forming lubricants
Metal forming processes particularly cold rolling process is characterized by high
pressures between the two contacting surfaces. When two surfaces contact with high
pressure, significant friction involved in the system hence the lubricant must be able to
perform adequately in such condition. In this operating condition, the roles of the
lubricants are to reduce friction and wear during the process. In the recent effort to
reduce the environmental impact of the metal forming lubricants, water based
(aqueous) lubricants have become major topic of investigation in lubrication field.
Water based solutions are environmentally friendly metal forming lubricants that can
mitigate the disposal issues inherent in oil based lubricants. Although water by itself
has a lower viscosity compared to oil and is a poor metal forming lubricant, however,
with additives water based solutions can have significantly improved tribological
performances (Gigel 2006, Pettersson et al. 2008a, Pettersson et al. 2008b, Kettler et
al. 2008, Zhang et al. 2012). With copolymer additives, solutions can also be tailored
for applications in the food industry. Several aqueous additives such as boron nitride
(Cho et al. 2013, Kimura et al. 1999, Lee et al. 2010), Poly(L-Lysine)-graftPoly(Ethylene Glycol) (PLL-g-PEG) (Lee et al. 2003, Lee and Spencer 2005, Lee et al.
2006, Lee and Spencer 2008), xanthan gum and guar gum (Vicente et al. 2005),
fullerene-styrene sulfonic acid copolymer (Lei et al. 2002), oleic acid TiO2 (Gao et al.
2002, Gao et al. 2000), polyethylene (Zhang et al. 2012) and phosphate ester (Liu et al.
2010a) have been reported.
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To be acceptable for applications as cold rolling lubricants, aqueous solutions
should possess good tribological characteristics, be easily removed from the rolled strip
surfaces and do not deteriorate the strip surface quality (Laemmle 1984a, Laemmle
1984b). The types of water based lubricants commonly used in strip rolling are Oil-inWater (o/w) as micro emulsions and aqueous solutions with additives i.e.
polyethylene/polypropylene blocks (Kettler et al. 2008, Cambiella et al. 2006, Laemmle
1984a, Laemmle 1984b). Emulsions of o/w have several disadvantages such as their
tendency to form phase segregation, significant post-used disposal and treatment
costs, and inherent bio-instability (Laemmle 1984a, Laemmle 1984b, Cambiella et al.
2006).
Kettler et al. (2008) studied o/w emulsions containing polymeric thickener acrylate
and silicone-based emulsifier of PEG-12. These emulsions are mixtures of two or more
immiscible liquid phases in water with the addition of an emulsifier. The emulsifiers
commonly used in o/w emulsions are nonionic surfactants, which consist of a
hydrophilic head group and a hydrophobic tail group. In the emulsions, the hydrophilic
head interacts with the polar phase whereas the non-polar phase of the component
interacts with the hydrophobic tail.
The use of nonionic surfactants as emulsifiers has consequences in the
performance of the emulsions. The nonionic surfactants are thermally dependent and
can exist in different phase dependent on the solution bulk temperature. Therefore, the
temperature is expected to be an important controlling parameter in the mixing process
of o/w emulsions as unstable temperature control may affect the morphology of the
droplets in emulsions. Kettler et al. (2008) proposed the use of poly(ethylene glycol) as
emulsifier combined with acrylate as a thickener. By substituting nonionic surfactants
with acrylate, the rheology can be controlled by varying the thickener and poly(ethylene
glycol) compounds in the emulsions. They found it relatively easy to control the droplet
sizes with nonionic surfactants as emulsifiers.
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Carbon nanotubes, graphene and diamond nanoparticles in aqueous solutions have
been reported as promising lubricants (Martin and Ohmae 2008, Pottuz et al. 2008,
Song and Li 2011,Peng et al. 2007, Peng et al. 2009). Nanoparticles were added to
create environmental friendly lubricants as the mixture does not contain oil. In sliding
operations, these nanoparticles are expected to reach the sliding surfaces and provide
separation between the two metals. However, in aqueous solutions, these
nanoparticles were found difficult to stay as stable dispersion as these particles tend to
aggregate. Other components such as copolymers and surfactants have been added
with nanoparticles to reduce the effect of aggregation (Stankovich et al. 2006, Deguchi
et al. 2001, Jiang et al. 2003).
Reeves et al. (2013) and Cho et al. (2013) reported the use of hexagonal boron
nitride (h-BN) in aqueous solutions. These nanoparticles have some advantages as
additive in water based lubricant. In aqueous solutions, h-BN tends to create a stable
dispersion without any added surfactants. In sliding contact, Lee et al. (2010) and Cho
et al. (2013) found that h-BN created multiple layers of precipitated particles on sliding
contact. These layers were reported to provide surface separations between the two
metals resulting in a low friction during sliding (Lee et al. 2010, Cho et al. 2013).
Despite o/w emulsions and nanoparticles used as additive in water based solution,
Ngaile et al. (2007) proposed polymeric-based lubricant in cold process of metal
forming. Copolymers namely methyl methacrylate, butyl acrylate and 2-hydroxyethyl
methacrylate have been evaluated using two different of test rigs: ring compression
and twist compression. They also used other commercial lubricants (non polymer) as
comparison. They found that the copolymers show similar performance as other
commercial lubricants.
According to Ngaile et al. (2007) a good metal forming lubricant should be able to
develop film that protect surface extension during deformation without any tendency of
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break down. A thick film may work to reduce friction by reducing asperities contact.
However, it may reduce the surface quality and increase the possibility of slip between
the roller and the strip (Singh 2006). Therefore, stable thin film thickness is major
requirement to reduce friction and improve the surface quality (Singh 2006). In this
respect the copolymer that adsorb on metal in monolayer is expected to protect the
surface from friction without reducing the surface quality (Singh 2006, Ngaile et al.
2007).
Nevertheless, Ngaile et al. (2007) reported that these copolymers only work well in
non-severe deformation condition, i.e. extrusion with low surface expansions. They
suggested that additive is needed in the copolymer solutions when used in severe
deformation process. The additive added may contain of chlorine, sulphur or
phosphorous. Liu et al. (2010a) reported the use of organic phosphorous additive
namely organic phosphate ester (DPZ) in boundary lubrication. They reported variation
of concentrations of DPZ in water e.g. 0.1 %, 0.2 %, 0.5 % and 1 %. The chemical
formula of the DPZ is shown in Fig. 1.1. The ‗R‘ shown is alkyl with carbon number
varying between 7 and 20 atoms. According to one manufacturer of phosphate ester
(Phosphate esters 2011), increasing the length of alkyl results in the reduction of the
surface tension of the solutions and increasing the number of carbon atoms causes
more dispersion of the DPZ in the solutions (Liu et al. 2010a, Lavergne et al. 2013).

Fig. 1.1. Chemical structure of organic phosphate ester (DPZ) (Liu et al. 2010a).

In metallic contacts, DPZ adsorbed on metal surfaces was found to reduce the
friction coefficient (Liu et al. 2010a). Compared to water lubrication with Coefficient of
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Friction (COF) of ~ 0.22, a lower COF of 0.18 was obtained from 0.1 % and 0.2 % DPZ
solutions. With 0.5 % and 1 % DPZ solutions, a significantly lower COF of ~ 0.08 was
obtained. The worn track on the steel disk lubricated by water in Fig.1.2a shows pits
and spalls possibly from contact fatigue and adhesive wear during contact. In contrast,
a much smoother surface with some micro grooves is shown in Fig. 1.2b for the worn
track of steel disk lubricated with 1 % DPZ solutions. The XPS analysis of the worn
track shows that DPZ adsorbed on the surfaces of the tribo-pair resulting in an
improvement of the anti-wear property of water.
Mistry et al. (2013) reported the use of phosphate ester mixed with mineral oil to
lubricate a steel pair contact in boundary lubrication. They found that the COF is
significantly reduced with phosphate ester present in the oil. However, they found that
the wear volume on the disk was significantly greater compared to that without
phosphate ester.

a.

b.

Fig. 1.2. SEM images on the steel disk lubricated with (a). water, (b). 1 % DPZ
solutions. Spalls and pits dominated on the worn track lubricated with water whereas
smoother surface is shown when the steel was lubricated with 1 % DPZ solutions (Liu
et al. 2010a).

Mistry et al. (2013) suggested that phosphate ester adsorbed on metallic surfaces
results in a mild wear condition initially and as contact pressure is rapidly increased,
phosphate ester reacts with the surface creating a glass-like surface reducing friction.
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1.2. PEOm-PPOn-PEOm and PPOn-PEOm-PPOn copolymer based aqueous
solutions
Aqueous solutions comprised of nonionic amphiphilic surfactants such as
hydrophobic poly(propylene oxide), PPO chains, and hydrophilic poly(ethylene oxide),
PEO chains are prospective lubricants for strip rolling applications because of their
excellent tribological performance and surface cleaning property (Laemmle 1984a,
Laemmle 1984b, Cambiellaa et al. 2006, Alexandridis and Hatton 1995, James-Smith
et al. 2008, Patel et al. 2010, Zhou and Chu 1994, Ortona et al. 2006, D‘Errico et al.
2004).
Normal copolymer structure (PEOm-PPOn-PEOm) typically is comprised of two
hydrophilic PEO end blocks and one middle PPO block. The reverse structure (PPOnPEOm-PPOn) is comprised of two end PPO blocks and one middle PEO block. In the
aqueous state, both copolymers are temperature and concentration dependent that is
when the solution temperature and concentration are increased the phase of the
copolymers will change (Zhou and Chu 1994).
1.2.1. Structure and properties of symmetrical tri-block copolymers
The normal tri-block copolymer consists of hydrophilic poly(ethylene oxide) PEO and
hydrophobic block of poly(propylene oxide) PPO and is denoted as PEOm-PPOn-PEOm.
The chemical structure of the normal amphiphilic copolymers is shown in Fig. 1.3a. The
subscripts m and n represent the number of repeat units of hydrophilic block and
hydrophobic block and they can vary the hydrophobicity, hydrophilicity and the size of
the copolymers.
The reverse tri-block copolymer consists of a middle hydrophilic chain of
poly(ethylene oxide) PEO block and two end hydrophobic poly(propylene oxide) PPO
blocks. The reverse structure of the tri-block is denoted as poly(propylene oxide) npoly(ethylene oxide)m-poly(propylene oxide)n or PPOn-PEOm-PPOn and shown in Fig.
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1.3b. As both structures have hydrophilic and hydrophobic parts, they are considered
as surfactant in aqueous state (Laemmle 1984a, Laemmle 1984b, Alexandridis and
Hatton 1995, D‘Errico et al. 2004).

a.
HO

CH2CH2O

CH2CH2O

CH2CHO
m

m
CH3

PEOm

H

n
PEOm

PPOn

b.
HO

CH2CHO

CH2CHO

CH2CH2O

H

m
CH3
PPOn

CH3

n
PEOm

n

PPOn

Fig. 1.3. Structure of symmetrical tri-block copolymers: (a). normal, (b). reverse.

1.2.2. Hydrophilic-Lyphophilic Balance (HLB)
The Hydrophilic-Liphophilic Balance (HLB) is a special characteristic of nonionic
surfactants as every surfactant must have a hydrophilic (dissolve in water) part and a
liphophilic (dissolve in oil) part (Alexandridis and Hatton 1995, The HLB system 2005).
Griffin in 1949 (Griffin 1949) discussed the HLB system that determines the solubility of
the surfactant in water (hydrophilic) or in oil (liphophilic). This method defines the ratio
of hydrophilic and liphophilic in terms of the weight percentage of oxy-ethylene content
(E) and polyhydric alcohol content (P) in a nonionic surfactant. Griffin defined HLB in
equation 1.1 below (Griffin 1949, Griffin 1954).

(1.1)
The Griffin‘s HLB equation however, cannot be used to measure HLB of nonionic
surfactant containing propylene oxide or butylenes oxide (Davies 1957) as the
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propylene oxide in a nonionic surfactant is considered not related to the surfactant
composition. Davies (Davies 1957) proposed an equation to measure HLB based on
the chemical groups of the molecule as presented in equation 1.2. This method has an
advantage over the Griffin method as the number of hydrophilic group and liphophilic
group in a nonionic surfactant is used to determine HLB value.
(1.2)
HLB values from both calculation methods are within the range of 1 to 20 that
represents the characteristic of a nonionic surfactant. When a surfactant (A) has a
higher HLB number compared to the other (B), the A surfactant is said to be more
hydrophilic and hence more soluble in water. On the other hand, the B surfactant is
said to be more liphophilic and is more soluble in oil. The HLB value can also
determine the emulsifying and solubilizing properties of nonionic surfactant as
presented in Table 1.1 by Griffin (Griffin 1949).
Table 1.1. Classification of surfactants application (Griffin 1949).
Range of HLB value
3.5 - 6
7-9
8-18
13-15
15-18

Application
W/O emulsifier
Wetting agent
O/W emulsifier
Detergent
Solubilization

Davies method (Davies 1957) is easy to use in finding HLB in nonionic surfactants.
Lin and Somasundaran (1971) invented a new method to modify the Davies method by
implementing an effective chain length instead of the actual chain length to measure
HLB. However, Guo et al. (2006) found that Lin‘s method produced some error (Schott
1984, Becher and Birkmeier 1964) when applied to some surfactants such as tri-block
copolymers. Consequently Guo et al. (2006) introduced a modification of Lin‘s method
(Lin and Somasundaran 1971, Lin et al. 1973, Lin and Marszall 1976) by using a
contribution group to measure the effective chain length of liphophilic and hydrophilic
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parts of a nonionic surfactant. They found that their method is suitable for symmetrical
tri-block copolymers including the copolymers used in this thesis.
1.2.3. Cloud Point
The cloud point of an aqueous solution is the temperature at which the solution
shows dual-phase appearance and increases its turbidity (Alexandridis and Hatton
1995). In a two-phase state, the copolymers are totally separated from the water and
exist as aggregates due to the increase of hydrophobicity of PPO and dehydration of
PEO (Yang and Sharma 2001, Alexandridis and Hatton 1995).
To measure the cloud point of aqueous solutions, an aqueous solution with a certain
surfactant concentration is placed in a glass vial immersed in a stirred heating bath.
The solution is heated at a controlled heat rate i.e. 0.5°C/min. As the temperature
increases, the temperature at which the first appearance of turbidity is seen is taken as
the cloud point (Sharma and Bahadur 2002, Desai et al. 2002, Kim and Shah 2002,
Kim and Shah 2003, Hong et al. 1996).
1.2.4. Phase behavior of solutions
The phase of PEOm-PPOn-PEOm and PPOn-PEOm-PPOn solutions is thermally
driven and concentration dependent. Both copolymers structures have been reported
to exist in unimer phase at low concentration and low temperature for example PEOmPPOn-PEOm at below 0.02 g/ml (Zhou and Chu 1994). Unimer is a state where
amphiphilic copolymers freely move in aqueous solution and do not form networks with
other copolymers. The interaction between the unimer phase and the water is created
by strong hydrogen bond resulting in soluble copolymer solutions (James-Smith et al.
2008, Patel et al. 2010, Zhou and Chu 1994).
When the concentration is increased up to the Critical Micelle Concentration (CMC)
at a certain temperature known as Critical Micelle Temperature (CMT), the copolymers
aggregate into nano-sized structures. The solution phase changes into a micelle
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phase. Typical micelle for amphiphilic copolymers in aqueous solution has spherical
shape with a core filled with hydrophobic parts while the hydrophilic parts are in contact
with the bulk solution (Zhou and Chu 1994, Yang and Sharma 2001).
Increasing the temperature further beyond the cloud point will transform the
copolymers solution into a dual-phase solution (Zhou and Chu 1994, Yang and Sharma
2001), which can easily be identified by the level of the solution turbidity. The
interaction between the hydrophilic PEO parts and the water is believed to be the origin
of the temperature dependency of these copolymers (Yang and Sharma 2001). Above
the cloud points, hydrophilic PEO blocks losses the hydrogen bond with water, while
the hydrophobicity of the PPO is increased resulting in insoluble copolymers in the
water (Yang and Sharma 2001). The copolymers with longer hydrophilic parts are
expected to have a higher cloud point (Sharma and Bahadur 2002).
Although the transformation behavior seems the same for both copolymers
structure, Zhou and Chu (1994) reported copolymers with similar molecular weight and
similar number of hydrophilic and hydrophobic parts can have different phase behavior
in an aqueous solution. Fig 1.4a and b show the phase of reverse 17R4 copolymer and
normal L64 copolymer. Both copolymers have similar numbers of PPO and PEO blocks
and molecular weight. There are three distinct phase regions shown in these figures.
Region I, II, and III correspond to one-phase unimer, one-phase micelle, and dualphase region. The red dash line is the concentration of copolymers solutions used in
this thesis (0.06 g/ml).
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Fig. 1.4. (a). Phase diagram of 17R4 in water, (b). Phase diagram of L64 in water.
Regions I is the one-phase unimer region. Region II is one-phase micelle region.
Region III is two-phase region of two immiscible isotropic solutions (Zhou and Chu
1994). Red dash line denotes the concentration used in this thesis (0.06 g/ml) .

In Fig. 1.4a, the open circles (17R4 copolymer) correspond to the cloud points
obtained from their experiment and the filled circles correspond to cloud point‘s data
from BASF, the manufacturer of 17R4. Open triangles are the CMT data and filled
triangles are the CMC data. Similar circles and triangles are shown in Fig. 1.4b for L64.
L64 exists in unimer in very low concentration (less than 0.3 % concentration) and very
low temperature ranges (below 30°C). L64 changes into micelle in high concentrations
and temperatures. The self-aggregation of micelle and micelle size are expected to
increase with temperature and concentration. However, increasing the temperature in
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any concentration above the CMT for 0.10 g/ml up to 60°C changes the L64 solution
into a dual-phase solution.
In contrast, 17R4 exists as one-phase unimer over wide concentrations range and
temperatures range. The 17R4 forms micelle at high concentrations above 0.075 g/ml
within a narrow temperature range. In this thesis, the copolymers solutions were
maintained at 0.06 g/ml concentration. At this concentration, L64 is in micelle form
below the cloud point and dual-phase state above the cloud point. The 17R4 will be in
unimer phase below the cloud point and in two-phase above the cloud point. For 17R4
at 0.06 g/ml concentration as the temperature is increased, above the cloud point the
solution turns into a two-phase solution.
Increasing temperature above the CMT alters the shape and/or the size of the
micelle. For example at 45°C, the hydrophobic parts of PPO become more hydrophobic
and the hydrophilic parts of PEO lose the hydrogen bond with water (dehydration), thus
making the micelle structure to be more compact (Jebari et al. 2006). The viscosity of
the aqueous L64 was also found to decrease.
However, the temperature was further increased to 52°C, the viscosity was also
found to increase indicating micelle had swelled in the solution. Jebari et al. (2006)
explained the swelling of the micelle is possibly due to the change of the micelle shape
from spherical into ellipsoidal. The 52°C temperature is very close to the cloud point
temperature of the solution, it was thought that the micelle was about to separate from
the water when the solution temperature reached the cloud point. Yang and Sharma
(2001) explained that above the cloud point, the PPO becomes more hydrophobic
whereas the hydrophilic PEO becomes less hydrophilic. These effects contribute to the
swelling of the micelle structure above the cloud point.
Zhou and Chu (1994) described L64 solution above the cloud point as dual-phase.
Alexandridis and Hatton (1995) reported that L62 and L64 solution is multi-phase
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solution above the cloud point. They explained that L62 and L64 in 0.06 g/ml
concentration are in multi-phase up to 100°C. The solution is usually turned rapidly into
multi-phase solutions after the solution temperature exceeds the cloud point by a few
degrees (Alexandridis and Lindman 2000). The enriched copolymer solution with 40 %
to 60 % concentration segregates to the bottom (Fig. 1.5).

Copolymers
solution

Temperature
increased >
cloud point

water
copolymer
enriched

Fig. 1.5. Illustration of multi-phase copolymer solution above the cloud point.

1.2.5. Adsorption of copolymers on hydrophobic surfaces
Adsorption of copolymer on the surface can be described as the adhesion of
molecules or ions to a surface without penetrating the surface (Butt et al. 2006). The
adsorption of nonionic surfactants is driven typically by hydrophobic interaction
whereas the anionic surfactants are driven by electrostatic interaction. The normal
copolymers L62 and L64 together with reverse copolymers 17R4 and 25R2 are
classified as nonionic surfactant. Therefore, the adsorption of those copolymers on the
MS and SS surfaces are mainly driven by hydrophobic interaction.
Hydrophobic interaction in a solution typically corresponds to the interaction
between hydrophobes, i.e. poly(propylene oxide), and water molecules. Than (2010)
described those hydrophobic parts as low water-soluble molecules. The copolymer
used in this thesis has two main parts, the hydrophilic PEO chains and hydrophobic
PPO chains. Walter Kauzzman (1959) found that hydrophobic interaction plays an
important role in the stability of non-polar substances in aqueous media. Non-polar
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substances such as fat, tend to associate with the nearest non-polar substances rather
than stay separated in the solution. The main reason of this condition is the non-polar
substances do not associate well with water and tend to minimize contact.
When PEOm-PPOn-PEOm or PPOn-PEOm-PPOn copolymers are mixed with water,
the water molecules clustered around the polar parts of the copolymers PEO blocks.
Due to the polarity of water molecule, water reacts with PEO via hydrogen bond. On
the other hand, water does not react with non-polar PPO. PPO block lowers the
hydrogen bond of the copolymer with water molecules. When bond breaks endothermic
reaction occurs (Than 2010) and the water-copolymer bond is altered into new
hydrogen cage like bond (H-O-H) structure (Fig. 1.6).

Clathrate Cage
H

C

Hydrogen Bond

O

H
Hydrophobe

Clathrate Cage

H

H
H

O
H

H
H

O

Water Molecule

H

Hydrophobe

Fig. 1.6. Illustration of Clathrate cage (Than 2010).

Gibbs introduced Gibbs energy (Gibbs energy 2011, Gibbs free energy) to quantify
the balance of the potential driving forces on a chemical reaction. Based on
thermodynamic consideration, the Gibbs energy can verify whether a reaction is
spontaneous or not. During a reaction, the change of the Gibbs energy of the system is
expressed by equation 1.3.
(1.3)
Where ΔG is Gibbs energy, ΔH is enthalpy, T is temperature and S is entropy. For
reactions occurring at constant temperature, equation 1.3 becomes
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(1.4)
A reaction can be classified as spontaneous reaction if ΔG is negative and nonspontaneous if it is positive. When the value of ΔG is equal to zero, the reaction is in
equilibrium.
According to the Gibbs energy equation, hydrophobes become more organized as
the presence of the cage around increases the system entropy. Therefore the system
ΔS is negative. The orientation of the hydrophobes is such that they always minimize
contact with water. The new reaction of hydrogen bonds surrounding the hydrophobe is
uncontrollable leading to the value of ΔH being a small number. That means the
system enthalpy cannot be used to determine the spontaneous reaction between the
water molecules and hydrophobe as the ΔS is found to be a large negative number.
From equation 1.4, the small value of ΔH combined with large negative ΔS results in
the Gibbs energy greater than zero. Thus the hydrophobe and water molecule reaction
is not spontaneous at constant temperature.
For low concentration PEOm-PPOn-PEOm and PPOn-PEOm-PPOn aqueous solutions
e.g. 0.01 g/ml, the PPO blocks are surrounded by a clathrate cage. The PEO interacts
with water via the hydrogen bond and as a result the copolymer moves freely in the
water environment. The active motion of the copolymer is driven by the hydrophobic
parts in the cage that minimize their contact with water. An illustration of free moving
copolymers in aqueous environment is shown in Fig. 1.7a and the adsorption of
copolymer on the hydrophobic surface is shown in Fig. 1.7b.
In Fig. 1.7b for hydrophobic surfaces, the copolymer draws closer to the surface as
the non-polar parts tend to adhere together and the enthalpy increase become positive
as the hydrogen bonds at clathrate cage are broken. The break of the clathrate cage
makes ΔS positive. In this condition the Gibbs energy turned negative as ΔH is a small
positive number and ΔS a large positive number. Therefore, the hydrophobic reaction
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between the PPO and hydrophobic surface can be classified as a spontaneous
reaction. The hydrophobic interaction between the copolymer and the hydrophobic
surface forms a basis for the adsorption of copolymer.

PPOn-PEOm-PPOn

PEOm-PPOn-PEOm
a.

a.

b.

b.

Condition on (a.):
ΔH = small negative number
ΔS = large negative number
ΔG = > 0
No hydrophobic interaction

Condition on (b.):
ΔH = small positive number
ΔS = large positive number
ΔG = < 0
Hydrophobic interaction between
hydrophobes (PPO) and hydrophobic
surface (adsorption).

Fig. 1.7. Illustration of (a). copolymers freely moving in aqueous environment and (b).
adsorption of the copolymers to a hydrophobic surface. The open circles correspond to
PEO and filled circles PPO.

The hydrophobic interaction plays an important role in the adsorption. The
adsorption mechanism of PEOm-PPOn-PEOm below the cloud point was described as
primarily by the hydrophobic PPO chain whilst the PEO chains remain extended in bulk
solution (Green et al. 1997, Lee and Spencer 2005, Lazos et al. 2005, McLean 2005,
Baker and Berg 1988). Reverse PPOn-PEOm-PPOn copolymers are expected to attach
on the surface in the same mechanism but in the different manner i.e. the end PPO
blocks anchor on the hydrophobic surfaces and the middle PEO block extends into the
bulk solutions (Baker and Berg 1988). Lee and Spencer (2005) depicted a schematic of
normal copolymer adsorption on hydrophobic poly(dimethylsiloxane) shown in Fig. 1.8.
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The adsorption illustration of normal copolymers on hydrophobic surface shown in
Fig. 1.7b was based on Fig. 1.8. In Fig. 1.7b, the normal copolymers were adsorbed by
the middle block PPO whereas the reverse copolymer adsorbs to the surface primarily
by two ends PPO. The PEO still creates hydrogen bonds with water hence the two
ends PEO of the normal structure form a brush-like structure. On the other hand, the
PEO middle block of the reverse copolymers forms folded structure pointing toward the
bulk solutions.

Fig. 1.8. Adsorption mechanism of normal copolymers on hydrophobic PDMS surface.
The PPO is shown to adsorb on the hydrophobic synthetic rubber while the PEO stays
in the solutions (Lee and Spencer, 2005).

The PEOm-PPOn-PEOm has been reported to adsorb on hydrophilic surface i.e. silica
with a different mechanism. The hydrophilic surface seems to change the orientation of
the copolymer molecules with hydrophilic PEO blocks attached to the silanol group
leaving the hydrophobic block on the bulk solution resulting in a poor adsorption on the
surface (Malmsten et al. 1992).
The distinctive phases of different copolymer solutions lead to different adsorption
mechanism on metallic surfaces at different temperatures. Copolymer solutions with
similar molecular weight and composition but different structures are expected to have
different tribological performance (Patel et al. 2010).

1.3. Phosphate ester: surfactants and extreme pressure additives
1.3.1. Phosphate esters surfactants structure
Phosphate esters are anionic surfactants. These compounds are manufactured from
two different structures and described as free-acid surfactants. The first structure is
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known as mono-ester produced from polyphosphoric acid reacting with other chemical
compounds either of alcohol chain, alcohol ethoxylates chain or phenyl ethoxylates
chain. The next structure is known as di-esters, which is produced from phosphorous
pentoxide with two chains of other chemical compounds i.e. alcohols. Phosphate ester
surfactants are produced in mixtures of mono esters and di-esters in a certain ratio
(Canter 2007).
The structure of phosphate esters is presented in Fig. 1.9. The phosphoric acid, the
origin of the phosphate esters has a similar structure with mono-ester (a). However,
phosphoric acid does not have the ―R‖ component (Fig. 1.9) that corresponds to the
alcohols chain in mono-ester or di-ester. Originally, a hydrogen atom is placed on the
―R‖. The phosphoric acid H3PO4 has approximate pH value of 2. When the hydrogen is
replaced with another compound such as ethylene oxide and hydrophobic compound (CH3), the mono-ester or di-ester compound changes the phosphate esters into freeacid compounds (see Fig. 1.10). However, the value of pH does not change.

HO
a.

b.

P
O

RO

OR

OH

OR
P

O

OH

Fig. 1.9. The structure of phosphate ester (a). mono ester (b). di-esters.

As surfactant, phosphate ester has a hydrophilic phosphate head group and a
hydrophobic tail that consisting a number of carbon chain including Ethylene Oxide
(EO) and –CH3 end (Canter 2007, Duran 2014). The ethylene oxide responsible for the
solubility of this compound in the water as the ethylene oxide creates hydrogen
bonding with water. The ―R‖ component, which is hydrophobic part, functions as the
tail. The hydrophilic head of phosphate ester is negatively charged hence is classified
as an anionic surfactant with a high value of HLB.
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The individual parts depicted in Fig. 1.10 will affect the characteristic of the
phosphate esters. Croda one of phosphate esters manufacturer via tech of the week
(2009) described the influence of the phosphate head group as a corrosion additive.
On the other hand, increasing the number of ethylene oxide chain can reduce the
surface tension when the compound is mixed with water in a certain concentration. In
addition, the ―R‖ part is responsible for hydrophobic part. In the phosphate esters used
in this thesis, ―R‖ correspond to –CH3 compound. Based on the explanation above, by
varying the chain length of EO parts and different hydrophobic compounds, a wide
range of properties of phosphate esters can be made in order to match the application.

OH

R

(CH2CH2O)m

P

O

OH
Hydrophobic moiety
(Ethylene oxide)m
Phosphate head

Fig. 1.10. Schematic structure of phosphate esters .

One of the unique properties of the phosphate esters is the function of hydrotrope
(Neuberg 1916, Hydrotropes 2011). A hydrotrope compound is a chemical compound
which consists of hydrophilic and hydrophobic parts similar to surfactant, but it
functions as a solubilizing agent of hydrophobic compounds i.e. poly(propylene) oxide
(PPO), in an aqueous solution (Neuberg 1916, Agrawal et al. 2004, Tech of week
2009, Phosphate esters 2011). A hydrotrope normally does not form micelles in
aqueous solution as the hydrophobic moiety chain is too short to encourage the selfaggregation of the compound (Neuberg 1916, Otten and Nestor 1986, Hydrotropes
2011, Lavergne et al. 2013).
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1.3.2. Phosphate esters as extreme pressure additive
Phosphate esters have been known to have the ability to be used as metal working
fluids and additives (Extreme Pressure (EP)) in water based lubricants as they behave
as a corrosion inhibitor and boundary lubricant (Studt 1989, Liston 1993, Glaeser et
al.1992). It prevents excessive wear during sliding contact by generating boundary
lubrication film protecting the metal surface.
The phosphate esters in aqueous state with concentration ranging from 0.1 % w/w
to 1 % w/w (Liu et al. 2010a) were reported to reduce friction when used to lubricate
steel (Liu et al. 2010a). The wear was also found reduced significantly with increasing
concentrations. As a surfactant, phosphate esters are expected to adsorb onto metal
surfaces during metal to metal contact (Phosphate esters 2011). The concentration up
to a certain level can affect lubrication i.e. reducing the friction coefficient. However,
when the surface is totally covered with phosphate esters, increasing the concentration
may result in a thicker adsorbed lubricant film but it does not affect further improvement
in the friction coefficient (Liu et al. 2010a). The reduction in friction was also reported
by Mistry et al. (2013) but they also reported that the wear was found to increase.
Spikes explained the interaction between additive-additive and additive-metal
surface in the formulation of a lubricant (Spikes 1989). Favorable additive-additive
interaction should promote synergism between the additives (Spikes 1989). Papcock et
al. (1967) defined synergism when mixtures of two or more additives in a lubricant
improve the results.
Spikes (1989) described interaction of anti wear-extreme pressure additives. When
two additives like sulfur acting as an anti wear additive and phosphor as EP additive
are mixed, the mixture composition and the type of the compounds can play an
important role in creating synergism interaction (Spikes 1989). If either composition or
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type of compound does not match, it will change the synergism to antagonism as one
of the additives suppresses the other.
As amphiphilic surfactants, phosphate esters mix with mineral oil. Mistry et al.
(2013) compared phosphate ester against amine phosphate in oil. Phosphate ester
produced a lower friction coefficient compared to amine phosphate but at the same
time produced a higher wear rate compared to amine phosphate. From the XPS and
surface roughness analysis, they found that compared to phosphate ester, amine
phosphate produced more durable adsorbed lubricated film during contact and a lower
surface roughness on the worn track (Mistry et al. 2013). Amine complex, such as
amine phosphate, is believed to react better with metal to produce a stronger adsorbed
lubricant film.
In terms of the surface roughness and wear modes of the worn track of metal
lubricated by aqueous phosphate esters, Liu et al. (2010a) and Evans et al. (2005)
found that phosphate esters reduce the plastic deformation. However, Mistry et al.
(2013) found the track wear increased despite the low friction coefficient. This finding
points to the limitation of the phosphate esters. From this perspective, phosphate
esters can be thought to function as friction reducer rather than anti-wear additive.
Adding another compound as anti-wear additive in the solution may reduce the wear
during sliding.

1.4. Measurement techniques
1.4.1. Macro friction and wear behavior measurement using ball-on-disk
The friction and the wear behavior of the solutions are commonly investigated using
ball-on-disk tribometer in accordance with ASTM G99-95a (ASTM 2000). Ball-on-disk
experiments are commonly used in the study of tribological performances of new
lubricants (Baykal et al. 2013, Lu et al. 2013, Zhang et al. 2013, Fallqvist et al. 2013,
Lin et al. 2013, Zhu et al. 2013, Elomaa et al. 2013). In a typical experiment, dynamic
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friction is continuously measured together with solution temperature and pin or ball
normal displacement.
Lee et al. (2004) investigated the effect of molecular structure of PEOm-PPOn-PEOm
adsorbed on hydrophobic surface poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) on sliding contact
dynamic friction using a ball-on-disk method. The load applied on the ball was 1 N and
the sliding speeds were varied from 0.0001 to 0.1 m/s which is relatively low compared
to the experiments reported in this thesis. This is understandable as the surface of their
disk is much softer than low carbon steel (MS) and stainless steel (SS). An increase of
PPO chain numbers has been found to increase the lubrication properties of the
solution. A lower friction was found when the PDMS was lubricated by a longer PPO
chain.
Muller et al. (2003) investigated poly(L-lysine)-g-poly(ethylene glycol) (PLL-g-PEG)
copolymers under the boundary lubrication conditions between a spherical pin and a
flat glass disk. The normal loads were varied from 1 to 5 N load and sliding speed was
0.005 m/s. They found that PLL-g-PEG developed a boundary film thickness up to 20
nm, which explained the very low friction.
Elomaa et al. (2013) studied the effect of diamond nanoparticles in ethylene glycol
solution used as lubricant on steel and steel contact. The boundary lubrication
condition was obtained using 100 N in load and low sliding speed of 0.05 m/s. They
found that the diamond nanoparticles precipitated on the worn tracks and provided a
low friction and low wear.
1.4.2. Micro scratch
Micro scratch is experimental technique used for characterizing the mechanical
properties of coating or thin film on surfaces such as adhesion, desorption and
deformation. A sharp tip commonly made from hard metal or diamond scratches under
constant or progressively increasing load. In progressively increasing load, the load at
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which a film failure occurs is known as the critical load. Based on the critical load, the
adhesive and cohesive parameters of the film can be determined.
One study using both constant and progressively increasing loading types of scratch
experiment was reported by Barletta et al. (2013). Tips with various diameters of 200,
400 and 1600 µm were used to investigate hybrid organic-inorganic coating of metal
pigments Al-Mg. The results from the constant load scratch experiments indicate that
certain coating layers provide a better resistance on the surface.
Wang et al. (2013) reported progressive increasing load scratch experiments on
coarse-grained and ultrafine-grained titanium and Ti-6Al-4v coated with DLC-Zr. The
lowest critical load was found on coarse-grained titanium. The results presented in Fig.
1.11 revealed that ultrafine-grained titanium coated with DLC-Zr is the best pair
compared to the other surfaces.

Fig. 1.11. Scratch tracks of DLC-Zr coatings on (a). coarse-grained Ti that detected
broken in earliest distance, (b). ultrafine-grained Ti, the best pair with longest broken
film distance compared to the two others, (c). Ti–6Al–4V substrates (Wang et al. 2013).

With more precise load control in the low range (< 500 mN), micro-scratch
experiments can also be used to probe the adsorption strength of soft thin lubricant
layers. This is possible by modifying a nano indentation system. This is the technique
adopted in this thesis.
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1.4.3. Scanning electron microscope
A Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) can be used to determine the wear modes
of the worn tracks generated from ball-on-disk experiments. SEM is mainly used to
visualize the surfaces with high resolution images (SEI) (Beake and Lieskiewicz 2013,
Beake et al. 2013, Wang et al. 2013, Farokhzadeh et al. 2013, Xiao et al. 2013,
Barletta et al. 2013). SEM can observe the morphology of the surface above 1 nm.
Beake et al. (2013) used SEM to observe fretting scars in the range of 2-5 nm.
SEM generates images of sample surfaces using a focused beam of electrons. The
electron from the beam interacts with atoms on sample surface resulting in various
signals. These signals contain various information of the detected surface such as
surface morphology, chemical composition and orientation of materials. However, the
samples usually have to be conductive.
Panagopoulos et al. (2013) reported the study of corrosion and corrosive wear
resistance using pin on disk experiments of stainless steel (pin) and zinc (disk). NaCl
and sodium molybdate dehydrate in various concentration of aqueous solutions were
used as lubricant. The zinc was immersed in the solution at least 30 min before the
experiment started. An SEM was used to study the corrosion on the zinc and the
corrosive wear on the worn track.
Fig. 1.12a shows the SEM of a corroded zinc free surface. They found that
dissolution-precipitation of solution particles were the main mechanism of corrosion.
Pitting corrosion shown in Fig 1.12a was caused by the interaction of Cl¯ ions in the
solution with the zinc surface layers (Panagopoulos et al. 2013). On the other hand,
Fig. 1.12b shows the SEM image on the zinc worn track. The 0.01 M NaCl was used to
lubricate the zinc. The harder stainless steel (700 HVN compared to 40 HVN of zinc)
produced plastic deformation and cracking. By using other equipment of x-ray
diffraction (XRD) they found the tribo-corrosion occurred on the worn track.
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a.

b.

Fig. 1.12. SEM images on (a). corroded zinc surface, (b). zinc worn track
(Panagopoulos et al. 2013).

1.4.4. Atomic force microscope
Atomic force microscope (AFM) is a high precision nanoscale Scanning Probe
Microscope (SPM) instrument. It is designed to sense the sample using probe or tip on
a cantilever and is able to measure properties of a sample surface such as friction,
magnetism, height. The AFM can be used in soft materials due to the low interaction
between the tip and the surface.
AFM has been widely used to study the adsorption of surfactants on solid surfaces
(Lee and Bhusan 2011, Brunner et al. 2009, Capella and Dietler 1999, Bhusan et al.
2010a) as well as film thickness measurement (Bhusan 1999, Bhusan et al. 2010b,
Gesang et al.1995, Finot et al. 2013). During an AFM measurement, a force-distance
curve developed can be used to determine the thickness of the film. The interpretation
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of force-distance curve is very important in an AFM. Butt et al. (2005) described the
application of force-distance curve in aqueous medium, adhesion measurement, and
measurement on biological cells. The application of the AFM as lubricant film thickness
measurement tool has been reported by Bhusan et al. (2010b) who investigated
adsorption

mechanism

such

as

adhesion

and

lubricant

film

thickness

of

perfluoropolyether (PFPE) on optical drive to reduce friction.
In relating to other thin film measurement methods such as ellipsometer, Gesang et
al. (1995) reported a study comparison of measuring ultrathin polymer films using AFM
and ellipsometer. They used smooth silicon wafer and aluminum-coated silicon wafer
as substrates. The substrates were immersed in a polymer solution and dried after
using spin coater. A model was developed for each substrate in order to get the
thickness of each film layer using ellipsometer. The AFM however, is direct
measurement that does not rely on the model to get the thickness value.
They found that there were insignificant differences between AFM and ellipsometer
when the film thickness ranged from 1 to 10 nm. However, the discrepancies have
been found to increase when the film thickness was greater than 10 nm. Significant
lower film thickness was obtained from AFM measurement compared to ellipsometer.
They thought that the cantilever‘s tip was deflected excessively resulting in the tip was
not able to penetrate the film. Therefore, thinner film was observed by AFM. From
ellipsometer sides, the refractive index values to create model may contribute to the
discrepancies, i.e. reducing the value of refractive index may result in decreasing the
thickness. Therefore, the refractive indexes have to be chosen carefully during
modeling layers.
Mate et al. (1989) also reported comparison between the ellipsometer and AFM for
measuring silicon wafers covered by adsorbing polymers solutions. Contact mode was
used to do a measurement of film thickness on a sample covered by adsorbing
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polymer solution. A typical force-distance curve obtained during measurement of film
thickness is shown in Fig. 1.13 (Mate et al. 1989). The force-distance curve
corresponds to the position of the cantilever relative to the surface during force mode.
The thickness of the film was measured when the tip touches the top surface of the film
(A) and penetrates the film (B) until the substrate was reached (C). The detail
explanation of the force-distance curve can be found in Chapter 2 section 2.2.2.
Mate et al. (1989) found the results from AFM always to be thicker compared to the
ellipsometer. It was thought that the presence of liquid on the adsorption layer
increases the attractive force between the tip and the layer. They also found that the
presence of liquid increases the meniscus effect between tip and layer during the tip
pulling away from the layer. As a result, the film thickness could not be measured.

A

B
C

Fig. 1.13. Typical force-distance curve obtained from AFM measurement of film
thickness on a sample surface coated by adsorbing film (Mate et al. 1989).

AFM has also been used in the mapping of surfaces lubricated by surfactants. The
maps of the lubricated surfaces can be used to understand mechanism of adsorption of
the surfactants (Li et al. 2012). Symmetrical tri-block copolymers of PEOm-PPOn-PEOm
in an aqueous solution were used to lubricate three different surfaces with different
hydrophobicity namely polypropylene (PP), polyethylene (PE) and cellulose (CE)
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surfaces. It was thought that PEOm-PPOn-PEOm was in micelle phase during the
lubrication. Therefore, the AFM mapping process on three different surfaces was
carried out on the surfaces with the surfaces immersed in the lubricant. The AFM
images show the micelles presence on the surface. The micelle size was measured
after the mapping and compared to other references and used to build a proposed
model of adsorption.

Fig. 1.14. AFM surface topography of PE in (a). water environment and in (b). coated
with thin film of EO19PO29EO19. The line profiles below show the surface profiles when
immersed in (c). water environment, (d). EO19PO29EO19 solution. Aggregate of normal
copolymers shown bigger in solution environment compared to water environment
indicates the copolymers in micelle state attach on PE in EO19PO29EO19 solution (Li et
al. 2011).

The surface profile measured on PE in water environment shows a circular cone of
PE surface (see Fig. 1.14a and c). When the PE was dipped into EO19PO29EO19,
aggregates of approximately 190 nm diameter were formed (see Fig. 1.14b and d). The
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agglomerates of the copolymers that formed on the surface indicate the adsorption of
the copolymers due to micelle phase instead of unimer.
1.4.5. Ellipsometer
Investigation of the copolymer adsorption by means of the adsorbed film thickness
on the MS and SS surfaces were carried out by ellipsometer. Ellipsometer is a nondestructive optical measurement method, which processes light reflections from a thin
film on a sample (Naciri et al. 2002, Pascu and Dinescu 2012, Horprathum et al. 2013).
During

a

measurement

process,

ellipsometer

measures

sample

reflection

characteristics of the polarized reflected light from a thin film sample (Pascu and
Dinescu 2012). The characteristics of the sample i.e. film thickness; surface roughness
and optical constant (n and k) are deduced from the polarizing light reflection.
Ellipsometer is a useful tool to calculate the film thickness on a surface. It is a nondestructive method therefore; it can measure the thickness of a soft coated surface.
Ellipsometer is sensitive to film thickness and can measure thickness from nm scale up
to 5 µm. For a thick film above 50 nm, it is recommended to measure with different
angles (Pascu and Dinescu 2012, eds Tompkins and Irine 2005). On the other hand,
the measurement of the thickness up to 50 nm can be performed using one angle (eds
Tompkins and Irine 2005). The sample surface finish is important in ellipsometer based
film thickness study since the technique relies on light reflection.
Modern ellipsometer with adjustable angle for measurement proves to give better
film thickness measurement data. Lin et al. (2013) reported the use of a multiple angles
ellipsometer to investigate PPOn-PEOm-PPOn on deposited Ti on Si surface samples.
The measurement was carried out at three different angles of incidence 72°, 75° and
78°. A model with multiple layers was established to determine the thickness of every
layer. The results were then compared with the theoretical based layer thickness and it
was found that the model is quite accurate. The thickness of each layer was found to
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be within 0.6 nm to 22 nm. Following this work, the measurements in this thesis were
carried out using a single angle of incident.
Xu et al. (2013) who measured multiple layers (more than two layers) of thin films
found the multiple angle ellipsometer can measure thin film thickness up to 22 nm.
Although the thickness was thin, they used three different angles of incidence of 60°,
70° and 75° in the spectral range of 300 to 800 nm. Their main aim was to find the
maximum value of the refractive index of the deposit film which increases the sensitivity
of measurement. The thickness of each layer in the model is expected to be more
accurate when the refractive index is greater.
1.4.6. Water contact angle
A goniometer is used to measure static contact angle, surface tension and
advancing or receding contact angle. The wetting characteristic of a surface e.g.
whether it is hydrophobic or hydrophilic surface, can be determined by its water static
contact angle. A Goniometer is also capable of measuring the surface tension of a
solution containing nonionic surfactants allowing the critical micelle concentration of the
solution to be measured.
To measure a water contact angle of a known surface, a droplet of water is placed
on the surface in air. A schematic of water contact angle measurement is presented in
Fig. 1.15a showing the boundary of three phases between the liquid droplet, air and the
surface. The first interface is Solid-Gas (SG) interface between the free surface and the
surrounding air. Solid-Liquid (SL) interface is between surface and the water. The third
interface is Liquid-Gas (LG) interface between the outer area of water and the air. In
this thesis Water Contact Angle (WCA) is used.
(1.5)
Contact angle is expressed by the Young‘s relation (equation 1.5) that involves the
interfacial free surface energies between the three phases. A surface is considered
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hydrophilic when the contact angle is less than 90° and the liquid can be considered as
wetting the surface as shown in Fig. 1.15b. Completely wetted surface is when the
contact angle is 0°. When the contact angle is greater than 90°, the surface is
considered as hydrophobic and the liquid is considered as non-wetting (see Fig 1.15c).

LG

a.
SG

SL

b.

90°

90°
c.

Fig. 1.15. (a). An illustration of contact angle made by three phases intersection, (b).
hydrophilic surface, (c). hydrophobic surface. The surface classified as hydrophilic
when <90° or >90° for hydrophobic surface.

A study of surfactant adsorption on a surface may be carried out using a water angle
measurement. Fig. 1.16a shows a WCA measurement on a surface and found that
surface is partially hydrophobic with WCA within the range of 60° to 90°. When a diblock surfactant in aqueous state is used to lubricate that surface, the surfactant
consisting of a hydrophilic head and hydrophobic tail may adsorb onto a surface either
by the head group or by the tail group (see Fig 1.16b and Fig 1.16c).
To characterize the adsorption of the di-block surfactant, water is dropped on the
lubricated surface and then WCA measurement is taken. There are two possible
adsorption mechanisms shown in Fig. 1.16b and Fig. 1.16c. When the WCA on
lubricated surface is greater than the WCA on the fresh metal surface, i.e. greater than
90° (see Fig. 1.16b), it can be said that the surfactant adsorbs on the surface by the
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hydrophilic head group and leaves the hydrophobic tail exposed to the air. The surface
is then changed into more hydrophobic resulting in a greater WCA. The surface
property is different when the surfactant adsorbs on the surface by hydrophobic tail and
the hydrophilic head group covers the surface which results in the surface becoming
more hydrophilic. When a droplet of water drops on the surface, the WCA should be
less than the WCA on a clean surface.

90°
a.

b.
90°

90°
c.

Fig. 1.16. The illustration of surfactant adsorption on a surface in relation to WCA, (a).
original surface that has <90° considered as partially hydrophobic, (b). the surface
becomes hydrophobic as the hydrophilic head adsorbed on the surface leaving the
hydrophobic tail exposed to the air, (c). the surface becomes hydrophilic as the
hydrophobic tail adsorbed on the surface exposing the hydrophilic head to the air .

The above WCA measurement is not adequate to explain surfactant adsorption on a
surface. Other evidence should be used to build up an adsorption model that can
describe the behavior of known surfactants on the surface. James et al. (2011) studied
the adsorption of a self-assembled monolayer. Surface coated with seven kinds of
monolayer was studied using WCA to predict the adsorption model. Each monolayer
adsorbed with different structures resulted in a different WCA for each of the surface.
However, an X-ray reflectometry was used to confirm the prediction from the WCA.
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Other studies reported by Li et al. (2012), Li et al. (2011) and Liu et al. (2010b)
investigated the adsorption of tri-block PEOm-PPOn-PEOm on three surfaces with
different hydrophobicity. The hydrophobicity of the bare surfaces and coated surfaces
were determined with WCA. An atomic force microscope was then used to measure
the micelle formation on the lubricated surface. Based on both measurements, a
proposed adsorption model was established on three different surfaces (see Fig. 1.17).
1.4.7. Viscosity
A rotational rheometer is an instrument to measure rheological properties of the
aqueous copolymers as a function of temperature. The copolymers used in this thesis
are classified as nonionic surfactants that are thermally dependent and are expected to
form more than one phase during heating.
Jebari et al. (2006) investigated the aggregation behavior of L64 at various
temperatures and concentration by measuring the viscosity. The L64 solution is
expected to create self-aggregate due to the micelle formation. The size of the selfaggregate is expected to be thermally dependent and continuously changes in each
temperature resulting in variation of the viscosity. They found that the viscosity of
aqueous L64 in 0.058 g/ml decreased until approximately 50°C due to the hydrophobic
block PPO becoming more hydrophobic as a result of a more compacted micelle
formation. However, as the temperature was increased further, the micelle structure of
L64 changed into larger particles which resulted in viscosity increase.

1.5. Contributions of this work
The lubrication behavior of normal copolymers PEOn-PPOm-PEOn has been
investigated as potential lubricants on mostly hydrophobic surfaces. PEOn-PPOm-PEOn
has been reported to adsorb well on hydrophobic surfaces such as polystyrene latex
(Green et al. 1997, Green et al. 1998, Baker and Berg 1988), polypropylene and
polyethylene (Li et al. 2011, Li et al. 2012), poly(ethylene terephthalate), nylon, graphite
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(Liu et al. 2010b), self-assembled hydrophobic surface (Brandani and Stroeve 2003),
and hydrophobic elastomer (Lee et al. 2004). Normal copolymers were reported to
adsorb on hydrophobic surfaces by the hydrophobic block of PPO while the two PEO
ends extend in the bulk solutions (Alexandridis and Hatton 1995, Tiberg et al. 1991,
Freij-Larsson et al. 1996, Freij-Larsson et al. 2000).
Li et al. (2011) gave different perceptions on the normal copolymers adsorption on
the hydrophobic surfaces. They used normal copolymers that are in micelle below the
cloud point. They used atomic force microscopy to measure the surface topographies
of three different polymers with different hydrophobicity namely polyethylene (PE)
polypropylene (PP) and cellulose (CE).

They found that hydrophobicity plays an

important role on the adsorption mechanism. Micelles were found to adsorb by
hydrophobic core and extend the hydrophilic chains toward the solutions. However,
they also found that in hydrophilic surface of CE, the orientation of the adsorption was
altered with the hydrophilic blocks PEO attached on the surface and hydrophobic core
of the PPO buoyed in the solutions. The adsorption mechanisms of these conditions
are depicted in Fig. 1.17. Compared to Fig. 1.8, Fig 1.17 shows the adsorption of
micelle whereas Fig. 1.8 shows the adsorption of the copolymers when in unimer
phase.
The tribology behavior and the adsorption mechanisms reported to date are limited
to the hydrophobic non-metallic surfaces. The adsorption mechanisms of normal
copolymer solutions are expected to be different as metal surfaces cannot be classified
as hydrophobic surfaces. In addition, most adsorption mechanisms are mainly reported
for below the cloud point application. Yang and Sharma (2001) reported the orientation
of copolymers above the cloud points in solutions. However, the adsorption
mechanisms on hydrophilic or hydrophobic surfaces above the cloud point where the
copolymers are in dual-phase state remain unknown. In cold rolling process, the
working temperature of the solution is possibly higher than the solution cloud point.
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Therefore, the investigation of the solutions behavior above the cloud point is important
from practical point of view.

Fig.1.17. Adsorption of PEOn-PPOm-PEOn on three different hydrophobicity surfaces:
PP, PE and Cellulose. The copolymers are in micelle and adsorb to hydrophobic
surfaces of PP and PE by the PPO, the core of micelle, and leave the hydrophilic PEO
staying in solutions. On hydrophilic surface of Cellulose, the PEO attach to surface
while the PPO stays in solution (Li et al. 2011).

The reverse PPOn-PEOm-PPOn copolymers were shown to be potential metal
forming additive. Laemmle (1984a) and Laemmle (1984b) reported the possibility of
using these copolymers as lubricants in metal forming of aluminum. The tribology
behavior and the adsorption mechanisms of these copolymers are not clear. To date,
the behavior of normal copolymers have attracted research community; however, few
studies have reported the behavior of reverse copolymer solutions (Lin et al. 2013,
Jebari et al. 2006, Green et al. 1997, Zhou and Chu 1994).
Zhou and Chu (1994) explained the phase behavior of 17R4 aqueous solutions. The
17R4 is unimer over large range of concentrations and temperatures. In contrast, the
L64 (normal copolymer) was found to have micelle structure over a large concentration
and temperature range. These distinctive phases between the two copolymers lead to
the different behavior of these copolymers below the cloud point. Although the unimer
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phase of 17R4 appears to have a superior performance compared to L64, to date,
there is no investigation that reports the behavior of these copolymers solutions in
metal forming.
Phosphate ester has been recognized as extreme pressure additive in metal forming
application (Mistry et al. 2013, eds Mortier and Orszulik 1997, Hsu and Gates 2005, Liu
et al. 2010a). However, the studies of mixture of phosphate ester with PEOn-PPOmPEOn or PPOn-PEOm-PPOn have not been reported. By studying the behavior of the
mixture of copolymers and phosphate ester in relation with the tribology parameters,
i.e. frictions, wear volume losses, and the strength of the adsorbed layer, the
interaction between the two components can be defined.
Rolling lubricant used in cold strip rolling plays a significant role in mill productivity
and product quality. The current lubricant for cold strip rolling is an o/w emulsion, which
has achieved good performance in reducing load. However, the drawbacks are also
significant, these include: poor strip surface cleanliness and reduced life of the rolling
lubricant. A new generation of rolling fluid possibly involving reverse copolymers can
offer a solution. It is proposed that an aqueous rolling lubricant can potentially reduce
many of the problems associated with emulsion technology and provide much cleaner
environmental outcomes. The new lubricant is thermo-sensitive, that is, the separation
of the synthetic polymer from water is activated by temperature changes above the
cloud point. The reverse solubility versus temperature behavior of the polymer can be
used in the design of ―intelligent‖ strip rolling lubricant with good lubricating properties
that leaves little, if any, troublesome coatings on the strip surface.
Based on the explanations as above, the aim of the present work is to fill the
knowledge gap in the understanding of aqueous copolymers solution lubrication
mechanisms. In metal forming applications, particularly in cold rolling, it is important to
investigate the correlation between the adsorbed copolymer film characteristics, friction
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and wear behaviors of the aqueous copolymers solutions when used at temperatures
below (~25°C) and above (~50°C) the solutions cloud points.
Objectives of the thesis are to:
Investigate the tribology performance of PEOm-PPOn-PEOm and PPOn-PEOm-PPOn
copolymers as aqueous metal forming lubricants on mild steel and stainless steel
below and above the solution cloud points.
Investigate the adsorption behavior of PEOm-PPOn-PEOm and PPOn-PEOm-PPOn
copolymers solutions below and above the solution cloud points on mild steel and
stainless steel. Based on the experimental findings different adsorption
mechanisms are discussed.
Investigate the performance of phosphate ester as extreme pressure additive
either in aqueous phosphate ester or in the mixture with aqueous copolymers
solutions on mild steel and stainless steel.
Propose adsorption mechanisms of PEOm-PPOn-PEOm and PPOn-PEOm-PPOn
with added phosphate ester solutions on mild steel and stainless steel.

1.6. Overview
This thesis begins with the literature review to determine the relevant aspects of
lubrication in metal forming application particularly in cold rolling. The merit of water
based copolymers will be compared to the other types of water based lubricants i.e.
o/w emulsions, nanoparticles lubrications, and other polymer based lubricants.
Chapters 2 to 6 are the core of this thesis where various experiments to investigate
the tribology performance and adsorption characteristics of aqueous symmetrical triblock copolymers solutions in metallic tribo-systems were carried out. Chapter 3
focuses on the copolymers structure and the copolymers characteristic in the aqueous
state. Phosphate ester as extreme pressure additive is discussed in relation to its
structure and the behavior of the phosphate ester as surfactants.
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The last section of Chapter 3 discusses two different methods of thin film
measurements, ellipsometer and AFM, to determine the adsorption behavior of the
solutions. The adsorbed film thicknesses were measured with ellipsometer and AFM.
The film free surface topographies were measured with AFM and the alterations of the
surface hydrophobicity were assessed by water contact angle measurements.
Chapter 4 and 5 presents friction and wear characteristics of the solutions based on
experiment of ball-on-disk in Chapter 4 and micro scratch in Chapter 5. The
copolymers are in unimer for reverse structure and are in micelle for normal structure
below the cloud point (~ 25°C) and both are in dual-phase structure above the cloud
point. The two distinctive phases of aqueous solutions as function of temperatures can
affect the tribology performances and adsorption behavior of the solutions.
Proposed adsorption mechanisms of the copolymers on two metal surfaces are
discussed in Chapter 6 based on the experiments and adsorbed film characteristics.
The comparison study with previous work by others on the adsorption mechanism for
PEOm-PPOn-PEOm albeit below the cloud point temperature is also discussed. It is
apparent that the adsorption mechanisms of the symmetrical tri-block copolymers
below and above the cloud point are not the same and may be attributed to the fact
that the copolymers solutions are in dual-phase state above the cloud point. In addition,
Chapter 7 presents the conclusions and the recommendations for the future works.
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Chapter 2

The experimental methods and the equipment

This chapter describes the different experimental methods and the equipments
employed. The macroscopic dynamic friction and wear volume of sliding contact
involving two commonly formed metals: low carbon steel and stainless steel lubricated
by the aqueous copolymer solutions were investigated using ball-on-disk tribometer.
This study was then followed by surface analyses of the wear tracks using atomic force
microscopy and scanning electron microscopy techniques revealing the effect of
copolymer structure and solution bulk temperature on the roughness and topography of
the wear track and hence the different boundary lubrication wear modes.
The boundary lubrication of the copolymer solutions is related to the adsorption and
the ability of the additives to form stable film on the surfaces. The thickness of the
adsorbed film was studied by film thickness measurement using ellipsometer and
atomic force microscope. The adsorption strength of the film was assessed by
measuring the critical delaminating loads using micro-scratch technique.
Finally the adsorption mechanism of the different copolymer solutions was
investigated by measuring the hydrophobicity of the film free surfaces using water
contact angle measurement technique and surface topography using atomic force
microscope.
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2.1. Friction and wear measurement equipment
2.1.1. Ball-on-disk tribometer
The tribometer used was CETR UMT2 (see Fig. 2.1) (CETR 2013). The tribometer
has a heated liquid cell for controlled lubricant temperature experiments. The heater
can provide dynamic heating and maintain stable temperature within ± 1°C during an
experiment. In each experiment, a case hardened ball bearing with known surface
roughness was placed in the holder on a vertically loaded stage. Constant load was
applied during the experiment via a feedback close-loop vertical motion control. The
frictional force between the ball and the disk was measured by a two-axis force sensor.

DFH-20 sensor

Pin

Solution
Liquid cell

Disk

Heater

Fig. 2.1. CETR UMT2 tribometer components.

The main components of the used tribometer, the UMT2 are shown in Fig. 2.1.The
force sensor is a 2-dimensional force sensor, DFH-20 which measures the x-force
(friction force) and z-force (normal load) simultaneously. The measuring range of the
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sensor is 2 N to 200 N with 10 mN (1.0 g) resolution. The temperature of the liquid in
the liquid cell (TMR-150) can be controlled, monitored and recorded continuously.
Solution temperatures up to 150°C can be achieved. The rotating disk (maximum 70
mm in diameter) can be driven up to 1000 rpm with controlled acceleration and
deceleration.
The experiments were carried out in a boundary lubrication regime. The boundary
lubrication was expected to occur during sliding due to low viscosity of lubricant (see
Chapter 3 section 3.1.5), high maximum Hertzian contact pressure and low sliding
speed (Bhusan 2013). The normal load of 12.5 N for mild steel disk and 13.7 N for
stainless steel disk was applied to the ball resulted in maximum Hertzian contact
pressure of 1.5 GPa combined with a

slow sliding speed of 0.25 m/s.

Each

experiment was run for 3600 s resulting in 900 m sliding distance. Each experiment
was run with carefully designed sequences. For example the experiments of below
cloud point solutions were carried with the following conditions:
Load : 12.5 N for Mild Steel (MS) and 13.7 N for Stainless Steel (SS)
Temperature : 25°C
Sliding speed: 0.25 m/s
Duration: 3600 s
Note the different load applied to MS and SS are due to the different calculation of
Hertzian contact (see Chapter 4 section 4.1.1 and 4.1.2).
Scripts were written to control the experiment parameters. The script typically has
two sequences and several steps in each sequence. The first sequence is the
preparation of the experiment where the sensors are initialized and the solutions are
heated to specified temperature above the cloud point. Typically two steps were
employed in the preparation sequence (I) for above the cloud point experiments
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namely, heating the solution up to 50°C and 60°C (only for L64) and stabilization of the
temperature step.
Fig. 2.2 shows the loading progression for the below cloud point experiments. This
figure shows the time corresponding to the movement and the loading of the ball during
an experiment. The ball was initially placed 10 mm above the disk. In the first stage the
load sensor and the depth sensor were initialized and set to zero value. The ball was
then lowered at 1 mm/s speed and contacted with very low pre-touch load of
approximately 0.05 N. The load was then increased from 0.05 N to the desired load
within 5 s for example 12.5 N for MS sample.

Sequence I

Sequence II
Sliding

Pre-touch

Fz (N)b.

0
Time

3600

(s)

Fig. 2.2. Loading progression for experiments below the cloud point.

In the above cloud point experiments, progressive heating sequence was used (Fig
2.3). In the first stage sequence, the solutions were heated from 23°C to 47°C within
1200 s. The temperature normally overshot to 53°C although the heating ceased at
47°C, but would normally stabilize to 50°C within 600 s. The second sequence is the
same as below cloud point experiments. It started with the pre-touch step in 15 s
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followed by sliding at full load for 3600 s. During the experiment, the heater maintained
the liquid temperature at 50 ± 2°C and the load constant at 12.5 N.

Stage I

Stage II

Heating

Sliding

T (°C)

Time (s)

Fig. 2.3. Heating progression for experiments above the cloud point.

The ball-on-disk experiment results are presented in Chapter 4. A brief explanation
and analysis of the temperature effect on the coefficient of friction, wear volume and
worn track are discussed. An SEM and an AFM were used to analyze the topography
and profile, and surface roughness of the tracks.
2.1.2. Micro-scratch
A micro-scratch unit was attached to the Ultra Micro Indentation System (UMIS)
(Fischer-Cripps Laboratory Pty. Limited 2011). During indentation, expanding load
actuator generates a controlled load to an indenter shaft via a system of leaf springs.
The spring deflects when the indenter contacts sample surface. The lower LVDT
sensor measures the indentation load. Meanwhile, the upper depth LVDT measures
the relative distance between the indenter shaft and the instrument frame and converts
it to the depth value. The nano-indentation unit is shown in Fig. 2.4a.
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(a).

Indenter shaft

Load actuator
LVDT - depth

carriage

movement

Leaf spring

LVDT - force
sample

Indenter

Motorized stage

(b).
Scratcher
Scratch stage
LVDT
Motorized stage

movement

Fig. 2.4. (a). Illustration of the indentation tester. The load actuator applied the normal
load to the carriage, applied to the indenter mounted on indenter shaft via leaf spring
connected to the carriage. (b). Illustration of scratch tester. Specimen placed on
scratch stage that mounted to motorized stage. The controlled scratch is started when
the scratch stage moves sideways while the scratcher makes contact with specimen.

In the scratch experiments (see Fig. 2.4b), a diamond tip with radius of 20 µm was
mounted on the indenter shaft. The load and the depth were measured exactly the
same with the indentation experiment. However, a small scratch stage was used to
mount the sample on. This stage consists of a sample mounting plate and a lateral
force sensor. During a scratch experiment, while the tip is in contact with the sample
the sample is moved sideways. The tip begins to generate a controlled scratch on the
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surface. The lateral movement of the sample produces a deflection to the springs on
the scratch stage. An LVDT based lateral force transducer measures the deflection and
converts it to friction force.
As the normal force, the indentation depth, the lateral force and the lateral distances
were measured simultaneously, the coefficient of friction could be determined from the
ratio of the lateral friction force to normal force. The scratch stage is shown in Fig. 2.4b
while the actual machine setup used is shown in Fig. 2.5. Since the sensors in the
micro scratch stage are very sensitive to the influence of air temperature, vibration and
noise level, the micro scratch experiments were carried out in an isolated chamber
supported on air table to ensure the experiments were free from those interferences.
Fig. 2.6 shows a schematic of the scratch tip penetration when progressive load is
applied on an adsorbed lubricant film. The scratch process can be divided into three
stages. In stage I, low normal force FN of 0.05 mN is applied to detect the free surface
of the film. In stage II, the tip moves with a constant velocity of 1 µm/s and FN is
gradually increased up to 300 mN by the end of the stage III at a rate of 0.5 mN/s. The
total scratch distance between stages I to the end of stage IV is 600 µm. In stage II, as
the tip penetrates the film, an increase of friction force, Ff, will be detected. In stage II,
tip scratches a very thin layer of adsorbed lubricant. The friction force only increases
slightly during this stage indicating that the adsorbed lubricant film has become very
thin. As the normal load increases, the film will eventually be delaminated and Ff
increases significantly in stage IV.
Analysis of the micro scratch results is presented in Chapter 5. AFM has been used
to observe the wear tracks to understand the wear modes and profiles. The friction
forces, depth measurements and the wear profiles of the each sample are signatures
of the adsorption mechanisms of the lubricant layer on different surfaces, experimental
conditions and lubricants.
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Indenter shaft

AFM DS95200

Sample

Scratch stage
Motorized
stage

Fig. 2.5. UMIS and scratch test instrument. Sample mounted above the scratch stage
that is placed below the indenter shaft. 20 µm radius of scratcher was used during
scratch experiment. The AFM DS95-200 is mounted on the right side of the UMIS
instrument. This AFM was used to investigate the scratch marks after scratch
experiments and measure the roughness of the disk worn tracks after 900 m of sliding.
F

F

F

N

N

N

I
Ff
Lub

II
III

Ff

Ff
Surface

Moving
Stage

Fig. 2.6. A schematic of scratch process on the adsorbed lubricated contact.
Progressively increasing load is applied to the tip. The stage I begin with 0.05 mN
normal load and increases to 300 mN at 0.05 mN/s rate. The scratch speed is
maintained at 1 µm/s. Film desorption is detected in the beginning of stage III where
the tip start to penetrate the substrate.
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2.2. Analytical equipment
2.2.1. Scanning electron microscope (SEM)
JEOL JSM 6490 SEM was used to study the wear surface of the tracks. The
resolution of this SEM is 4 nm. The resolution can be increased to 3 nm in a high
vacuum chamber. The magnification of JEOL 6490 ranges between 8x to 300,000x.
The working distance was set at 10 mm for all of the samples. The operation voltage is
within the range of 10 KV until 20 KV. The results of the SEM images on the MS and
SS worn tracks are presented in Chapter 4.
2.2.2. Atomic force microscope (AFM)
AFM is ideal tool to investigate the surface topographies of the adsorbed layer of
lubricants. On imaging modes, the AFM can be used to measure surface roughness of
surface. On force mode, the AFM is capable of measuring thin film lubricants.
The AFM basically has four main components namely cantilever, piezo-tube,
measurement chain and controller. A schematic drawing of Veeco 3100 AFM is
presented in Fig. 2.7. The main component is the silicon cantilever. Typical shapes of
the cantilever are rectangular or triangular of varying length ranging between 50 to 300
µm and typical thickness of 10 µm.
The piezo-tube is the main actuator of the AFM system responsible for the
movement of the cantilever during scanning. It is designed to travel in three axes (X, Y
and Z) relative to the samples. The X axis is the orientation of parallel movement to the
cantilever main axis (see Fig. 2.7). The Y axis corresponds to the orthogonal
movement of the cantilever while the Z axis is in the vertical direction. The X and Y
axes are used to tip raster on a plane sample and the Z axis responsible to the height
scanning of sample.
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Measurement chain system is the AFM component used to obtain cantilever
deformation. A laser diode is typically used in the system (see Fig 2.7). It is a laser
source capable of emitting a laser beam to the top surface of a cantilever and reflects
through sets of mirror before the beam reaches the photodiode sensor. The photodiode
sensor counts of four quadrant capable to measure bending and torsion of cantilever
during scanning.

Bending
measurement
axis

Photodiode
sensor
Laser source
Torsion
measurement
axis

Mirror 2
Z

Piezo coordinate
system

Laser beam
X

Mirror 1

Y

Cantilever

Sample

Fig. 2.7. A schematic of Veeco 3100 AFM that is comprised of cantilever, piezo-tube,
measurement control and controller (Michal 2011).

The last component is the controller system. The AFM controller has two different
control systems namely open loop mode and closed loop mode. With open loop mode
the cantilever movement is independent on Z axis. Open loop is a simple mode and
useful to scan on smooth sample as there are no control loops operating during the
scan. However, the raster speed of the cantilever during scanning has to be kept low in
order to let the tip sensing the profile of the surface.
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The closed loop mode is more complex compared to the open loop mode. In the
closed loop mode, the sample and the tip distance along with cantilever deflection is
measured based on the cantilever data such as oscillation frequency and amplitudes.
The closed loop mode is more suited to rough surface measurement on soft material.
Since this mode monitors the piezo-tube displacement in three different axes, the
topography of the surface is expected to be more accurate.
The AFM is capable of scanning surfaces in two ways. The first scan type is force
mode and the second is imaging mode. Force mode is the basic AFM scan where the
tip scans in one spot position instead of raster on the surface. The position of the
cantilever relative to the surface during force mode leads to force-distance curve as
shown in Fig. 2.8. The illustration shows the force mode operation on the sample
coated with lubricants. It starts with the tip far from the surface and there is no
interaction between the tip and sample (1). As the tip is brought closer to the surface it
snaps on to the surface (2) due to the attractive force greater than the rigidity of the
cantilever. The tip travels through the lubricant layer until it contacts the substrate
surface (3). As the piezo-tube remain extended during this step, it results in increased
loading and the cantilever deformation changes from tensile zone to compressive zone
(4). The bending signal reaches maximum value when the piezo-tube totally expands.
The tip leaves the compressive contact zone to the tensile contact zone (5) as the
piezo-tube retracts to the original position. The contact between the tip and the sample
breaks and the tip gradually moves from the surface to the top of the surface lubricant
(6). The retraction of the piezo-tube brings the tip upward until the tip snaps off from the
lubricant surface (7) and resumes its initial position (8).
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Fig. 2.8. A schematic of force-distance curve on a sample coated with lubricant. The tip
approaches the surface (1) The tip snaps on to the surface (2) and continuously moves
and touches substrate (3) The piezo expands until max (4) and retracts (5) while the tip
stays on the surface. The meniscus effect of lubricant stops the tip from leaving the film
(6) The tip snaps off from the surface (7) and returns to original position (8) (Michal
2011).

The AFM was used in force mode to study the adsorbed copolymers film. The
thickness of a film can be measured on area (2) and (3) (see Fig. 2.8) (Mate et al.
1989, Bhusan 1999, Bhusan et al. 2010a, Bhusan et al. 2010b, Gesang et al.1995,
Finot et al. 2013). However, the bending sensitivity of the cantilever described as
tangent of (4) and (5) where the vertical displacement of piezo is assumed equal with
the deformation of the cantilever is needed for the calibration. The calibration of the tip
in force mode was carried out using thermal noise method developed by Hutter and
Bechoefer (1993). The film thicknesses results are presented in Chapter 3.
The next scanning mode is imaging mode that consists of two different kinds of
imaging mode, contact mode and non-contact mode (or tapping mode). With this
mode, the cantilever rasters the top of a sample surface creating data that can be
transformed into a topography map of the surface in three different axes. The contact
mode also known as DC mode is the simplest imaging mode. Another AFM scanning
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mode is tapping mode (SenseMode™ in DS95-200 AFM). There is little tip-surface
interaction with this mode. This method is useful to study soft material as the contact
between the tip and the surface is irregular and a controlled force is kept as low as
possible.
Two AFMs were used in this thesis. The first AFM is Veeco Dimension 3100 AFM
(VEECO Dimension 3100 Atomic Force Microscope (AFM)) shown in Fig. 2.9. The
AFM sits on a flat air table inside an air tight insulated door of compartment. The air
table serves as an external vibration reducer to reduce external interferences i.e. air
temperature gradation and noise level.

Air table

Camera
system

Optical
head

Rotating
table

Enclosure
door

Cantilever
Fig. 2.9. Veeco 3100 AFM unit. The AFM placed on air table with enclosure. The
sample places on rotating table under the optical head and can be observed by using
camera system. The cantilever mounted in the bottom of the optical head.

The cantilever placed on a cantilever holder is mounted on the bottom of the optical
head. The optical head itself is mounted on a plate with a controlled mechanism that
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travels in the Z axis (upward and downward). The sample is placed on a manually
operated rotating table and sits below the optical head. The sample table permits
travelling in the X and Y directions by controlling two stepper motors.
A laser based measurement and a piezo-tube to control the movement of the
cantilever‘s tip are placed inside on the optical head. The laser is a class 2 laser with
maximum power of 1.0 mW and has a wavelength of 670 nm. The piezo-tube can
provide travel in three different axes by 90 µm in the X direction, 90 µm in Y the
direction and 6 µm in the Z direction with the accuracy of 2 %.
The scanning was carried out in tapping mode operation. The cantilever used in the
tapping mode has 20 nm radius tip and 46 N/m nominal springs constant. Each scan is
1 µm x 1 µm and scanning at rate of 1 Hz. The result of this investigation is presented
in Chapter 6.
The second investigation using the Veeco AFM was used to measure the film
thickness of adsorbed lubricant. The experiments were carried out in contact mode.
CSC11-A cantilever from Mikromash (Mikromash 2013) with dimension of 200 µm in
length, 40 µm and 0.1 µm in width and thickness, respectively, was used. The
cantilever has a triangular shape and is made from silicon. The tip height is 20 µm with
the conical angle is 30°. Typical frequency of the CSC11-A tip is 28 kHz within the
range of 20~40 kHz and it has a maximum stiffness of 0.9 N/m with a typical value of
0.35 N/m.
The calibration method for imaging mode was needed to ensure the consistency of
the signal. The calibration was scanning on a TGF11 calibration grating from
Mikromash as shown in Fig. 2.10a. It is a silicon calibration grating with trapezoidal
steps in 1-D array. The height is approximately 1.75 µm with 10 µm pitch. The angle is
54.74° precisely defined by the crystallography silicon to maintain the accuracy.
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In the investigation of the worn tracks, the second AFM the DS95-200 AFM from
DME (DME 2013) was used. The AFM unit was mounted on the extension stage on the
right side of the UMIS instrument (see Fig. 2.5). The two main parts of this AFM are a
CCD camera connected to the second part of the scan head in the bottom. The
principle of this AFM basically is the same as explained before; however, some
features are different and can be seen in the next explanation.

a.

10µm
b.

10µm
Fig. 2.10. Calibration grating illustration: (a). TGF11 for Veeco 3100 AFM, (b). TGZ03
for DS95-200 AFM.

Fig 2.11 shows a schematic diagram of the bottom of the scan head where the
sensing area is located. A cantilever is attached on the magnetic ring cantilever holder
and mounted to the magnetized bottom of the piezo-tube. The laser source unit emitted
a laser beam pointed to the top surface of the cantilever. Instead of being mounted in a
fixed position, the laser source unit is moved with the piezo-tube during the scan so the
reflection layer of the cantilever surface does not interfere with the imaging of the AFM.
The piezo-tube and laser source that moved together in DS95-200 AFM actually is a
clever way to fix a drawback in the AFM system. Compared to DS95-200, Veeco 3100
AFM‘s cantilever mounted to the piezo-tube moves during the scan process while the
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laser diode responsible for emitting the laser beam is in a fixed position. The laser
beam on the top of the cantilever is always moved to a different spot resulting in
unstable signal received from the laser beam in the photodiode sensor. Therefore,
continuous movement of piezo-tube and laser diode in DS95-200 AFM prevents the
unstable signal on the detector resulting in more accurate AFM image. The AFM DS95200 is capable of scanning an area of 200 µm x 200 µm in the X and Y direction,
respectively. As for the piezo, the maximum range in Z direction is up to 15 µm.

Z

X
Y
Detector
Laser

Piezo
motor
tube

Scanner
housing

Sample

Magnetic
holding ring

Magnet

Sensing tip

Cantilever

Fig. 2.11. Schematic of the bottom of DS95-200 AFM as part of scan head. The
cantilever located on the bottom of magnetic ring holder that mounting to the piezo
motor tube. The laser source emit laser directly to the top of cantilever and moved
along the cantilever during scanning. The signal received in detector is expected to be
more stable (DME 2013).

The main scan operation of this AFM is called the DC mode or contact mode and
the AC mode or non-contact mode namely SenseMode™ in DS95-200. The
investigation of the wear track was carried out in the SenseMode™. The images
obtained using DS95-200 were processed to measure the surface roughness of the
samples surfaces. The images of the wear tracks and the analyses are presented in
Chapter 4 while Chapter 6 contains the AFM images of the scratch marks.
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DME 2611 aluminum coated cantilevers specially designed for SenseMode™ were
used. They were made from silicon with dimension of 160 µm in length and 45 µm in
width. It is in 4.6 µm in the thickness with the tip height within the range of 10 to 15 µm
and less than 10 nm of tip curvature radius. The spring constant of these cantilevers is
approximately 42 N/m and the typical resonance frequency is 285 kHz.
The calibration grating recommended in this operation is TGZ03 calibration grating
from Mikromash. The shape of TGZ03 is rectangular SiO 2 in 1-D array steps on a
silicon wafer. Si3N4 is coated on the top of the structure to prevent oxidation of the
silicon. The nominal height of the grating is approximately 500 nm with 1 % in accuracy
and it has a pitch of 3.0 µm. The illustration drawing of TGZ03 is presented in Fig.
2.10b.
2.2.3. Ellipsometer
Adsorbed lubricant film thickness on MS and SS surface was measured using a
Rudolph Research AutoEL-II ellipsometer as shown in Fig. 2.12. A monochromatic light
source, a laser with the wavelength of 632.8 nm was used to perform measurement
with 70° of the measurement angle. A sample was placed on a manually operated Z
sample stage. The stage has three Z axes manual adjusters to ensure the reflected of
laser beam on the sample pass through to the detector unit.
Calibration was carried out every time before the measurement process on a
sample by measuring a silicon oxide Rudolph Research ellipsometer check sample
with thickness of the layer is 44.8 nm ± 0.3 nm. The data taken from the ellipsometer
delta (Δ) and psi (ψ) were processed with dafIBM software to obtain the film thickness.
In order to evaluate the performance of the ellipsometer, the oxide polished surface
parameters obtained from the ellipsometer measurement in this thesis were compared
with results from Ramsey et al. (1994).The results from Ramsey et al. (1994) show that
Δ is 127.16 and ψ is 29.60 compared to 128.39 and 30.49 in this thesis.
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The investigation of film thickness of adsorbed copolymer solutions below and
above cloud point and also with added phosphate ester using the ellipsometer method
is explained later in Chapter 3. A comparison between ellipsometer and atomic force
microscope results of film thickness measurement are also reported in that chapter. In
addition to the micro scratch test in Chapter 5 the ellipsometer measurement results
were also used to assess the adsorption strength of the copolymers on MS and SS.

Viewer

Measurement display
Light
source

Polarizer and
Compensator

Sample

Sample stage

Analyzer
and
Detector

Fig. 2.12. Rudolph Research AutoEL-II ellipsometer unit.

2.2.4. Goniometer
A video-based, automatic research grade optical contact angle measurement
system, OCA 20, from Dataphysics (Dataphysics 2013) was used. Samples were
placed on a sample table with precision manual control in three axis adjustments. A
high performance lens with adjustable magnification is integrated with continuous fine
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focus. This lens has an adjustable tilt angle. This lens is also connected with a video
measuring system with the resolution of maximum 52 images per second sample rate.
An OCA 20 software controller was used for measuring the contact angle of the
surface by the sessile drop method. A module on the software was used to control and
maintain the optical path of the light to ensure no hysteresis occurred during the
measurement. Millipore water was injected from a 0.5 ml Hamilton syringe with straight
stainless steel needle and 0.26 mm inner diameter. The water quantity for each drop
was 5 µl and controlled directly by the software. Fifteen droplets were dropped onto
each sample and recorded. The contact angle was then measured from the image of
the sessile drop.
The outcome of contact angle measurements quantifying the hydrophobicity of MS
and SS surfaces after being lubricated / treated with aqueous copolymer solutions is
presented in Chapter 3. When combined with the other results of AFM, it can contribute
to the understanding of adsorption mechanisms of aqueous tri-block copolymers on MS
and SS surfaces.
2.2.5. Rotational Rheometer
A rheometer is an instrument to measure response from a liquid under controlled
force such as when shear stress is applied to that liquid. The type of force applied to
the liquids is determined by the type of the rheometer. The rheometer that uses shear
stress or shear strain during the measurement is known as a shear rheometer or
rotational rheometer.
The rotational rheometer typically measures liquids that cannot be defined by a
single viscosity due to the dependence of the liquids on other parameters i.e.
temperatures, resulting in more than one phase of liquid. Rotational rheometer
measures shear viscosity ( ) defined as resistance of a liquid against flow. The shear
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viscosity is measured by calculating the ratio of shear stress ( ) over shear strain ( )
(see equation 2.1).
(2.1)

The MCR302 Anton Paar (Anton Paar 2011) rotational rheometer was used in this
thesis. This rheometer is designed to measure viscosity based on stress-controlled
apparatus where the user defines a number of shear stress applied to the liquids and
the instrument will measure the shear strain. During the measurement, a conical plate
of CP50-1° was used to apply the shear rate. This conical plate is made from titanium
and has dimensions of diameter 50 mm and 1° of conical angle. The plate is connected
to the motor in the rheometer unit by joining it to a coupling system that has low friction
air bearing to measure torque ranging from 10 nN.m to 200 nN.m with sensitivity of ±
0.1 nN.m.
Aqueous copolymer solutions were placed on a plate with dimensions exactly the
same as the diameter of the conical plate. The plate surface was cleaned before the
each experiment. The cleaned plate was swabbed with ethanol and water before the
liquid was placed on it. A controlled heater was installed underneath the plate and was
able to heat or cool the liquid with sensitivity of ± 0.1°C/s. According to the
manufacturer, the heater can heat the plate up to 1000°C. 350 µL of each solution was
placed on to the plate by using an adjustable volume pipettor to ensure the volume of
liquid was the same for every experiment. Aqueous copolymer solutions used in this
experiment and the result of rheometer experiments are described in Chapter 3.
During a measurement, the conical plate is positioned closer to the measuring plate
with 0.097 mm gap. A number of shear rates was determined and kept constant for
every experiment. As the aqueous copolymer solutions are thermally dependent and
expected to have a different phase dependent temperature, the experiment is carried
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out in temperature-based viscosity experiment. The temperature was set from 18°C
and rose up to 65°C.
Fig. 2.13 shows a schematic diagram of cone-plate measurement. The conical
plate-plate pair has several advantages over plate-plate pair. It is easy to clean,
capable of measuring with a low sample volume and over wide viscosity range.

ω
Cone

Plate

r

Fig. 2.13. Schematic diagram of conical plate-plate rheometer. Liquid sample in certain
volume is placed on the plate. The cone angle was 1° and the gap kept constant on
0.097 mm. The conical plate rotates in x rad/s during measurement.

An electric motor rotates the conical plate with angular velocity ranging up to 314
rad/s. The rotation of the conical plate is resisted by a twisting thin metal torsion bar
that also functions as a connector between the conical plate and the motor. The normal
force applied to the rod of conical plate is between 0.005 N and 50 N with 0.5 mN
resolution.
During a measurement process, the sample responds to the torsion bar resulting in
the twisting of the bar a number of degrees that determine the shear stress. On the
other hand, the shear rate is determined from the rotational speed and cone
dimensions. Conical plate and plate pair can also be operated in an oscillating mode to
measure elastic properties.
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Chapter 3

Preparation and characterization of the aqueous copolymer
solutions

Two types of symmetrical tri-block copolymer having normal and reverse structure
were studied. In aqueous environment the different structure has different physiochemical

characteristics

namely

cloud

point,

HLB,

CMC

and

temperature.

Consequently copolymers of normal and reverse structure have different tribological
behavior.
This chapter presents the characteristics of normal and reverse type copolymers.
The effect of phosphate ester, an anionic surfactant, addition to the aqueous copolymer
solution was also investigated particularly with respect to its interaction with the
copolymers.
The different characteristics of these copolymers are expected to affect the
adsorption mechanism of the copolymers on mild steel and stainless steel. The
adsorbed lubricant film thickness is one of the parameters to understand the adsorption
mechanism. Two different thickness measurement techniques using ellipsometer and
atomic force microscope (AFM) were used in this thesis. Models of the adsorbed
lubricated film is not discussed in this chapter as the strength of the adsorbed film is
needed to determine the models is discussed in Chapter 5 along with the micro-scratch
experiments. The models are therefore discussed in chapter 6.
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3.1. Aqueous copolymer solutions
3.1.1. Types of copolymers
Two normal (serial) and two reverse symmetrical tri-block copolymers were used in
this thesis. The first serial symmetrical tri-block copolymer was Synperonic PE/L62,
PEO6-PPO32-PEO6 where the molecular weight of PEO is 600 g/mol (300 g/mol for
each PEO block) and PPO is 1800 g/mol (ML62 = 2400). The numbers 6 and 32
represent the number of EO and PO monomer units. The second serial copolymer,
L64, PEO13-PPO30-PEO13 comprised of longer hydrophilic ends with ML64 = 2900. In the
rest of the thesis PEO6-PPO32-PEO6 is referred as L62 and PEO13-PPO30-PEO13 as
L64.
The reverse symmetrical tri-block copolymers used in this thesis were commercial
equivalent of 17R4, PPO14-PEO24-PPO14 with M17R4 = 2700 and the Synperonic
PE/25R2, PPO21-PEO14-PPO21 with M25R2 = 3000. The Synperonic PE/25R2, which
contains a lower percentage of PEO but has longer hydrophobic PPO blocks was
selected in order to determine the effect of hydrophobic chain length. In the rest of the
thesis PPO14-PEO24-PPO14 is referred as 17R4 and PPO21-PEO14-PPO21 as 25R2. All
copolymers are presented in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1. The symmetrical tri-block copolymers. The molecular formula is shown with
the important parameters such as molecular weight and HLB (Hydrophilic-Liphophilic
Balance). The HLB obtained from manufacturers are denoted with ‗A‘ whereas the
value obtained from Guo et al. (2006) are denoted with ‗B‘.
No.

1
2
3
4
5

Molecular formula
[mol. mass EO:44, PO:58]

PPO14-PEO24-PPO14
PPO21-PEO14-PPO21
PEO6-PPO32-PEO6
PEO13-PPO30-PEO13
PPO15-PEO10-PPO15

Notation

17R4
25R2
L62
L64
17R2

HLB

Mol.
weight

PPO

PEO

mol. mass

% wt

A

B

2700
3000
2400
2900
2150

1700
2500
1800
1800
1700

40
20
20
40
20

12
4
7
15
6

12.00
5.21
12.63
20.20
7.87
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The reverse copolymers in Table 3.1 have a different number of hydrophobic blocks
as well as number of hydrophilic blocks. Compared to 25R2, 17R4 has shorter PPO
blocks but longer hydrophilic blocks. One aim of this thesis is to identify the effect of
longer hydrophobic chains/blocks on lubrication. To identify the hydrophilic block effect
of reverse copolymers the fifth copolymer, PPO15-PEO10-PPO15 denoted as 17R2 was
used as it has comparable hydrophobic blocks with 17R4. As normal copolymer, L62
has comparable hydrophobic block PPO to L64 but with longer hydrophilic PEO chains.
It is important to understand the effect of individual chain length of one copolymer
against the other. The approximation presented in Table 3.2 for reverse copolymers
and Table 3.3 for normal copolymers is based on the C-C bond calculation. The C-C
bond length is approximated to be 154 pm (Haynes 2013). By calculating the number
of C-C bonds in a hydrophobic/hydrophilic chain in a copolymer, the approximated
block length can be measured. The length on the right side of Table 3.2 and 3.3 is the
total flat length of the copolymers.
Table 3.2. The approximated length of reverse symmetrical tri-block copolymers.
Copolymers
17R4
25R2
17R2

Structure

Parameters
Number of blocks
Block length [nm]
Number of blocks
Block length [nm]
Number of blocks
Block length [nm]

PPO
14
4.4
21
6.5
15
4.7

PEO
24
7.4
14
4.3
10
3.1

PPO
14
4.4
21
6.5
15
4.7

Total Flat
Length
[nm]
16.2
17.4
12.5

17R2 is the shortest copolymer compared to the other copolymers of the reverse
structure type and normal type. 25R2 is the longest copolymer of the reverse structure
type. The total length of the copolymer may not contribute to their adsorption on metals
as they are expected to adsorb via the hydrophobic blocks in the aqueous state
(Alexandridis and Hatton 1995).
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Table 3.3. The approximated length of normal symmetrical tri-block copolymers.
Copolymers
L62
L64

Number of blocks
Block length [nm]
Number of blocks
Block length [nm]

Total Flat
Length

Structure

Parameters
PEO
6
1.9
13
4.1

PPO
32
9.9
30
9.2

PEO
6
1.9
13
4.1

[nm]
13.7
17.4

3.1.2. HLB
There are two values of HLB in Table 3.1. The left side HLB value is the HLB
obtained from the copolymers manufacturers and the right side is the HLB value
measured from Guo et al. (2006). The explanation of HLB based on Guo‘s method can
be seen in Chapter 1 section 1.2.2. The Guo‘s method seems to have improved the
HLB calculation compared to Davies (Davies 1957) and Lin (Lin and Somasundaran
1971, Lin et al. 1973, Lin et al.1976). Guo et al. (2006) introduced three values of
effective chain length for straight alkyl chain, ethylene oxide chain and polypropylene
chain for measuring the HLB.
Based on Guo‘s method (Guo et al. 2006), a significant increase of HLB is found for
normal copolymers. The L62 HLB is raised from 7, which is liphophilic and known as
W/O (water-in-oil) emulsifying agents, wetting and spreading agents (see Fig. 3.1), to
12.63, which is hydrophilic and known as O/W (oil-in-water) emulsifying agents. The
HLB of L64 was found to increase by 5 compared to the manufacturer‘s data. The
difference of HLB does not change the hydrophilic/liphophilic properties of L64 as
20.20 remain in the hydrophilic area. However, it changes the function of the copolymer
from being detergents to be solubilizing agents. When a nonionic surfactant is
hydrophilic, it tends to form micelle (Alexandridis and Hatton 1995, Zhou and Chu
1994, Yang and Sharma 2001). Although Zhou and Chu explained that L62 tends to
form micelle, it needs to be confirmed by an experiment that will be described in the
next section.
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On the other hand, the HLB value measured on reverse copolymers by Guo‘s
method shows insignificant change to the position of the surfactant on the HLB
classification (see Fig. 3.1). 25R2 HLB has been found to change from 4 to 5.21 that is
still in liphophilic area and recognized as w/o emulsifying agents.

Liphophilic

Hydrophilic

Solubilizing agents

Detergents

O/W emulsifying agents

Wetting and spreading
agents
W/O emulsifying agents

Most anti-foaming
agents

Fig. 3.1. HLB classification (Surfactants and its application 2013).

3.1.3. Preparation of the solutions
Laemmle (1984a) and Laemmle (1984b) proposed non-hazardous aqueous metal
forming lubricant in aluminum application by using reverse copolymers. The copolymer
was used as lubricant but the adsorbed lubricant film behavior of the copolymers in
metal forming still remains unclear. Lin et al. (2013) reported that 17R2, 17R4, and
25R2 in various concentration (2 %, 4 %, 6 % ml/ml) can protect the partially
hydrophobic silicon and titanium surface during sliding operation. High friction
coefficient was clearly visible when low concentration of solution was used and
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reduced as the concentration becomes higher. The study of adsorbed lubricant film
thickness on those surfaces revealed that the thickest film was obtained from the
highest concentration.
Some publications on normal copolymer type (Cambiellaa et al. 2006, Alexandridis
and Hatton 1995, James-Smith et al. 2008, Patel et al. 2010, Zhou and Chu 1994,
Ortona et al. 2006, D‘Errico et al. 2004, Sharma and Bahadur 2002) reported that they
work well as lubricants with good tribological performance and surface cleanliness.
Normal copolymers, PEOn-PPOm-PEOn, have been reported to adsorb well on
hydrophobic surfaces such as polystyrene latex (D‘Errico et al. 2004), polypropylene
and polyethylene (Sharma and Bahadur 2002), poly(ethylene terephthalate), nylon,
graphite (Green et al.1997), self-assembled hydrophobic surface (Lee and Spencer
2005), and hydrophobic elastomer (Lazos et al. 2005) but the adsorption on metallic
surfaces has not been studied.
The aqueous solutions were prepared by blending five symmetrical tri-block
copolymers in 0.06 g/ml concentration with Millipore water. All copolymers were used
as received without any purification method. Five aqueous symmetrical tri-block
copolymers with 0.06 g/ml and 0.005 g/ml phosphate ester (EP additive) were blended
into aqueous solutions using Millipore water. All solutions were allowed to reach an
equilibrium state at least 24 hours before any experiments.
The concentration of the solution (0.06 g/ml) was chosen due to the fact that the 6 %
ml/ml that close to 0.06 g/ml of reverse copolymer in the solution has been proven to
give the best performance when it used for titanium lubrication (Lin et al. 2013). Higher
concentration of copolymer, i.e. 0.10 g/ml, may increase the performance. However,
D‘Errico et al. (2004) found that in that concentration the cloud point of this copolymer
is hard to define (see the explanation later in the other section of this chapter).
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The appearance of the aqueous copolymer solutions was found to be different from
one to the other. The 17R4 and L64 copolymer solutions have a clear pure water
appearance. However, cloudy appearances were observed from the hydrophobic
copolymers 17R2, 25R2 and L62 solutions. Water is a good solvent for PEO but not for
PPO. When a copolymer has more hydrophilic chains, it tends to be more soluble in
water and has a clear appearance. On the other hand, an increase of hydrophobic
parts due to the phosphate ester modifies the appearance of the solution to become
cloudy compared to the aqueous solution without added EP.
When phosphate ester and symmetrical tri-block copolymers are blended in
aqueous solutions to form lubricant for metal forming, questions arise as both those
compounds are classified as surfactants. In terms of adsorption process, surfactants
adsorb on the surface either by hydrophobic force or charged interaction. In relation to
the adsorption process the first question is; ―Is there any competition between both
surfactants to adsorb first onto the surface?‖ The next question is related with the
mixture formulation; ―Is the relation between both surfactants classified as synergism or
antagonism?‖
Phosphate ester is an anionic alkali stable surfactant in solutions (Tech of week
2009). It can function as detergents (Tech of week 2009), capable to react with metals
as extreme pressure additive (Canter 2007), and has hydrotrope properties (Tech of
week 2009). On the other hand, symmetrical tri-block copolymers are non-ionic
surfactants

promoted

as

non-hazardous

lubricant

with

excellent

tribological

performance (for normal type of copolymers) and surface cleanliness (Laemmle 1984a,
Laemmle 1984b).
The EP additive mixed in the solution was Phospholan PE65 consisting of alkyl
phosphate esters. The chemical structure of the EP can be found in Fig.1.9. The ―R‖
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shown in that figure is the alkyl group. The possibility of the molecular formula for ―R‖ is
an alkyl with eight carbon atoms including one end of –CH3 (Duran et al. 2012).
In aqueous copolymers with added phosphate ester, because phosphate ester has
hydrotrope characteristics it is expected to act as a dispersant agent for the tri-block.
The hydrophobic –CH3 part is expected to attract the hydrophobic PPO chain of
copolymers by the hydrophobic force making the compound more dispersed in the
water. Meanwhile, the ethylene oxide in the phosphate ester has hydrogen bond with
water and makes the compound more soluble in the water.
In relation to the adsorption mechanism, phosphate ester is presumed to adsorb first
on the surface due to phosphate charge and reacts with the surface to form a glass-like
phosphate tribochemical film (Evans et al. 2005, Evans et al. 2007, Mistry et al. 2013).
As the hydrophobic part of phosphate ester, -CH3, has hydrophobic bond with PPO
which is expected to attach to the top of the tribochemical film and leaving the
hydrophilic block PEO attaching to water in the bulk solution. The –CH3 fully covering
the surface is expected to adsorb more copolymers compared to the adsorption of the
tri-block without EP. The mixing of these surfactants in solution can be classified as
synergism and protects the surface better than either the aqueous symmetrical tri-block
copolymer solution or aqueous EP solution alone.
The solutions are presented in Table 3.4. It can be seen that each copolymer is
blended in two different solutions i.e. with water and phosphate ester. 17R2 solutions
were only studied in ellipsometer experiments and compared to 17R4. Due to time
limitation 17R2 with other technique could not be completed in the thesis. In addition,
one special solution that contains water and phosphate ester in 0.005 g/ml was
prepared denoted as aqueous EP in this thesis. It was used to determine the
performance of phosphate ester as a lubricant in experiments.
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In the micro-scratch experiment in Chapter 5, two copolymers 17R4 and L64 were
used to determine the strength of adsorbed copolymers film on two different metals as
both of copolymers have similar molecular weight and PPO/PEO chain number but
have a different structure. In addition, the strength of adsorbed lubricant film of
aqueous EP alone was also studied.
Table 3.4. Aqueous solutions and the experiments used to characterize them.
No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Copoly
mers
17R4
25R2
L62
L64
17R2

Solutions
Concentration
mg/ml
0.06
0.06 +EP
0.06
0.06 +EP
0.06
0.06 +EP
0.06
0.06 +EP
0.06
0.06 +EP

EP

Ball-on-disk
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes

Experiments
Adsorbed film thickness
Micro
scratch
Ellipsometer
AFM
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

note: EP is phosphate ester in 0.005g/ml.

3.1.4. Solution cloud points
Small amount of aqueous copolymer solutions of approximately 50 ml were
prepared with two different concentrations of 0.01 g/ml and 0.1 g/ml for each
symmetrical tri-block copolymers. The cloud point of copolymer solutions (0.06 g/ml)
and copolymer solutions with added phosphate ester were determined. The
manufacturers provided data of the cloud point for 0.01 g/ml and 0.10 g/ml copolymers
concentrations only.
The measured cloud points of all copolymer solutions compared favorably with the
manufacturer‘s data (see Table 3.5). 17R4 and L64 aqueous solutions that consist of
40 % w/w PEO show a higher cloud point at different concentrations compared to the
other solutions with 20 % PEO. Cloud points measurement for 17R4 and L64 are
consistent to the described HLB found in section 3.2.2. Both copolymers have HLB
above 10, which indicate hydrophilic (Sharma and Bahadur 2002). The 17R4 and L64
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have lower tendency to exist as a dual-phase solution due to the strong hydrogen
bonding with water at low temperature (Zhou and Chu 1994, Sharma and Bahadur
2002).
Table 3.5. Cloud point of copolymers in solutions.
No.

Copolymers

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

17R4
25R2
L62
L64
17R2

0.01 g/ml
46
45.8±0.6
29
29.2±0.3
32
32.4±0.2
58
58.8±0.5
35
34.6±0.4

Cloud Points [°C]
0.1 g/ml
0.06 g/ml
31
30.5±0.4 33.2±0.3
Ins Undefined 28.8±0.4
24
24.1±0.3 26.8±0.4
60
61.1±0.2 58.3±0.2
26
25.8±0.5 28.8±0.4

0.06 g/ml and EP

32.3±0.1
28.7±0.3
27.3±0.3
58.4±0.3
28.1±0.2

note: EP is phosphate ester in 0.005 g/ml.

The smaller HLB value for 17R2 (17R2 HLB is 6 from manufacturer and 7.87 from
Guo‘s method) was found to affect its cloud point. The 17R2 copolymer is hydrophobic
(see the explanation in Chapter 1 section 1.2.2) that leads to form a dual-phase state at
a lower temperature compared to the 17R4 and L64.The 25R2 has the lowest HLB
compared to the others and should be the most hydrophobic and the cloud point should
be lower than 17R2. The cloud point of 25R2 in 0.01 g/ml is lower than 17R2, which is
consistent with HLB. However, at a higher concentration, 0.1 g/ml, a different picture
emerged.
The manufacturer defined the cloudy behavior of 25R2 in 0.1 g/ml as ―Ins‖ and
―Undefined‖ as shown in Table 3.5, which corresponds to insoluble and resulting in the
cloud point cannot be measured. D‘Errico et al. (2004) reported the phase diagram of
25R2 and found that the 25R2 in aqueous solution with 8 % to 30 % w/w concentration
is cloudy due to the possibility the solution is in two different liquid phases. They
centrifuged the solution with very high speed and long time duration but no phase
separation could be observed.
The L62 behaves differently compared to the other copolymers in that it has two
cloud points. The double cloud points were clearly visible with 0.01 g/ml concentration.
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The first cloud point was observed to start at approximately 24°C as reported in Table
3.5. The turbidity was increased and the solution remains turbid until approximately
31°C followed by a clearing of turbidity (like pure water). When the solution was
continuously heated, the second CP was observed at 43°C by the increasing turbidity.
The solution remains turbid until the experiment was completed at 70°C.
Desai et al. (2002) and Wang and Feng (2012) reported this anomalous behavior
and described that below 0.05 g/ml concentration, the first cloud point was visible to
start at 24°C and finished at 31°C. The next cloud point was reported at the same cloud
point observed at 43°C. However, above 0.05 g/ml concentration, the first cloud point
becomes harder to see and they found that at 0.25 g/ml concentration, the solution only
has one cloud point, approximately at 24°C (Desai et al. 2002, Wang and Feng 2012).
Desai et al. (2002) described that at low concentrations below 0.05 g/ml, the
aggregation of the tri-block was not quite strong to form micelle. Therefore, at 31°C, the
turbidity disappeared and only became turbid at 43°C. At 43°C, the hydrophobic block
PPO became more hydrophobic such that the copolymers were squeezed out from the
water and the solution became two-phase state (Desai et al. 2002). Zhou and Chu
(1994) reported a similar anomaly when they compared L64 against 17R4. With L64
only one cloud point was observed and micelles formed at a low concentration.
Caragheorgheopol and Schlick (1998) reported that the L62 exists in micelle instead
of unimer at low concentration ± 0.01 g/ml. Vasilescu et al. (1998) also reported a
similar phase behavior based on the surface tension measurement of the L62 solution.
The surface tension was affected by unbalanced intermolecular attractive forces i.e.
cohesive forces between the copolymers/surfactants with water. The surface tension
does not change as the aggregates of copolymers in the water due to the micelles in
the solution become steady. Vasilescu et al. (1998) measured the surface tension of
the L62 solution in various concentrations and found it steady in a low concentration
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(approximately 0.05 g/ml), which indicated that the L62 existed in micelle at this
concentration and above.
The explanation above regarding L62 demonstrates the existence of dual HLB
presented in Table 3.1. High HLB values obtained from Guo‘s method (Guo et al.
2006) might be due to the L62 existence as micelle. The cloud point measurement of
L62 solution in 0.06 g/ml and 0.1 g/ml in Table 3.5 show lower cloud point compared to
the hydrophobic copolymers 17R2 and 25R2. Those cloud points can be defined as the
first cloud point. The experiment using L62 solutions (0.06 g/ml and 0.1 g/ml) found the
second cloud point occurred at 44.2 ± 0.7°C that indicates the L62 solutions in those
concentrations were in micelle. These conditions prove that the Guo‘s method (Guo et
al. 2006) is more appropriate to define HLB compared to other methods. This unique
property of L62 is interesting and expected to affect its lubrication behavior.
The effect of the addition of phosphate ester on the cloud point is not significant.
Sharma and Bahadur (2002) reported that by adding anionic surfactant to a low
concentration of L64 solution does not change the CP. With added EP to hydrophobic
copolymer solution, such as 25R2, it was observed that the solution become turbid
during the slow heating of the solution. The solution was clear like pure water at
approximately 26°C and started to become turbid when the solutions reached the cloud
point and remained turbid until the end of the experiment.
3.1.5. Solution phases due to the temperature
Fig. 3.2 shows an image of aqueous 17R2 (in 0.06 g/ml) at 40°C. This image was
taken from an experiment under an optical microscope that is connected with a camera
video. 30 ml of 17R2 solution in 0.06 ml/ml concentration was placed in a transparent
glass bath and gently heated from 25°C to 40°C to observe the behavior changes of
17R2 solution below and above the cloud point. The result shows that the solution was
clear like pure water below the cloud point (~ 25°C) and became milky when it reached
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the cloud point until the experiment stopped at 40°C. The droplet-like shapes were
observed above the cloud point as shown in Fig. 3.2.
The behavior of each copolymer is expected to be different between the serial or
normal structure of PEOm-PPOn-PEOm and reverse structure of PPOn-PEOm-PPOn. The
normal copolymers in 0.06 g/ml are in micelle (Zhou and Chu 1994, Jebari et al. 2006,
Caragheorgheopol and Schlick 1998, Vasilescu et al. 1998) whereas the reverse
copolymers exist in unimer (Zhou and Chu 1994, Yang and Sharma 2001, D‘Errico et
al. 2004) when both copolymers are below the solutions cloud point. Above the cloud
point, both copolymers are in the same dual-phase state (Zhou and Chu 1994,
Alexandridis and Hatton 1995, Alexandridis and Lindman 2000, D‘Errico et al. 2004,
Jebari et al. 2006).

droplets-like

10µm

Fig. 3.2. Observation of the aqueous 17R2 solution at 40°C. The droplets-like structure
appears when the solution is in dual-phase.

Jebari et al. (2006) used kinematic viscosity measurements to investigate the
aggregation behavior of L64 at various temperatures and concentration. With a slow
heating the size of self-aggregation due to the micelle formation and hence the
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viscosity changed. The viscosity of aqueous L64 in 0.058 g/ml decreased until it
reached 50°C when the hydrophobic block PPO becomes more hydrophobic with more
compact micelle formation. The viscosity then increased significantly as the micelle of
L64 changed to larger aggregates. However, the reverse copolymers are expected to
behave differently as self-aggregation is not expected to occur during the heating.
Viscosity experiments of the aqueous copolymers have been conducted by using an
Anton Paar 301 rheometer. A titanium conical plate of CP50-1° that has a diameter of
50 mm and 1° of conical was used. The distance between the plate and the conical
plate was maintained at 0.097 mm. The plate has a heater function with the sensitivity
of 0.1°C/s. The measurements were started at 18°C and finished at 65°C. Five
experiments were conducted for each solution to ensure the repeatability of the data
obtained.
The viscosity of aqueous copolymers in 0.06 g/ml concentration is presented in Fig.
3.3. The water viscosity is shown in Fig 3.3 as reference to compare with the aqueous
copolymer solutions. The viscosity of all aqueous copolymers is higher than water
which indicates the copolymer presence in the solutions. The viscosity temperature
relations of the reverse copolymers are similar to water. The viscosity continuously
reduced when the temperature increased until the end of the experiments. This
indicated that reverse copolymers did not form micelle at this concentration at both
below (~25°C) and above the cloud point (~50°C).
On the other hand, aqueous L62 and L64 showed a different behavior as the
viscosity decreased during the heating and started to rise when it reached 35°C and
48°C for L62 and L64, respectively. According to Jebari et al. (2006), the viscosity of
L64 in 0.058 g/ml concentration increases at 48°C. However, the viscosity obtained in
this thesis is slightly higher, e.g. 0.826 x 10-3 Pa.s compared to 0.78 x 10-3 Pa.s. The
viscosity of L64 solution continued to increase up to 60°C and then reduced
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significantly afterwards. At 63°C, the viscosity began to rise again indicating that the

Viscosity [10-3 Pa.s]

L64 formed into gel structure which was also found during the cloud point experiment.

Fig. 3.3. Viscosity of aqueous copolymers at 0.06 g/ml concentration.

The viscosity of the other normal copolymers L62 was found to rise at 35°C. It
continuously increased to 43°C followed by a reduction of the viscosity until the end of
the experiment. According to the Jebari et al. (2006), the viscosity increases when the
micelle shape changes from a spherical shape into ellipsoidal shape. However, they
did not explain about the dual phase as their experiment was stopped at 55°C. The
viscosity of both L62 and L64 dropped after reaching the maximum at 43°C and 60°C
respectively. The reduction of viscosity may be due to a change into the dual-phase
state of the copolymers.
The viscosity of aqueous copolymers in 0.06 g/ml concentration with added
phosphate ester in 0.005 g/ml is presented in Fig. 3.4. It is clearly seen that adding EP
into the aqueous copolymers solutions lead to increased viscosity. The viscosity trend
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for the reverse and normal copolymer types in solutions are the same with the solutions
without added EP.
Adding anionic surfactant the phosphate ester appears to affect the viscosity but not
the phase of the copolymer solutions. Phosphate ester has a dispersant characteristic
that is expected to make the copolymers more soluble in the solutions. However, this
dispersant characteristic does not seem to break off the micelles of the normal

Viscosity [10-3 Pa.s]

copolymers.

Fig. 3.4. Viscosity of aqueous copolymers plus EP, conc. 0.06 g/ml and EP in 0.005
g/ml. Added EP does not have effect to the viscosity.

In summary, the normal copolymers form micelles at below the cloud point (~ 25°C)
and dual-phase above the cloud point (50°C for L62 and 60°C for L64). On the other
hand, the reverse copolymers form unimer and dual phase at 25°C and 50°C,
respectively. The distinctive phase may lead to the different adsorption mechanism and
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tribology performances when the copolymers are used as lubricant on MS and SS
surfaces.

3.2. Characteristics of the adsorbed lubricant film: hydrophobicity and
film thickness
The adsorbed aqueous copolymer solutions and aqueous copolymer solutions with
added EP were investigated by means of adsorbed lubricant film thickness. The
solutions were used to lubricate two metals with different hydrophobicity. The thickness
of the adsorbed lubricant films were used to determine a possible model of adsorption
of the copolymers that will be discussed in Chapter 6. In addition, micro-scratch
experiments reported in Chapter 5 were carried out to determine the strength of the
adsorbed lubricant film of normal copolymer L64 against reverse copolymer 17R4.
Two film thickness measurement methods, ellipsometer and AFM were used to
measure the copolymer films adsorbed on the two metal surfaces. Ellipsometer is a
non-contact type of experiment and relies on a model to determine the film thickness.
On the other hand, the AFM technique is a direct method where the tip touches the
adsorbed film and produces the force-distance curve. The results of the ellipsometer
may differ from the AFM due to the adhesive force between the AFM‘s tip and
adsorbed lubricant films during the experiments.
3.2.1. Sample preparation
0.20 % C carbon steel MS1020 (mild steel) and austenitic stainless steel SS316
were chosen as the typical formed steel. The MS1020 and SS316 are used to denote
MS and SS, respectively, in the rest of this thesis.
As hydrophobicity of the surface plays an important role in the adsorption of
aqueous copolymer solutions, the surface hydrophobicity of the metals were
determined by WCA measurement described in Chapter 2 sections 2.2.4. The WCA
are 87° ± 0.4 for MS and 79° ± 0.8 for SS, and are considered as partially hydrophobic
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(Lin et al. 2005). All samples used come from one batch to ensure no variation of
chemical composition.
The metallic specimens were prepared in accordance with ASTM G133-95 (ASTM
Standard 2002). MS and SS bar were cut into 15 x 15 mm square and 5 mm thick
pieces and mounted into Bakelite. The MS and SS surfaces were polished using
mechanical polishing machine to obtain surface roughness (Ra) below 5 nm. The
sequence of the polishing process begins with 220 grade silicon carbide followed by 9
µm fine grinding, 3 µm cloth, and 1 µm cloth. Finishing polish of MS and SS surfaces
were carried out with 1 µm cloths, OP-S liquid and OP-A liquid.
The polished surfaces were cleaned in an ultrasonic bath using acetone as liquid
cleaner for 2 minutes then followed with ethanol for 2 minutes and completely dried
before coated with lubricants. The samples below the cloud point (~ 25°C) were coated
by immersing the cleaned sample into the lubricant for one minute. It was followed by
rinsing the sample using Millipore water for 10 second and then immediately spun at
1000 rpm in a centrifuge for 5min to ensure the sample was dry. The samples were
immersed into the solution, which was heated up to 50°C (60°C for L64) to obtain
samples with coated lubricant above the cloud point.
3.2.2. Hydrophobicity
A study of hydrophobicity by WCA on MS and SS surfaces were carried out to
provide information for the adsorption model of copolymers on metal surfaces. The
results of the WCA will be used to interpret other experimental results and the
adsorption mechanism of the copolymers on the two different metals in later chapters.
The WCA of the lubricated surface by aqueous copolymers lubricants in 0.06 g/ml
concentration and 0.06 g/ml plus 0.005 g/ml EP is presented in Fig. 3.5 for MS and Fig.
3.6 for SS. The result shown in those figures is divided into four groups. The first group
T:25 AQ is the result obtained using aqueous copolymer solutions at ~25°C while T:50
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AQ is the results at ~50°C using same solutions. The two other groups are for the
solutions with added EP at ~25°C (T:25 AQ-EP) and at ~50°C (T:50 AQ-EP).
The red dash lines (1) in Fig. 3.5 and Fig. 3.6 correspond to the WCA on the
unlubricated MS and SS surfaces, respectively. The blue dash line (2) corresponds to
WCA of the MS (Fig 3.5) and SS (Fig.3.6) lubricated by aqueous EP. WCA values in
Fig. 3.5 and Fig. 3.6 show that surfaces coated with copolymers below the cloud point
(~ 25°C) were less hydrophobic with WCA lower than the unlubricated surface. It
indicates that the hydrophobic PPO block serves as the anchor and the hydrophilic
PEO block extending out. On the other hand, the WCA increased significantly when the
surfaces were lubricated with aqueous solutions above the cloud point, which indicated
the increase of the hydrophobicity of the PPO and reduction of the hydrophilicity of the
PEO.

1

2

1
WCA of MS (unlubricated)
2
WCA of MS coated with aqueous EP at 25° and 50°C
Fig. 3.5. WCA on MS surface lubricated with aqueous solutions and aqueous solutions
with added EP.
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When coated with aqueous phosphate ester in 0.005 g/ml concentration, the WCA
of MS and SS surfaces are clearly lower than in the un-lubricated condition. The MS
and SS surfaces become less hydrophobic below and above the cloud point due to the
EO in the phosphate ester. On the other hand, when coated with an adsorbed lubricant
layer from the aqueous copolymers with added EP, the higher WCA indicates that
regardless of the bulk solution temperature the surface becomes more hydrophobic
than in the unlubricated case. This condition clarified the hydrotrope characteristic of
phosphate ester. The interaction between –CH3 and the hydrophobic block PPO
allowed more copolymers to adsorb on the MS and SS surfaces and resulted in more
hydrophobic surfaces. The higher WCA obtained on the surface coated with aqueous
copolymers with added EP can affect the adsorption mechanism, as discussed in
Chapter 6.

1

2

1
WCA of SS (unlubricated)
2
WCA of SS coated with aqueous EP at 25° and 50°C
Fig. 3.6. WCA on SS surface lubricated with aqueous solutions and aqueous solutions
with added EP.
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The low WCA measured on MS surface coated with aqueous 25R2 with and without
EP above the cloud point shown by yellow circles in Fig. 3.5 indicates presence of
water film. The appearance of the adsorbed film of 25R2 on MS was too thick (see later
explanation) and may affect the measurement of film thickness by ellipsometer and
AFM.
3.2.3. Adsorbed film thickness
Adsorbed lubricant film of aqueous solutions and aqueous solution with added EP
were measured in ambient temperatures using a Rudolph Research AutoEL-II
ellipsometer. The wavelength of 632.8 nm from a monochromatic laser was used to
perform measurement with 70° angle of measurement. A silicon oxide Rudolph
Research ellipsometer check sample with thickness of 44.8 nm ± 0.3 nm was used for
calibration. A model of adsorption has been developed for every pair of adsorbed
lubricant film-metal and presented in Fig. 3.7a for MS and Fig 3.7b for SS.
The first layer was air as the experiments were carried out in ambient temperature
followed by the second layer of adsorbed lubricant film layer. The third of the layers
was the oxide layer of the metals, Fe 2O3 is the layer for MS model (Fig. 3.7a) and Cr2O3
is the layer for SS model (Fig. 3.7b). The ellipsometer measurement to the third layer
found that the thickness of Fe 2O3 was approximately 5.2 nm and was 22.3 nm for
Cr2O3. The last layer was the MS and SS substrates.
a.

air, n0;k0

b.

air, n0;k0

Adsorbed layer, n1;k1

Adsorbed layer, n1;k1

Oxide layer, n2;k2

Oxide layer, n2;k2

MS, n3;k3

SS, n3;k3

Fig. 3.7. Model of adsorbed layer of copolymers on (a). MS, (b). SS. The model of
adsorption shown in these figures was used to measure the film thickness by dafIBM
software.
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DafIBM software was used to process Δ and ψ obtained from ellipsometer to
determine the adsorbed lubricant film thickness. The refractive index of MS and SS
were from the database developed by Filmetrics (2013). On the other hand, the optical
constant of the copolymers were generated by dafIBM software based on the value of
polyethylene refractive index from Filmetrics (2013), n = 1.500, k = 0.000 at 632.8 nm.
Fig. 3.8a shows the adsorbed lubricant film thickness on the MS surface. It can
clearly be seen that the thickness of adsorbed lubricant film below the cloud point (~
25°C) is not much different. It is an indication that there is insignificant effect of
copolymers structure on the adsorption. The adsorbed lubricant film on SS surfaces at
25°C in Fig 3.8b shows a similar trend with the MS surface. However, the thicknesses
of the layer on SS are slightly lower compared to MS. It could be due to the lower
hydrophobicity of the SS surface than the MS affecting the adsorption.
Above the cloud point, the thin film of 17R4 and L64 on MS surfaces in Fig. 3.8a
was increased by 4 nm compared to those below the cloud point. With a smaller
number of PEO copolymers, L62 created a thicker adsorbed lubricant film compared to
L64. A similar trend was also observed with 17R2 that have a shorter PEO chain length
producing a thicker adsorbed lubricant film compared to 17R4. In addition, longer PPO
chain in 25R2 also resulted in a thicker adsorbed lubricant film compared to 17R4. The
appearance of adsorbed lubricated film from 25R2 above the cloud point (also when
EP added into the solution) was too thick for the ellipsometer to measure (see the
circles in Fig. 3.8a). Thus in a dual-phase solution, longer PPO chain or shorter PEO
chain, particularly when the PPO becomes more hydrophobic (Yang and Sharma 2001)
is the plausible explanation of why 25R2, 17R2 tend to form thicker adsorbed film
compared to 17R4 and similarly for L62 compared to L64.
Different results are shown in Fig. 3.8b for the measurement of the thin film above
the cloud point on SS surfaces. The thin films above the cloud point are approximately
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two times thicker compared to those below the cloud point. A longer PPO chain or
shorter PEO chain producing thicker film on MS surface was not observed with a less
hydrophobic SS surface. Above the cloud point, the copolymer is possibly shrunk and
changed into droplet-like structure precipitate in water (Yang and Sharma 2001).
Although the PPO becomes more hydrophobic, the less hydrophobic SS surface
seems more dominant in relation to the adsorption of the copolymers.

a.

b.

Fig. 3.8. Adsorbed film thickness of copolymers on (a). MS, (b). SS. The thickness
from above the cloud point solutions was clearly thicker compared to the below the
cloud point solutions. Adding EP into the solutions increased the thicknesses of the
film. The dash line shows the film thicknesses of adsorptions aqueous EP below and
above the cloud point.
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A thicker film is clearly visible when the aqueous copolymers with added EP coated
the MS and SS surfaces below and above the cloud point. The thicker adsorbed
lubricant film formed on the surfaces indicates that the added EP seems to modify the
adsorption mechanism.
Below the cloud point the adsorbed lubricant film increased to approximately three
times thicker on the MS surface when EP was present in the solution. For example, the
thickness of MS surface coated with aqueous 17R4 was 5.3 nm and increased to 14.6
nm when coated with the same solution plus added EP. Above the cloud point the
thickness of aqueous 17R4 was 9.3 nm compared to 22.6 nm when EP was added into
the solution at 50°C.
The thickness of aqueous copolymer solutions as lubricant on SS surfaces is found
to increase in a similar way to the MS surface. However, the different phase of
copolymers below and above cloud point did not much affect the thickness of aqueous
copolymer solutions with added EP. The thickness of adsorbed lubricant layer of L64
with added EP at 25°C was 18.5 nm compared to 18.9 nm at 60°C.
The temperature also did not affect the adsorbed lubricant film of aqueous EP on
MS and SS surfaces (see the dash lines in Fig. 3.8). The thickness of adsorbed EP on
MS was 24 ± 0.4 nm at 25°C and 24 ± 06 nm at 50°C. In addition, a lower film
thickness of aqueous EP of 19.0 ± 0.7 nm at 25°C and 19.2 ± 0.4 nm at 50°C was
found for the same solution. Thicker adsorbed EP on both surfaces was found when
compared to the film generated by aqueous copolymers with added EP, i.e. 14.6 nm,
for adsorbed lubricant layer of 17R4 with added EP below the cloud point.
Adsorbed lubricant film on MS and SS surfaces was also measured using Veeco
3100 AFM. The setup parameter of the AFM can be seen in Chapter 2 section 2.2.2.
Fig. 3.9a shows the values of the film thickness on the MS surfaces whereas the
thickness on the SS surfaces can be seen in Fig. 3.9b.
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The AFM measurements were carried out at least 5 times in different areas of the
samples. The thickness in the Fig. 3.9a and 3.9b is shown lower than the value
obtained from the ellipsometer in Fig. 3.8a and Fig. 3.8b. The film thickness on MS
surfaces covered by 25R2 and 25R2 with added EP adsorption above the cloud point
was difficult to detect (see circles on Fig. 3.9a). The cantilever was found to jam when it
measured on that film. The adhesion between the film and the cantilever may result in
the AFM cantilever not penetrating into the film.

a.

b.

Fig. 3.9. Adsorbed film thickness of copolymers measured using AFM on (a). MS, (b).
SS. The thickness from above the cloud point solutions was clearly thicker compared to
the below the cloud point solutions. Adding EP into the solutions increased the
thicknesses of the film. The dash line shows the film thicknesses of adsorptions
aqueous EP below and above the cloud point.
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3.3. Conclusions
The film thicknesses of above the cloud point films (on MS) measured by
ellipsometer indicated that the copolymers with longer PPO chains or shorter PEO
chains created thicker film. Above the cloud point, the PPO becomes more
hydrophobic (Yang and Sharma 2001) and is expected to create more interaction with
partially hydrophobic surfaces of MS and SS (Alexandridis and Hatton 1995, Lee and
Spencer 2005).
From the film thickness measurement on SS surfaces, less interaction between
copolymer and the surface was found for the above the cloud point film. A longer PPO
chain or shorter PEO chain that produced a thicker film on MS surface was not clearly
observed with a less hydrophobic SS surface. Above the cloud point, the copolymers
possibly shrunk and changed into droplet-like structure precipitate in water (Yang and
Sharma 2001, Alexandridis and Hatton 1995, Alexandridis and Lindman 2000).
The hydrophobicity of the surfaces is possibly the main reason of the thicker
adsorbed layer of aqueous EP on MS and SS. The strength of the adsorbed EP on MS
and SS will be investigated in Chapter 5 in micro scratch experiments and will be
compared against the adsorbed copolymers with added EP.
Fig. 3.8 indicates that copolymer with a longer PPO chain creates a thicker
adsorbed lubricant film when EP is present in the solution. Below the cloud point the
thickness of 17R2 with added EP on MS surfaces is thicker than 17R4 but is thinner
than 25R2. The hydrotrope characteristic of phosphate ester is expected to attract the
hydrophobic chain of the copolymer creating thicker adsorbed film.
In Fig. 3.9a and Fig. 3.10b, the film thicknesses obtained from AFM measurement
were found thinner compared to the ellipsometer measurement (see Fig. 3.8a and
3.8b). Significantly thinner values were obtained from the AFM measurement i.e. MS
covered by 17R4 with added EP above the cloud point, the AFM measured maximum
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thickness was 9.8 nm whereas the ellipsometer was 22.6 nm. The AFM tip may not
totally penetrate to the film during measurement (Gesang et al. 1995, Finot et al. 2013).
The discrepancy between the AFM and ellipsometer can come from the model
developed for measuring film thickness using ellipsometer (Gesang et al. 1995, Finot et
al. 2013). Adsorption strength of the film may also contribute to the AFM measurement
results. The majority of film thickness was found thicker when phosphate ester was
added into solutions. Instead of measuring the thickness of one substance (solutions
without EP), the AFM has to measure two substances of phosphate ester as a base
layer above the substrate and copolymer on the top of the phosphate ester.
Following the explanation above, the measurement of the adsorbed copolymer film
strength (Chapter 5) and development of the proposed copolymer adsorption
mechanism (Chapter 6) depend on the measurement of thickness of the adsorbed
films.
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Chapter 4

Macroscopic dynamic friction and wear of metallic contacts

This chapter presents the tribological study of metallic contacts lubricated by the
aqueous copolymer solutions. Ball-on-disk experiments were carried out to measure
the coefficient of friction and the wear volume of the different aqueous solutions
involving two steels commonly used in metal forming operations namely mild steel
(MS) and stainless steel (SS). The experiments were performed in two different
solution bulk temperatures i.e. below the cloud point (~25°C) and above the cloud point
(~50°C). This is important as the copolymer solutions have been shown to form micelle
structure or transform the solution into different phases e.g. unimer or dual-phases
depending on the bulk temperature. The surface of the worn tracks studied with the
SEM and surface roughness measured with the AFM revealed different wear modes
which can be associated with the solutions copolymers molecular structure, phase and
temperature.

4.1. Experimental methods
4.1.1. Tribo-pairs
Mild steel, MS1020 and stainless steel, SS316 disks were prepared in accordance
to ASTM G133-95 (ASTM Standard 2002). Case hardened ball bearings of 6.00 mm
diameter were used as the balls. The mechanical properties and the surface roughness
of the samples are given in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1. The properties of the disks and balls.
Surfaces
MS1020
SS316
Ball bearing

Hardness
HV10
190-195
165-175
772-832

Young‘s
modulus
GPa
206.8
189.6
206.8

Poisson‘s
ratio
0.28
0.28
0.28

Surface roughness
Ra nm
47 - 58
91 -112
8 – 11

4.1.2. Ball-on-disk tribometer
The tribological experiments were performed in UMT-2 Multi-Specimen Test System
in accordance to ASTM G99-95a (ASTM Standard 2000). The tribo-pairs were at all
times fully immersed in a temperature controlled bath. The dynamic coefficient of
friction, pin displacement (wear), and temperature of the solutions were measured.
The aqueous solutions were maintained at 25ºC for ‗below cloud point‘ experiments.
During the ‗above cloud point‘ experiments, the heater was turned on to increase and
maintain the solution temperature at 50°C except for the L64 solutions, which were
maintained at 60°C. This is because the L64 solution cloud point is 58°C. The
experiment of each solution was repeated at least two times to ensure that the data
was repeatable.
To ensure boundary contact, high load and low sliding speed were selected. The
normal loads used were 12.5 N and 13.7 N for MS and SS experiments, respectively,
which resulted in a Hertzian pressure of 1.5 GPa (maximum pressure) and 1 GPa
(mean pressure). The sliding speed was maintained at 0.25 m/s for a total duration of
60 minutes giving a total sliding distance of 900 m.
4.1.3. Aqueous solutions
The four different aqueous PPOn-PEOm-PPOn (17R4 and 25R2) and PEOm-PPOnPEOm (L62 and L64) solutions explained in Chapter 3 were used during the ball-ondisk experiments. All solutions were prepared with 0.06 g/ml concentration of the
copolymers. These aqueous copolymer solutions are thermally sensitive and behave
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differently when they are below or above the cloud point. To investigate the effect of
the solution bulk temperature, solutions were prepared below the cloud point (~ 25°C)
and above the cloud point (~ 50°C).
The effect of phosphate ester as extreme pressure additive was also investigated by
adding 0.005 g/ml to the copolymer solutions. The behavior of the phosphate ester
aqueous solutions was also investigated below and above the cloud point.

4.2. Dynamic friction and wear volume loss behavior
4.2.1. Dynamic friction on metallic contact surfaces
Fig. 4.1 and 4.2 show the effect of bulk temperatures of 17R4 solutions on dynamic
friction (COF) on MS and SS surfaces. At room temperature (25°C), the COF increased
rapidly to 0.30 after approximately 150 m of sliding. A steady friction was reached after
800m. It was interesting to observe the initially low friction was maintained up to
approximately 50 m of sliding which indicated the adsorbed boundary film was still
functioning. After the film breakdown the COF increased to 0.39. The friction started to
level after 900 m signifying a formation of stable film. When used above cloud point
(50°C), it appeared that the adsorbed film was broken immediately after the start of
sliding. On the other hand, with the phosphate ester additive, friction was 0.1 for above
the cloud point (50°C) and 0.08 for below the cloud point solution. This indicates
adsorbed film was spontaneously developed when the EP additive was used.
The friction on SS surfaces (Figure 4.2) displayed high static COF of 0.5 initially.
When the temperature was below cloud point, the dynamic COF gradually decreased
to 0.18 after about 100 m of sliding and after that it increased and leveled at 0.29 after
800 m. However, when used above the cloud point (50°C) the friction increased
immediately indicating a breakdown of the film at the start and no formation of
adsorbed film. The continuously increasing trend led to seizure and unsustainable
vibration at which point the test was terminated.
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T:50°C

T:25°C

T:50°C + EP

T:25°C + EP

Fig. 4.1. COFs of aqueous 17R4 solutions at different solution bulk temperatures on
MS surfaces.

T:50°C

T:50°C+EP

T:25°C

T:25°C+EP

Fig. 4.2. COFs of aqueous 17R4 solutions at different solution bulk temperatures on
SS surfaces.

On SS surfaces, the addition of the phosphate esters additives to the copolymer
solutions resulted in a dynamic COF of approximately 0.1 below the cloud point and
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slightly higher above the cloud point. Saba and Froster (2002) reported that Cr xO y
oxide layer commonly formed on SS surfaces are less reactive with phosphate ester
compared to oxide layer on MS (Fe xOy). This may explain the slightly higher friction of
the SS surfaces.
Coefficients of friction of 25R2 solutions are shown in Fig. 4.3 for MS surfaces and
Fig 4.4 for SS surfaces. When used at ~ 25°C temperature, the friction on MS
monotonically rose from the beginning of the test to a stable value of 0.29 at 900m (at
the end of the test). On the other hand, high static friction is clearly visible in the case
of the SS surfaces lubricated. The COF started at 0.52 at the start of the experiment
and reduced to 0.23 after 30m of sliding. The friction was steady until it reached 460 m
of sliding. The friction then gradually increased after that and reached COF of 0.32 by
the end of experiment.

T:50°C

T:25°C

T:50°C+EP

T:25°C+EP

Fig. 4.3. COFs of aqueous 25R2 solutions at different bulk temperatures on MS
surfaces.
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T:50°C

T:50°C+EP
T:25°C

T:25°C+EP

Fig. 4.4. COFs of aqueous 25R2 at different solution bulk temperatures on SS
surfaces.

When used at bulk temperature of 50°C on MS surface, the COF rapidly rose to
0.38 at approximately 180 m and continued to 0.53 at the end of the test (900 m). The
dynamic friction showed a different behavior on SS surfaces. The friction was steady
after reaching 30 m of sliding and increased significantly after reaching 200 m of
sliding, which indicated a breakdown of the lubricant film on the sliding surface. The
dynamic friction continuously increased up to 0.43 by the end of the experiment. The
addition of phosphate ester to the 25R2 solutions had the same effect as 17R4 on MS
surfaces. On SS surfaces, the COF fluctuations were clearly visible during the sliding;
however, the COFs were still low i.e. 0.13 for below the cloud point and 0.14 for above
the cloud point solution.
Fig. 4.5 and Fig. 4.6 show the dynamic COF of aqueous normal L62 solution on MS
and SS surfaces, respectively. Dynamic friction on MS surfaces increased continuously
but did not reach a steady value when used above the cloud point. The friction is
almost double of that below the cloud point. In contrast, the dynamic friction of SS
lubricated with this solution below and above cloud point tends to level after a high
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static friction at the beginning of the experiment. The COF reached value of 0.24 by the
end of the experiment below the cloud point and ~ 0.30 above the cloud point. By
adding phosphate ester to the solutions the dynamic friction at both temperatures is
reduced. The effect was also observed in the reverse polymer cases. However, slight
vibrations are clearly visible during the sliding on SS surfaces.

T:50°C
T:25°C

T:50°C+EP

T:25°C+EP

Fig. 4.5. COFs of aqueous L62 solutions at different solution bulk temperatures on MS
surfaces.

Comparing the dynamic COF of aqueous L64 shown in Fig. 4.7 (MS) and Fig. 4.8
(SS) with that of L62, a higher number of hydrophilic end blocks did not result in a
different friction behavior, although L64 has approximately the same numbers of PPO
block but double the length of the PEO block. Although vibrations were clearly visible
during the sliding on the SS surfaces, the dynamic friction obtained from MS and SS
surfaces with aqueous L64 were not much different compared to L62 values.
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T:50°C

T:25°C

T:50°C+EP

T:25°C+EP

Fig. 4.6. COFs of aqueous L62 solutions at different bulk temperatures on SS surfaces.

T:60°C

T:25°C

T:60°C+EP

T:25°C+EP

Fig. 4.7. COFs of aqueous L64 solutions at different solution bulk temperatures on MS
surfaces.
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T:60°C

T:25°C
T:60°C+EP

T:25°C+EP

Fig. 4.8. COFs of aqueous L64 solutions at different solution bulk temperatures on SS
surfaces.

The dynamic friction for the MS and SS surfaces lubricated with solutions above the
cloud point shown in Fig. 4.1 to Fig. 4.8 leveled before it reached 400 m. After 400 m of
sliding distance, the dynamic friction continued to increase until the experiment stopped
at sliding distance of 900 m. This indicated that the adsorbed copolymer film broke
down.
A summary of all COFs after 900 m of sliding is presented in Fig. 4.9 for MS and in
Fig. 4.10 for SS. The dash line represents the COF of 0.5 for the water lubricated
contact. From Fig. 4.9 the COFs obtained from aqueous copolymers above the cloud
point are higher compared to the other experiments. On MS surfaces, the copolymers
above the cloud point seemed unable to protect the surfaces during sliding as shown
by the high COF after 900 m of sliding, quite similar to the case of MS lubricated with
water. On the weak hydrophobic surface of SS (Fig. 4.10) however, the copolymers
show a better friction reduction property compared to water.
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Significantly lower COFs of the aqueous solutions were clearly seen when
phosphate ester was added into the solutions regardless of the bulk solutions
temperature. The dynamic friction tend to reach a stable value during the experiments
on MS surfaces i.e. almost no vibration detected. However, vibrations were clearly
detected during SS experiments. The adsorption of aqueous solution of EP is thought
to be primarily provided by the phosphate ester reaction with the surface, which
provides adequate film protection from high pressure (Canter, 2007), although Saba
and Froster (2002) reported a poor reaction between metal oxides of 316 stainless
steel with phosphate ester when it is compared to mild steel.

a

b

c

a

COF, lub: water, T:25°C

b
c

COF, lub: EP solution T:25°C
COF, lub: EP solution T:50°C

Fig. 4.9. Summary of COF after 900 m of sliding on MS surfaces. Note for aqueous
L64, the temperature above the cloud point was at 60°C.
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a

b

c

a

b
COF, lub: EP solution T:25°C

COF, lub: water, T:25°C

c

COF, lub: EP solution T:50°C

Fig. 4.10. Summary of COF after 900 m of sliding on SS surfaces. Note for aqueous
L64, the temperature above the cloud point was at 60°C.

Compared to the COF obtained with aqueous phosphate ester (0.005 g/ml), the
COFs obtained from aqueous copolymers with added EP at ~ 25°C experiments were
lower than aqueous EP at the same temperature. On the other hand, comparable
COFs were obtained between aqueous copolymers with added EP above the cloud
point compared to the aqueous EP at the same temperature.
4.2.2. Wear volumes
Fig. 4.11a shows the wear volume of all MS disks and the worn track width
measurements using SEM is presented in Fig. 4.11b. Similarly the corresponding
results for stainless steel are shown in Fig. 4.12a and Fig. 4.12b. The wear volume and
track width of the water lubricated contact was depicted by the black dash line (1) are
clearly higher and wider than any of the aqueous solutions. The copolymers appeared
to adsorb on the surfaces and protect them against wear regardless of the
temperature.
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The wear volumes were calculated from the weight loss measurements whereas the
wear track width was measured using SEM. Based on these measurements the track
depths was approximated. For example, the worn tracks with a similar weight and a
narrower width could be assumed to have a deeper depth. As the wear of the ball was
almost immeasurable, the ball was assumed to be rigid.
For aqueous copolymers above the cloud point, the wear volume of the worn tracks
as presented in Fig. 4.11a and Fig. 4.12a, were higher than below the cloud point. The
volume loss of the MS lubricated by aqueous 17R4 showed a volume loss of 0.59 mm3
at 50°C, which is nearly ten times higher than the wear of 0.06 mm3 below the cloud
point.
Similar trends were found when SS is lubricated above the cloud point. Compared to
the case below the cloud point, the wear volume for normal copolymers above the
cloud point was found at least two times higher. A higher wear volume was shown
when reverse copolymers were used to lubricate the SS surface above the cloud point.
The 17R4 generated the highest wear volume due to insufficient lubrication which was
also observed by the severe friction fluctuation during sliding as shown in Fig. 4.2.
From Fig. 4.11b the worn track widths of MS lubricated with aqueous copolymers
above the cloud point were higher compared to the other experiment conditions. The
wear track width of 17R4 solutions at ~ 25°C was 0.21 µm, which was slightly lower
than 0.25 µm of 25R2 solutions. However, the wear volume measured for both
copolymers were found comparable namely 0.06 mm 3 for both 17R4 and 25R2.
Therefore, the worn track of 25R2 solutions can be assumed to have a shallower
depth. In addition, the PEOm-PPOn-PEOm solutions results show a similar trend to
those with PPOn-PEOm-PPOn solutions. The wear volume of MS surfaces below the
cloud point temperature were 0.06 mm3 for L62 and 0.05 mm3 for L64, 0.50 mm3 at
50°C for L62 and 0.47 mm3at 60°C for L64 (L64 has a higher cloud point than L62).
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a.
1

2

3

b.
1

2

3

1

2
lub: water, T:25°C

lub: EP solution T:25°C

3
lub: EP solution T:50°C

Fig. 4.11. (a). Summary of wear volume for all experiments on MS. (b). Summary of
worn track widths for all experiments on MS. The presence of the copolymer in the
solutions was found to reduce wear compared to water lubrication.

The wear volume results of SS shown in Fig. 4.12a appear consistent with the worn
track widths presented in Fig. 4.12b. The vibrations during sliding when aqueous 17R4
solutions were used to lubricate SS above the cloud point were at a higher level
compared to the other solution conditions. Compared to MS, the worn tracks on SS
surfaces were wider. Similar trends were observed for wear volume.
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The effect of EP addition to the aqueous solutions was seen in the reduction of
friction irrespective of the solution temperature. The copolymer and phosphate ester
solutions were found to result in a lower wear compared to the phosphate ester only
solutions denoted as ‗2‘ (blue dash line, ~25°C) and ‗3‘ (red dash line, ~50°C).

a.
2

1

3

b.
1
2

3

1

2
lub: water, T:25°C

lub: EP solution T:25°C

3

lub: EP solution T:50°C

Fig. 4.12. (a). Summary of wear volume for all experiments on SS. (b). Summary of
worn track widths for all experiments on SS. The worn track widths and the wear
volume of surfaces with copolymers solutions and EP solutions above the cloud point
were found to be wider and higher compared to the solutions without EP below the
cloud point.
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4.3. Worn track analyses
Worn tracks were analyzed with JEOL JSM-6490LA SEM unit. The images were
taken on the middle position of the worn tracks. 1200x magnification was chosen in all
analyses. The sliding directions for all images are from left to right.
Surface topography and roughness were measured by AFM. The scan sizes were
100 µm x 100 µm. The scanning speed and damping set point were kept constant at 50
µm/s and 45 %, respectively. The sliding direction is from top to bottom. Line mean
correction and subtract plane functions were applied before the surface roughness Ra
was calculated.
4.3.1. Surface topography and surface roughness of the MS and SS lubricated with
aqueous solutions
Fig. 4.13 shows the surface topography on MS worn tracks lubricated with 17R4
solution below (Fig. 4.13a) and above the cloud point (Fig. 4.13b) and compared with
the worn tracks lubricated with 17R4 solutions and added EP (Fig. 4.13c and d for
below and above the cloud point, respectively). The surface topography of the worn
tracks lubricated with EP solution at ~25°C and at ~50°C can be seen in Fig. 4.13e and
Fig. 4.13f, respectively. The cross section profile (see the top of image) was taken from
the middle of each image (see the dash line). Similar results are presented in Fig. 4.14
for the surface topography of the SS worn tracks lubricated with 17R4 solution.
From Fig. 4.13, MS worn track lubricated by solution above the cloud point was
found rougher (Ra 490 nm) compared to the worn track lubricated below the cloud
point and the worn tracks lubricated with EP mixed with copolymer solutions below and
above the cloud point. High friction (see Fig. 4.1) causes deep cutting groove shown in
Fig. 4.13b. Using EP solution below and above the cloud point was found to generate
rougher surface compared to the worn track lubricated with EP mixed with copolymers
solution.
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b.

a.

17R4 at ~50°C, Ra: 490 nm

17R4 at ~25°C, Ra: 75 nm

c.

d.

17R4 and EP at ~25°C, Ra: 74
nm

e.

17R4 and EP at ~50°C, Ra: 72
nm

f.

EP at ~25°C, Ra: 260 nm

EP at ~25°C, Ra: 180 nm

Fig. 4.13. Surface topography of the middle of worn track of MS lubricated by (a). 17R4
at ~25°C, (b). 17R4 at ~50°C, (c). 17R4 and EP at ~25°C, (d). 17R4 and EP at ~50°C,
(e). EP at ~25°C, and (f). EP at ~50°C.
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b.

a.

17R4 at ~50°C, Ra: 880 nm

17R4 at ~25°C, Ra: 610 nm

c.

d.

17R4and EP at ~25°C, Ra: 340
nm

17R4 and EP at ~50°C, Ra: 110
nm

e.

f.

EP at ~25°C, Ra: 1100 nm

EP at ~50°C, Ra: 1100 nm

Fig. 4.14. Surface topography of the middle of worn track of SS lubricated by (a). 17R4
at ~25°C, (b). 17R4 at ~50°C, (c). 17R4 and EP at ~25°C, (d). 17R4 and EP at ~50°C,
(e). EP at ~25°C, and (f). EP at ~50°C.
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From Fig. 4.14, the surface roughness on the worn track of SS lubricated with 17R4
solution above the cloud point was 880 nm which was higher than below the cloud
point solution. The dynamic friction shown at Fig. 4.2 revealed that high vibration
occurred during sliding. Significantly lower Ra was measured when the EP was mixed
with 17R4 solution. Aqueous EP solution was shown to produce rough surface
regardless of the temperature of the solution indicating that EP by itself could not
adequately protect the surface from wear.
The overall surface roughness of the MS worn tracks is presented in Fig. 4.15 and in
Fig. 4.16 for SS surfaces. On MS surfaces, the Ra of the worn track above the cloud
point was found to be the roughest. Similar trends were found on SS surfaces. These
results are consistent with the dynamic friction and the wear volume reported earlier.
With the addition of phosphate ester to the copolymer solutions above the cloud point,
the worn tracks obtained from the ball-on-disk experiments were smoother. This is an
indication that although the copolymers were in dual-phase, they were still able to form
synergetic interaction with phosphate ester.

Fig. 4.15. Summary of surface roughness Ra of MS surfaces worn tracks.
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Fig. 4.16. Summary of surface roughness Ra of SS surfaces worn tracks.

4.3.2. Wear modes of the MS and SS lubricated with aqueous solutions
SEM images of the worn tracks lubricated with aqueous copolymers at ~25°C and
~50°C (~60°C for L64) are presented in Fig. 4.17 to Fig. 4.24. The numbering details
and the surface types and the solutions used are listed in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2. Summary of the SEM images on MS and SS lubricated with aqueous
copolymers solutions.
Figure number
4.17
4.18
4.19
4.20
4.21
4.22
4.23
4.24

Surfaces
MS
SS
MS
SS
MS
SS
MS
SS

Lubricant
17R4
17R4
25R2
25R2
L62
L62
L64
L64

The adhesive wear appears dominant on the MS surface lubricated with 17R4
solution during sliding. Shallow grooves and delamination (Rigney 1997) of the surface
are apparent in Fig. 4.17a. Above the cloud point (Fig. 4.17b), the delamination of
surface was greater compared to the worn track below the cloud point. The surface
roughness Ra (490 nm against 75 nm) and wear volume loss (0.59 mm 3 against 0.06
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mm3) was found significantly higher compared to below the cloud point solution
lubrication indicating the film breakdown occurred during sliding. The white groove as
shown in Fig. 4.17b may come from the debris trapped between the ball and the disk
during sliding causing a groove.

COF: 0.39
Wear: 0.06 mm3
Ra: 75 nm

COF: 0.49
Wear: 0.59 mm3
Ra: 490 nm

a.

b.

Fig. 4.17. SEM images of the middle of worn track of MS, lubricant: 17R4, (a). T:
~25°C. (b). T: ~50°C. Original surface roughness of MS is in between of 47 to 58 nm.

The delamination of the surface shown in the worn track of SS surface lubricated
with 17R4 solution below the cloud point (Fig. 4.18a) indicated the high friction
occurred during sliding (Suh 1977, Rigney 1997). From the dynamic friction in Fig. 4.2,
the COF was found high at the beginning of the experiment. The Ra of 610 nm was
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significantly rougher than that with MS (Fig. 4.17a). Above the cloud point the SS
surface damage was caused by a significant adhesive wear. Delaminating layers are
observed in Fig. 4.18b. Plastic flow occurred during sliding created surface layering
(Suh 1977). Tallian (1999) explained that the damaged surface shown in Fig.4.18b is
due to poor lubrication. The dynamic friction in Fig. 4.2 showed a significant fluctuation
above the cloud point which confirmed this observation.

COF: 0.29
Wear: 0.81 mm3
Ra: 610 nm

a.

D
COF: 0.48
Wear: 3.31 mm3
Ra: 880 nm

b.

Fig. 4.18. SEM images of the middle of worn track of SS, lubricant: 17R4, (a). T:
~25°C. (b). T: ~50°C. Original surface roughness of SS is in between of 91 to 112 nm.

The worn track of MS lubricated by 25R2 at ~25°C (Fig. 4.19) is considered a
smooth surface. Low level of adhesive wear and light abrasive wear grooves (Mergler
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et al. 2004) can be seen in Fig.4.19a. The Ra of the worn track at 25oC is 57 nm, which
is significantly lower than the 570 nm Ra of the worn track lubricated with 25R2 solution
at ~50°C as shown in Fig. 4.19b. A high COF of 0.53 obtained above the cloud point is
associated with a heavy adhesive wear (0.53 mm3) during sliding.

COF: 0.29
Wear: 0.05 mm3
Ra: 57 nm

a.

COF: 0.53
Wear: 0.52 mm3
Ra: 570 nm

b.

Fig 4.19. SEM images of the middle of worn track of MS, lubricant: 25R2, (a). T:
~25°C. (b). T: ~50°C. Original surface roughness of MS is in between of 47 to 58 nm.

Some delamination can be seen from Fig. 4.20a for the worn track of SS lubricated
with 25R2 solution below the cloud point. Surface layering shown in that figure
indicated that adhesive wear occurred during sliding. On the other hand, SS lubricated
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with the 25R2 solution above the cloud point (Fig. 4.20b) shows damaged surface with
delamination and adhesion wear. Running micro cracks at sub-surface could have
occurred and produced over-layering surface (Tallian 1999, Suh 1977).

COF: 0.32
Wear: 0.77 mm3
Ra: 320 nm

a.

COF: 0.43
Wear: 2.16 mm3
Ra: 530 nm

b.

Fig 4.20. SEM images of the middle of worn track of SS, lubricant: 25R2, (a). T: ~25°C.
(b). T: ~50°C. Original surface roughness of SS is in between of 91 to 112 nm.

Fig. 4.21a shows the MS worn track lubricated with L62 solution below the cloud
point. Light scale of plastic flow dominated on the surface. The surface roughness of
the track was 42 nm which changed little from the original roughness of 47 to 58 nm.
Over layering surface due to plastic flow occurring during sliding is clearly visible in Fig.
4.21b for MS lubricated with L62 above the cloud point. High friction was associated
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with the severe adhesive wear mode, as indicated by the roughness Ra which was
more than ten times higher compared to the below the cloud point condition and the
original roughness.

COF: 0.24
Wear: 0.06 mm3
Ra: 42 nm

a.

COF: 0.52
Wear: 0.50 mm3
Ra: 460 nm

b.

Fig. 4.21. SEM images of the middle of worn track of MS, lubricant: L62, (a). T: ~25°C.
(b). T: ~50°C. Original surface roughness of MS is in between of 47 to 58 nm.

Different wear modes are shown when the L62 solution was used as lubricant below
and above the cloud point for SS (see Fig. 4.22a for at ~25°C and Fig. 4.22b for at
~50°C). The appearance of the worn track looks similar to below and above the cloud
point except small particles embedded on the worn track are clearly visible in
Fig.4.22b. Relatively smooth surfaces in the both figures showed large plastic
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flow/adhesive wear as the roughnesses were five to seven times the original roughness
of 100 nm. The COF was found lower compared to the SS lubricated with reverse
copolymer solutions.

COF: 0.19
Wear: 0.69 mm3
Ra: 500 nm

a.

COF: 0.29
Wear: 1.50 mm3
Ra: 700 nm

b.

Fig. 4.22. SEM images of the middle of worn track of SS, lubricant: L62, (a). T: ~25°C.
(b). T: ~50°C. Original surface roughness of SS is in between of 91 to 112 nm.

Fig. 4.23 shows the MS worn track lubricated with L64 solution. A few delaminated
surfaces shown in Fig. 4.23a (below the cloud point) indicated a low adhesive wear
during sliding. There was very little wear and the roughness did not change much.
Severe delaminating/adhesive wear surfaces were observed when MS lubricated with
L64 solution above the cloud point (~60°C) as seen in Fig. 4.23b. The solution did not
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function well as a lubricant as evidenced by the high friction, severe wear and rough
surface compared to the case below the cloud point.

COF: 0.24
Wear: 0.06 mm3
Ra: 66 nm

a.

COF: 0.50
Wear: 0.47 mm3
Ra: 330 nm

b.

Fig. 4.23. SEM images of the middle of worn track of MS, lubricant: L64, (a). T: ~25°C.
(b). T: ~60°C. Original surface roughness of MS is in between of 47 to 58 nm.

Plastic flow due to adhesive wear on SS surface was dominant on the worn track
lubricated by L64 solution below and above the cloud point (Fig. 4.24a and Fig. 4.24b
respectively). However, from wear volume analysis, the materials removed during
sliding were found lower for the surface lubricated with L64 solution below the cloud
point, although severe wear and much rougher surface roughness were produced at
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both temperatures. A higher friction for the surface lubricated above the cloud point
may contribute to the adhesion wear during sliding (Suh 1977, Iliuc and Jokl 1994).

COF: 0.24
Wear: 0.65 mm3
Ra: 390 nm

a.

COF: 0.35
Wear: 1.44 mm3
Ra: 560 nm

b.

B

Fig. 4.24. SEM images of the middle of worn track of SS, lubricant: L64, (a). T: ~25°C.
(b). T: ~50°C. Original surface roughness of SS is in between of 91 to 112 nm.
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4.3.3. Wear modes of the MS and SS lubricated with aqueous solutions with added
EP
Adding phosphate ester to the aqueous copolymers reduces COF but the wear
mechanisms are expected to be different. The numbering detail, the types of surfaces
and the solutions are listed in Table 4.3.
Table 4.3. Summary of the SEM images of MS and SS lubricated with aqueous
copolymers solutions with added EP.
Figure number
4.25
4.26
4.27
4.28
4.29
4.30
4.31
4.32

Surfaces
MS
SS
MS
SS
MS
SS
MS
SS

Lubricant
17R4 and EP
17R4 and EP
25R2 and EP
25R2 and EP
L62 and EP
L62 and EP
L64 and EP
L64 and EP

Relatively smooth surface with comparable Ra of 74 nm for below the cloud point
(Fig. 4.25a) and 72 nm above the cloud point (Fig. 4.25b) were obtained for MS
surfaces lubricated with 17R4 solution and added EP. They changed little compared
with the original roughness (47 to 58 nm). Little wear were observed in Fig. 4.25a and
Fig. 4.25b. The COFs were found comparable and significantly lower compared to the
MS lubricated with same solution without added EP.
.
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COF: 0.11
Wear: 0.05 mm3
Ra: 74 nm

a.

C

COF: 0.10
Wear: 0.05 mm3
Ra: 72 nm

b.

Fig. 4.25. SEM images on the middle of worn track of MS, lubricant: 17R4 with added
EP (a) T: ~25°C. (b) T: ~50°C. Original surface roughness of MS is in between of 47 to
58 nm.

Fig. 4.26a shows the SS worn track lubricated with 17R4 solution with added EP
below the cloud point. Adhesive wear marks were observed with surface roughness Ra
340 nm. The white patches could be due to chemical reaction between the additive and
the surface due to localized high temperature/high stress. When compared to MS worn
track lubricated with same solution in Fig. 4.25a, the Ra of SS was significantly higher.
Although the COF was found comparable but the wear volume on SS is significantly
larger and was associated with a high surface roughness. It can be seen from Fig.
4.26b that severe adhesive wear dominated the SS worn track.
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COF: 0.10
Wear: 1.17 mm3
Ra: 340 nm

a.

COF: 0.13
Wear: 1.31 mm3
Ra: 110 nm

b.

Fig. 4.26. SEM images on the middle of wear track of SS, lubricant: 17R4 with added
EP (a). T: ~25°C. (b). T: ~50°C. Original surface roughness of SS is in between of 91 to
112 nm.

Light to medium wear were observed in Fig. 4.27a for the MS worn track lubricated
with 25R2 solution with added EP. Some residue possibly from wear debris or additive
particle size was embedded on the worn track. The clusters of white patches could be
due to a chemical reaction between EP additive and the surface. The surface
roughness Ra in this condition is 100 nm. Increasing the temperature to above the
cloud point produced a lower surface roughness Ra of 36 nm (see Fig. 4.27b). In both
cases a light wear volume was accompanied by a low COF.
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COF: 0.12
Wear: 0.10 mm3
Ra: 100 nm

a.

COF: 0.11
Wear: 0.10 mm3
Ra: 36 nm

b.

Fig. 4.27. SEM images on the middle of worn track of MS, lubricant: 25R2 with added
EP, (a) T: ~25°C. (b) T: ~50°C. Original surface roughness of MS is in between of 47 to
58 nm.

Plastic flow due to adhesion wear is shown in Fig. 4.28a for the SS worn track
lubricated with 25R2 solution and added EP. Some delamination and abrasive wear
marks were also observed. On the other hand, shallow grooves due to the abrasive
wear are shown for the case of 25R2 solution with added EP above the cloud point
(see Fig. 4.28b). The surface roughness Ra in Fig. 4.28b is 120 nm that is lower than
below the cloud point lubrication as shown in Fig. 4.28a. In both cases the low friction
was associated with a severe wear.
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COF: 0.13
Wear: 1.92 mm3
Ra: 180 nm

a.

COF: 0.14
Wear: 2.16 mm3
Ra: 120 nm

b.

Fig. 4.28. SEM images on the middle of wear track of SS, lubricant: 25R2 with added
EP, (a) T: ~25°C. (b) T: ~50°C. Original surface roughness of SS is in between of 91 to
112 nm.

The COFs were found very low, 0.11 and 0.10, for the surface lubricated with L62
solution below and above the cloud point, respectively. Little wear was visible in Fig.
4.29a for MS worn track lubricated by solution below the cloud point. The surface
roughness for Fig. 4.29a is 84 nm, which is slightly higher compared to the MS
lubricated with solution above the cloud point in Fig. 4.29b (Ra 56 nm). The low friction
and light wear for both cases in Fig. 4.29a and Fig. 4.29b indicated a light contact
between the ball and the disk during sliding, although it was not obvious in Fig. 4.29b.
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COF: 0.11
Wear: 0.05 mm3
Ra: 84 nm

a.

COF: 0.10
Wear: 0.05 mm3
Ra: 56 nm

b.

Fig. 4.29. SEM images on the middle of worn track of MS, lubricant: L62 with added
EP, (a) T: ~25°C. (b) T: ~50°C. Original surface roughness of MS is in between of 47 to
58 nm.

Adhesion/delamination wear were observed on the SS surface lubricated with L62
solution with added EP below the cloud point (see Fig. 4.30a). Delamination can be
seen at the bottom of Fig. 4.30a. In Fig. 4.30b, the major wear is adhesive and plastic
flow for the L62 solution with added EP above the cloud point. Layering surfaces due to
the plastic flow during sliding is also seen in Fig. 4.30b. The surface roughness Ra of
both images is not much different with 280 nm in Fig. 4.30a and 260 nm in Fig. 4.30b.
The low friction was accompanied by the high wear rates for both cases below and
above the cloud point.
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COF: 0.14
Wear: 1.56 mm3
Ra: 280 nm

a.

COF: 0.15
Wear: 1.78 mm3
Ra: 260 nm

b.

Fig. 4.30. SEM images on the middle of wear track of SS, lubricant: L62 with added
EP, (a) T: ~25°C. (b) T: ~50°C. Original surface roughness of SS is in between of 91 to
112 nm.

The COF and wear volume loss was found similar from the MS surface lubricated
with L64 solution with added EP below (Fig. 4.31a) and above the cloud point
(Fig.4.31b). However, a higher Ra (150 nm) was measured on MS worn track
lubricated above the cloud point compared to below the cloud point lubrication (Ra 83
nm). Mild adhesive wear was observed in Fig. 4.31a. Wear particles shown embedded
on some area of the surface. At above the cloud point, some early signs of
delamination, spalls and mild abrasion can be seen in Fig. 4.31b. Tallian (1999)
explained that parallel wear marks came from insufficient lubricant layer during sliding
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causing localized contact between the ball and the disk surface during sliding. A low
COF and light wear was produced in both cases.

COF: 0.11
Wear: 0.09 mm3
Ra: 83 nm

a.

COF: 0.11
Wear: 0.11 mm3
Ra: 150 nm

b.

Fig. 4.31. SEM images on the middle of worn track of MS, lubricant: L64 with added
EP, (a) T: ~25°C. (b) T: ~60°C. Original surface roughness of MS is in between of 47 to
58 nm.

Shallow grooves due to abrasive/delamination wear during sliding were observed in
Fig. 4.32a on the SS worn track lubricated with L64 solution with added EP below the
cloud point. Some plastic flow/delamination was also seen in that figure. Above the
cloud point abrasive wear and delamination were also observed in Fig. 4.32b. Slightly
higher Ra was measured on SS surface lubricated with solution below the cloud point
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(220 nm) compared to 190 nm measured on surface lubricated with solution above the
cloud point. The high Ra in both cases looks consistent with high wear volume loss. In
both cases the low friction was accompanied by a high wear rate.

COF: 0.13
Wear: 0.98 mm3
Ra: 220 nm

a.

COF: 0.15
Wear: 1.26 mm3
Ra: 190 nm

b.

Fig. 4.32. SEM images on the middle of wear track of SS, lubricant: L64 with added
EP, (a) T: ~25°C. (b) T: ~60°C. Original surface roughness of SS is in between of 91 to
112 nm.

4.4. Discussion
For 900 m sliding distance, the COF, wear volume loss, wear track width and
surface roughness Ra for MS surfaces are summarized in Table 4.4 whereas Table 4.5
shows a summary of those results for SS surfaces.
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Table 4.4. Summary of tribology parameter obtained from MS surfaces lubricated with
aqueous solution and solution with added EP below and above the cloud point.
Copolymer

17R4

25R2

L62

L64

Experiment
Condition

COF

T:25 AQ
T:50 AQ
T:25 AQ-EP
T:50 AQ-EP
T:25 AQ
T:50 AQ
T:25 AQ-EP
T:50 AQ-EP
T:25 AQ
T:50 AQ
T:25 AQ-EP
T:50 AQ-EP
T:25 AQ
T:50 AQ
T:25 AQ-EP
T:50 AQ-EP

0.39
0.49
0.11
0.10
0.29
0.53
0.12
0.11
0.24
0.52
0.11
0.10
0.24
0.50
0.11
0.11

Wear
Vol. Loss
(mm3)
0.06
0.59
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.52
0.10
0.10
0.06
0.50
0.05
0.05
0.06
0.47
0.09
0.11

Wear track
width (µm)

Ra (nm)

0.21
1.04
0.26
0.32
0.23
0.84
0.34
0.41
0.26
0.74
0.27
0.35
0.28
0.55
0.32
0.32

75
490
74
72
57
570
100
36
42
460
84
56
66
330
83
150

Table 4.5. Summary of tribology parameter obtained from SS surfaces lubricated with
aqueous solution and solution with added EP below and above the cloud point.
Copolymer

17R4

25R2

L62

L64

Experiment
Condition

COF

T:25 AQ
T:50 AQ
T:25 AQ-EP
T:50 AQ-EP
T:25 AQ
T:50 AQ
T:25 AQ-EP
T:50 AQ-EP
T:25 AQ
T:50 AQ
T:25 AQ-EP
T:50 AQ-EP
T:25 AQ
T:50 AQ
T:25 AQ-EP
T:50 AQ-EP

0.29
0.48
0.10
0.13
0.32
0.43
0.13
0.14
0.19
0.29
0.14
0.15
0.24
0.35
0.13
0.15

Wear
Vol. Loss
(mm3)
0.81
3.31
1.17
1.31
0.77
2.16
1.92
2.16
0.69
1.50
1.56
1.78
0.65
1.44
0.98
1.26

Wear track
width (µm)

Ra (nm)

0.57
1.13
0.8
0.63
0.56
0.79
0.9
0.79
0.54
0.7
0.84
0.74
0.53
0.69
0.72
0.66

610
880
340
110
320
530
180
120
500
700
280
260
390
560
220
190
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From tables 4.4 and 4.5, the highlighted rows indicate a low friction only and/or a
low wear. It is clear that the added EP to the solution has reduced the friction
significantly for both metal surfaces but a low wear rate was achieved with MS surface
only. For the SS surface, only the benefit of reduced friction was achieved with added
EP. The high wear on the SS surface was reflected by a high surface roughness
compared to the roughness of the MS surface. In the two tables, for both metals and all
solutions without the EP, the performance in terms of friction and wear was worse
above the cloud point. However, the EP additive has enabled all solutions to perform
similarly in terms of friction and wear rate below and above the cloud point.
The normal copolymers e.g. L35 and L61 were found to prevent the contact
between the ball and disk in boundary lubrication (Lee et al. 2004). Increasing the PPO
chains in L61 below the cloud point has been found to reduce the COF. Below the
cloud point, the normal copolymers exist in the micelle phase whereas the reverse
copolymers in the unimer phase (Zhou and Chu 1994, Yang and Sharma 2001).
Normal copolymers below the cloud point attached onto the hydrophobic surface by the
hydrophobic interaction between the PPO whilst the PEO stayed in the solutions and
provided a separation between the ball and disk surfaces (Lee et al. 2007, Lee et al.
2004, Muller et al. 2003). On the other hand, the reverse copolymers adsorbed on the
surface by the two ends of PPO and extend the PEO in the middle creating serial loop
toward the solutions.
The highest COFs were found when aqueous copolymer solutions above the cloud
point were used as lubricant on MS and SS surfaces. The measurement on wear
volume loss and the surface roughness was also shown similar trend with COF. The
plastic flow due to adhesion wear during sliding was observed on the MS worn tracks.
Layering surfaces due to heavy adhesive wear and abrasive wear was visible on SS
worn tracks. This could indicate a breakdown of the lubricant adsorption layer during
sliding.
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The running-in period was found to be different on MS and SS surfaces. High
dynamic friction on the SS surfaces was affected by the copolymers and solution
temperature. Below the cloud point, the copolymers adsorbed strongly on MS surfaces
and prevented the excessive wear despite the high friction. The high friction on the
running-in period was not observed with the MS surface, which indicated that
adsorption occurred immediately after the disks were immersed in the solutions. On the
other hand, the adsorption might not occur immediately on SS surfaces during the
running-in as the COF during this period was found to be comparable with the COF
obtained by water lubrication.
Above the cloud point, high dynamic friction still existed with the SS surfaces but not
the MS surfaces. The copolymers solutions are expected to be in dual-phase state
(Zhou and Chu 1994) above the cloud point. PPO blocks become more hydrophobic
whilst PEO blocks tend to be less hydrophilic due to the reduced hydration process
(Yang and Sharma 2001). The copolymers are squeezed out from the water indicated
by the increased turbidity of the solutions. According to Fig. 3.2, the copolymers formed
as droplets-like above the cloud point. The copolymers shrunk above the cloud point
(Yang and Sharma 2001) and were expected to have consequences on the adsorption
mechanism.
When the copolymers shrunk, the individual adsorption of the copolymers has to be
reduced compared to the unimer or micelle state below the cloud point. The adsorbed
film may easily be delaminated during sliding resulting in high friction compared to
below the cloud point. The lowly hydrophilic PEO was expected to avoid hydrophobic
surface and the water therefore, the contact between ball and the disk during sliding
was not totally unexpected.
The dynamic friction for the experiment using solutions above the cloud point often
ended with significant vibrations. From Fig. 4.1 to Fig. 4.8, the dynamic friction was
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found continuously increased after the sliding distance of 400 m. The dynamic friction
was found to increase until the experiment stopped after it reached a sliding distance of
900 m.
Alexandridis and Lindman (2000) reported that copolymer solution will breakdown
into copolymer-rich solution and water if the copolymer solution was heated at a certain
temperature above the cloud point in approximately 3600 s (see Fig. 1.5 and the
explanation in Chapter 1 section 1.2.4). The copolymer solutions used as lubricant
above the cloud point could be totally separated during sliding resulting in breakdown
of the adsorbed film.
The sliding for the experiment above the cloud point was started after the solution
heated in duration of 1800 s (see Fig. 2.3). The increase of dynamic friction was found
to start after the sliding distance reached 400 m in approximately 3400 s. The 3400 s
was obtained from 1800 s of solution heating period before the sliding began and 1600
s of sliding period from start until the sliding distance reached 400 m of sliding. By that
time, the copolymer should be separated from water and created a copolymer-rich
solution. The hydrophobic interaction between PPO in the copolymer with surface may
be weakened, causing the adsorbed copolymer on the surface to delaminate easily.
The contact between the disk and ball became inevitable and then followed by an
increase of friction.
From Table 4.4 for MS surfaces, the wear volume loss and the surface roughness
was found comparable to the MS lubricated with solutions without added EP. Less
abrasive and adhesive wear were observed on the MS worn tracks lubricated by
solutions with added EP. Abrasive and adhesive wear were prominent on the SS worn
tracks lubricated by solutions with added EP.
Phosphate ester when reacting with the metal surface formed a thin film above the
substrate with the –CH3 exposed to the liquid (Canter 2007, Jeon et al. 1996). The
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reaction between the phosphate ester and metal oxide was driven by high temperature
in the contact area (Forbes 1970). In boundary lubrication, the contact between the ball
and the disk increased as a function of the applied load. When the load was increased,
the local contact temperature increased leading to the adhesive wear of the surface.
The temperature could trigger the EP to react with oxide layer of the metal (disk) to
form a protective layer, which reducing the COF and prevented excessive wear during
sliding.
According to Canter (2007), the reaction between metal and phosphate during
sliding approximately occurred between 200°C to 600°C. Saba and Froster (2002)
found that oxide layer of 316 SS, CrxOy, was less reactive compared to Fe xOy (oxide
layer of MS). This explained why the mixture of the copolymers and EP did not protect
well the SS surface during sliding.
In addition, aqueous EP (EP and water only) was found to protect the MS and SS
surface during sliding. Low COF was obtained during sliding when used of aqueous
EP. However, in Fig. 4.11a and Fig. 4.12a, the wear was found significantly increased
indicates that the EP in aqueous without added copolymers could not prevent
excessive wear during sliding. Mistry et al. (2013) reported that phosphate ester
combined with mineral oil used to lubricate steel-steel tribo-pairs resulted in a
significantly low friction but found to increase the wear volume. This finding qualitatively
agrees with the observation in this study.
The worn track surface analyses and the surface roughness measurements on the
worn tracks explain the effect of both copolymers and added EP in the solutions. In
addition, micro-scratch experiments reported in Chapter 5 will clarify the contribution of
each compound in the solutions. The wear volume and the worn track width can be
used to predict the worn track depth. Fig. 4.33 shows the comparison of MS worn
tracks lubricated by 17R4 solution below the cloud point with those lubricated by 17R4
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solutions with added EP (below and above the cloud point). The illustration was based
on the wear volumes and worn track widths from Fig. 4.11a and 4.11b.

A
hA
B
hB

C
hC
C

hC>hA>hB

Image

Lubricant

Volume loss

Widths

A

17R4

0.06 mm3

0.21 mm

B

17R4 + EP

0.05 mm3

0.26 mm

C

EP

0.18 mm3

0.23 mm

Fig. 4.33. Illustration of MS worn track profile lubricated by (a). 17R4 T: ~25°C, (b).
17R4 and EP T: ~25°C, and (c). EP solution T: ~25°C.

Fig. 4.33 shows that aqueous EP produced the highest wear volume with worn track
width comparable to the other two cases. The depth of the worn track was deepest
compared to the other two. On the other hand, the mixture of the phosphate ester and
copolymers produced the shallowest depth profile. The volume loss was found to be
comparable with worn track lubricated by solution without EP but the worn track width
was found to be wider. Mixing copolymers and phosphate ester produced the smallest
wear volume loss with shallow depth, which indicated the lubricant reduces the wear
better compared to the other conditions.
Fig. 4.33 clarifies the benefit of copolymer plus EP solutions. The mixture of
copolymer and EP has been found to reduce the dynamic friction and protect the
surface from excessive wear during sliding in boundary lubrication regime.
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4.5. Conclusions
The dynamic friction and the wear behavior of two different metals, MS and SS,
lubricated with aqueous solutions have been investigated at two different solution
temperatures, below and above the cloud point.
The solutions when used below the cloud point exist in unimer state for PPOnPEOm-PPOn and micelle for PEOm-PPOn-PEOm with a stronger adsorbed film than that
above the cloud point. A higher COF obtained from the lubricant above the cloud point
was due to the dual-phase state of the copolymer solutions.
It is interesting to see low wear of MS when lubricated by aqueous polymer solutions
at ~25°C. It is because the breakdown of boundary lubrication that was indicated by
high COF value occurred at the same time. The aqueous copolymer at ~25°C can be
considered as wear reducer when used to lubricate MS surface.
Adding phosphate ester into aqueous solutions produced a stronger adsorbed
lubricant film protecting the surface. Low COFs were obtained from solutions below
and above the cloud point. The experiments ended with nearly no vibration for MS
surface which indicated that the adsorbed film was stable.
In terms of wear volume and surface roughness, the presence of phosphate ester
produced lower wear volume and smoother surface compared to the surfaces
lubricated by aqueous phosphate ester. The copolymers and phosphate ester were
found to create synergistic interaction protecting the surfaces effectively than other
solutions used in this study.
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Chapter 5

Adsorption strength of copolymer films

This chapter presents the micro-scratch experiments to study the adsorption
strength of the aqueous copolymer solutions film on low carbon steel, mild steel (MS),
and stainless steel (SS). The thickness of the adsorbed film on the sample has been
discussed in Chapter 3. As the load is increased in a controlled scratch process the
adsorbed film is expected to delaminate at a load known as critical load. The critical
load and the thickness of the film quantify the strength of the adsorbed lubricant f ilm.
Although a much thicker film is intuitively expected to protect more effectively the
sample surface as the scratch progresses, however, the structure of different adsorbed
solutions show different results and the adsorption is clearly affected by the solution
temperature as well.

5.1. Experimental method
5.1.1. Micro-scratch experiments
Scratch experiments were carried out in the UMIS unit modified with a motorized
stage below the indenter holder. The spherical scratch tip of 20 µm radius was made
from diamond. Load was applied progressively from 0.05 mN to 300 mN during the 600
µm scratch length. At least five scratches were made for every sample to ensure the
data was repeatable. The UMIS nano indentation unit and the scratch stage have been
described in Chapter 2.
The experiments shown in Fig. 5.1 can be divided into three stages. At the start, low
normal force, FN, of 0.05 mN is applied to the tip in order to detect the free surface of
adsorbed lubricant film. After the tip has reached the free surface, the stage moves at
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the specified speed of 1 µm/s whilst FN is gradually increased at the rate of 0.5mN/s.
The tip continues to penetrate the film resulting in an increase of the friction force, Ff.
As the tip penetrates deeper into the adsorbed film in stage three, critical point is
eventually reached when the film is delaminated (stage III). At this stage, Ff increases
at a much higher rate than in stage II indicating the tip has already traveled in the
substrate. The scratch is completed when the load reaches 300mN and by this time the
tip has covered 600µm lengths.

Stage I/Start

Stage II

Stage III

FN

FN

FN
Tip

Adsorbed
thin film
Ff

Tip

Adsorbed
thin film

Boundary
film

Adsorbed
thin film

Tip
Boundary
film

Substrate
(MS)

Ff

Adsorbed copolymer
protects the substrate

Substrate
(MS)

Ff

The tip makes a contact
with substrate as the
adsorbed copolymers is
totally removed

Scratch direction
Fig. 5.1. A schematic of the scratch process.

The reverse copolymer was 17R4 and the normal copolymer was L64. Both of these
copolymers have similar hydrophobic PPO and hydrophilic PEO blocks and have
comparable molecular weights. However, the cloud point of L64 is higher than that of
17R4. Zhou and Chu (1994) reported comparison between these two copolymers at
below and above the cloud point and found that the L64 in 0.06 g/ml solution is in a
micelle phase whereas the 17R4 solution is in the unimer phase. The viscosity study in
Chapter 3 explains the micelle structure of aqueous L64. A strong interaction between
hydrophilic parts PEO with the water was considered to be the main factor for the
viscosity-temperature behavior of these types of copolymer (Zhou and Chu 1994, Yang
and Sharma 2001, Hambarzumyan et al. 2004, Wang and Feng 2010). The hydrogen
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bond between PEO and water is weakened as the temperature increases, and the
copolymer is transformed into a dual phase solution (Zhou and Chu 1994, Yang and
Sharma 2001).
Unlubricated MS and SS surfaces and coated with aqueous phosphate ester in
0.005g/ml at 25°C and 50°C were also investigated. The experiment of aqueous
copolymers with added EP clarifies the strength of the adsorbed lubricant film when all
components (copolymers and phosphate ester) are included.
The MS and SS samples (15 x 15 mm square and 5 mm thick) were made from the
same batch as for the ball-on-disk experiments of Chapter 4. The surfaces were then
polished until the surface roughness (Ra) below 5 nm was obtained. The cleaning and
coating of the samples have already been described in Chapter 3 section 3.2.1. The list
of the samples coated with adsorbed lubricant layer is shown in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1. Adsorbed lubricant film on the substrate used in scratch experiments.
Sample

Substrate

Adsorbed film

1

MS/SS

No film, oxide layer

2

MS/SS

17R4, T:25°C

3

MS/SS

17R4, T:50°C

4

MS/SS

L64, T:25°C

5

MS/SS

L64, T:60°C

6

MS/SS

phosphate ester [EP], T:25°C

7

MS/SS

phosphate ester [EP], T:50°C

8

MS/SS

17R4 + EP, T:25°C

9

MS/SS

17R4 + EP, T:50°C

10

MS/SS

L64 + EP, T:25°C

11

MS/SS

L64 + EP, T:60°C

The initial condition of each sample e.g. the adsorbed film thickness (came from
Chapter 3 section 3.2.3 that is measured by ellipsometer) and the WCA (came from
Chapter 3 section 3.2.2) can be found in Table 5.2. WCA has been used to predict the
formation of the adsorption of copolymers on MS and SS surfaces. The relation
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between the WCA and adsorption can be found in Chapter 1. The thickness of the
adsorbed layer on MS and SS surfaces can be used to explain the behaviour of
adsorption during sliding. An adsorbed film may be considered to have stronger
adsorption if the delamination of the film is found at a longer distance compared to the
thicker film that delaminates early.
Table 5.2. WCA and thickness of adsorbed film on samples used in micro-scratch
experiments.
Surfaces
Lubricant
Temperature
WCA (°)
Thickness (nm)

Surfaces
Lubricant
Temperature
WCA (°)
Thickness (nm)

MS

SS

17R4

L64

17R4

L64

T: ~25°C

T: ~50°C

T: ~25°C

T: ~60°C

T: ~25°C

T: ~50°C

T: ~25°C

T: ~60°C

58.7
5.3

78.9
9.3

69.3
4.9

83.7
9.1

59.2
4.2

78.7
8.6

50.6
4.1

81.3
8.3

MS
17R4 and EP

SS
L64 and EP

17R4 and EP

L64 and EP

T: ~25°C

T: ~50°C

T: ~25°C

T: ~60°C

T: ~25°C

T: ~50°C

T: ~25°C

T: ~60°C

99.4
14.6

94.2
22.6

100.5
19.6

95.2
24.8

97.4
13.2

92.2
16.3

99.5
18.5

93.6
18.9

5.1.2. Scratch tracks profile measurements using AFM
The DS95-200 AFM was used to investigate the scratch topography and profile up
to 150 µm scratch length as the films coated on the substrate show a breakdown below
150 µm. Additional optical images were also presented to show the area where the
adsorbed lubricant film delaminated during the scratches.
The scratch tracks of the surface leave useful information regarding the ability of the
adsorbed lubricant film to protect the surfaces from the tip during scratching. The AFM
images were taken using contact mode. The cross section profiles were measured
within rectangle area (see Fig. 5.2a) where the delaminating adsorbed film was
detected. The measurement area was varied in length as it has to match the width of
the scratch marks. The length of the rectangle was kept constant at 2 µm. In addition,
the depth and width were measured in a line parallel to the free surface (see Fig. 5.2b).
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a.

Profile width
approximately 4 µm
wider than scratch
mark width

Scratch direction

Scratch mark

Area of profile

2 µm

Scratch mark width

b.

Scratch mark width
Cross section profile
Free surface

Scratch mark depth

Fig. 5.2. Schematic of (a). cross section profile area on a scratch mark, (b). width and
depth measurements.

5.2. Result
5.2.1. Temperature effect on the adsorption strength of aqueous copolymer
solutions
The plots of friction force in mN during the scratch experiments versus lateral
distance in µm below and above the cloud point on MS surfaces are presented in Fig.
5.3a for 17R4 and for L64 in Fig. 5.3b. Fig. 5.4a and Fig. 5.4b shows similar plots for
SS surfaces. Stages I, II, III are identified in the figures to show the different rates of
change of the friction force as the scratcher tip penetrates sequentially the adsorbed
copolymer film, the substrate oxide and then the substrate. The demarcation between
stage II and III was chosen where the friction force curve changes the slope.
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Oxide layer

Film T:~25°C

a. 17R4
Film T:~50°C

II

III

Oxide layer

Film T:~25°C

Film T:~60°C

b. L64

Fig. 5.3. Lateral force versus lateral distance of adsorbed film using (a). 17R4 solution,
(b). L64 solution on MS surface coated at two different temperatures. The adsorption
below the cloud point demonstrates a better adsorption with the delaminating area of
film occurring at a longer scratch length compared to that above the cloud point.

Different behaviors are shown in the plot of scratch of dry MS and SS. In stage II,
the results on the oxide layer in dry condition show that the Ff increases from the
beginning of the scratch until the end. The progressive increase of the normal load
results in a higher value of friction force, but the increase of friction is more substantial
with the MS surface than the SS surface. This could be due to the different nature of
the oxides, in terms of hardness and thicknesses, on the two surfaces Fe 2O3 versus
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Cr2O3. The thickness of Fe2O3 measured by ellipsometer (see Chapter 3 section 3.2.3)
was approximately 5.2 nm whereas the thickness of Cr 2O3 was approximately 22.3 nm.
When the MS surface was covered with adsorbed 17R4 and L64 (see Fig. 5.3a and
b), a significantly lower Ff was obtained particularly in stage II compared with the uncoated surfaces. It indicates that the solutions were able to develop and maintain
resilient protecting film during the scratch for below and above the cloud point. Similar
trends were visible on the SS surfaces coated by the same solutions at the same
temperature (see Fig. 5.4a and b).
During stage II, the tip makes contact with the surface and penetrates through the
copolymer film with increasing normal load. The separation between the tip and the
surface is primarily provided by the adsorbing copolymers. The film works as a
boundary lubricant film. The tip continues to penetrate for some lateral distance until
the film delaminated from surface. The load when the delaminating of the film occurs is
the critical load (Gahr 1987).
The hydrophobicity study of MS surface (see Chapter 3 section 3.2.2) has indicated
that the MS samples are covered by iron oxide that is partially hydrophobic (WCA 87 ±
0.4°). From this study, SS surfaces have been found to be less hydrophilic (WCA 79 ±
0.8°). After the MS surfaces are covered by copolymers film below the cloud point, the
WCA was reduced to 58.7° (17R4) and 69.3° (L64) indicating that the copolymers
modify the MS surface characteristics.
For the MS and SS surface covered by aqueous 17R4 below and above the cloud
point, the friction force increases from the starting of the scratch process (Stage I) to
the end of Stage II (see Fig.5.3a and Fig. 5.4a). During the scratch in this area, the tip
penetrates the adsorbed layer, which behaves like a thin soft film and prevents the
interaction between the tip and the substrate.
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a. 17R4

III
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Film T:~60°C

b. L64

Fig. 5.4. Lateral force versus lateral distance of adsorbed film using (a). 17R4 solution,
(b). L64 solution on SS surface at two different temperatures. The adsorption below the
cloud point demonstrates a better adsorption compared to that above the cloud point.

Different solution temperatures do not seem to affect the friction force at the stage II.
The film thickness of the adsorbed layer was found to be different on surfaces covered
by solutions above the cloud point (see Table 5.2). However, the friction force
progressively increased on the surfaces covered by copolymers above the cloud point
in a manner similar to those below the cloud point. Similar trends of increasing friction
force at stage II were clearly visible in Fig. 5.3b and Fig. 5.4b.
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The delaminated area was found at different lateral distances for each of the
solutions and indicated the strength of the adsorption layer. The scratch continued
(Stage III) and the friction force was found to increase until the scratch reached the
desired lateral distance. The friction force increased due to the tip penetrating the
substrate without lubricant (Gahr 1987, Friedrich et al. 2011).
Fig. 5.5 shows the critical load of each metal covered with adsorbed copolymers
from below and above the cloud point solutions. The interaction between L64 and the
MS surface with the below the cloud point solution was found strongest due to the
micelle adsorption of L64. However, the interaction between less hydrophobic SS
surface and both copolymers 17R4 and L64 was found to be weaker compared to MS
regardless of the copolymer types as shown by the early delamination of the adsorbed
film. The film from copolymer solutions above cloud point showed a weaker adsorption
as indicated by the earlier delamination of the films regardless of the metal type.

Fig. 5.5. Critical load of MS and SS covered by 17R4 and L64 below and above the
cloud point adsorption film against the lateral distance.

The relationship between the thicknesses of the adsorbed film and the critical load is
shown in Fig. 5.6. Although the copolymer film thickness below cloud point was thinner
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compared to the film above cloud point, higher critical loads were needed for the tip to
remove the film from the surfaces. The adsorption of the 17R4 in unimer and the L64 in
micelle below cloud point demonstrates a stronger adsorption and was not easily
delaminated during scratch experiments.

Fig. 5.6. Adsorption film thickness of copolymers on MS and SS surfaces against the
critical load.

Fig. 5.7 shows the COF obtained during scratch experiments on the MS surface
whereas Fig. 5.8 shows the COF on the SS surface. The COF on MS and SS dry
surfaces at initial condition are very high compared to COF on lubricated surfaces. The
friction coefficient is lower on surfaces covered by adsorbing films which prevent the
interaction between the tip and the surface.
The observations of the scratch on the MS and SS surfaces were carried out using
an optical microscope (see Fig. 5.9). Wang et al. (2013) reported the indentation and
scratch testing of DLC-Zr coatings on ultrafine-grained titanium processed by highpressure torsion. The images taken from the optical microscope revealed the wear
mode and plastic deformation during the scratch experiment and they are useful to
determine the profile of the surface during the film delamination (see Fig. 1.11).
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a. 17R4

II
III

Oxide layer

Film T:~50°C

Film T:~25°C

Oxide layer

b. L64

II

COF

III

Film T:~60°C

Film T:~25°C

Fig. 5.7. Coefficient of friction (COF) versus lateral distance of adsorbed film on MS at
two different temperatures, (a). 17R4 solution, (b). L64 solution. Clear delamination
point of film observed when the friction suddenly increases due to the wider wear
grooves.

The scratch tracks of MS and SS (Fig. 5.9) show the area where the adsorbed
copolymer layer delaminates during the scratch experiments. Insignificant grooves
appear on the MS and SS scratch marks prior to the critical load point. At the critical
load point, the friction force and COF suddenly increased. Grooves with the material
pile up on both sides of the scratch tracks are clearly shown. In this condition, the
materials are ploughed due to the plastic deformation in the contact area
(Sundararajan and Bhusan 2000). The profile where the film delaminated at critical
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load point cannot be observed by looking at the Fig. 5.9, so the AFM was then used to
profile the area.

Oxide layer

a. 17R4

II
III

Film T:~25°C
Film T:~50°C

Oxide layer

b. L64

II
III

Film T:~25°C

Film T:~60°C

Fig. 5.8. Coefficient of friction (COF) versus lateral distance of adsorbed film on SS at
two different temperatures, (a). 17R4 solution, (b). L64 solution. Clear delamination
point of the film is shown by the friction suddenly increased due to the increasing of the
wear grooves during experiments.

The AFM was used to investigate the cross section profile and the wear of the
scratch marks. Typical AFM image on the scratch marks is shown in Fig. 5.10a. This
image was taken from the SS surface covered by adsorbing L64 film below cloud point.
The rectangle area shown is the profile measurement area at 40 µm of lateral distance
where the critical load was detected. On the other hand, the dash line through the
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centre of the groove shows the direction of the wear measurement and will be
discussed later in section 5.3. The wider scratch mark observed after the critical point
indicates that the film delaminates from the surface. The profile of the rectangle area is
shown in Fig. 5.10b. The pile up materials at the two sides indicates the ploughing of
materials during sliding. The depth of the scratch was 59.1 nm while the width of the
scratch was 4.83 µm.

Oxide layer (MS)-uncoated
a.
L64, T:25°C, delaminate at 84 µm

84 µm

(MS)

b.

Oxide layer (SS)-uncoated
c.

L64, T:25°C, delaminate at 54 µm
d.

54 µm

(SS)

600µm
Finish

Start

Fig. 5.9. Optical images on the scratch of (a). oxidized MS surface, (b) MS coated by
L64 at ~25°C, (c). oxidized SS surface, (d). SS coated by L64 at ~25°C; the dash lines
correspond to the distance when the lubricant delaminates. Negligible grooves are
shown at the beginning of the scratch marks from the scratch covered by L64 below
the cloud point. After reaching the critical load point, clear grooves show up due to the
plastic deformation creates pile up materials at the side of the scratch marks.

Fig. 5.11a and Fig. 5.11b show the profile of MS and SS scratch tracks,
respectively. The rectangles shown in those figures correspond to the area of
measurement where the critical load point was detected. Note the different units shown
in those figures. The width is shown in µm whereas the depth is in nm. The profiles
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obtained on dry MS and SS have been found to be the deepest and the widest with
respect to the lubricated surfaces. The profile measurement on dry MS and SS were
taken at the shortest area of critical load point for each metal i.e. the shortest distance
for MS was found at 31 µm when the MS was covered with L64 above cloud point.

150 µm

a.

50 µm

b.

Fig. 5.10. (a). Typical AFM images that was taken at 0 to 150 µm of lateral distance.
(b). Profile image measured on the area where the critical load point is detected. The
rectangle shown in (a) is the measurement area. The dash line on (a) used to measure
the wear. The pile-up of material at the sides in (b) indicates the ploughing of material
during sliding.
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a.
31 µm

59 µm

32 µm
84 µm

31 µm

54 µm

36 µm

b.
40 µm
25 µm

25 µm

Fig. 5.11. Widths and depths of (a). MS and (b). SS profiles on the point where the
critical load points were reached. The boxes that are filled with number correspond to
the lateral distance where the critical load points were detected.

The scratch marks on MS or SS surfaces covered by copolymers have been found
shallower and narrower compared to the uncoated surface. However, wider and deeper
profiles were obtained on MS surfaces lubricated with 17R4 compared to L64. The L64
in micelle adsorbed on the surfaces better than the unimer of 17R4. Comparable
profiles on SS surface covered with 17R4 and L64 were obtained. However, the
corresponding profile of SS covered with 17R4 ~ 25°C although it is comparable with
SS covered with L64 ~ 25°C (see Fig.5.11b) were found at different lateral distances
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when critical load points were detected. It indicates that the 17R4 film is not as resilient
as L64 below cloud point and delaminates at shorter distance compared to L64.
5.2.2. Adsorption strength of aqueous copolymer solutions with added EP additive
Fig. 5.12a and Fig. 5.12b show the plot of friction force (lateral force) versus lateral
distance of MS surfaces covered by the adsorbing aqueous 17R4 copolymer solution
with phosphate ester below and above cloud point, respectively. The corresponding
plots from SS surfaces lubricated by copolymers with added EP solution are shown in
Fig. 5.13a for 17R4 and Fig. 5.13b for L64. The critical load point shown in the
enlarged areas indicates with EP addition, the effect of temperature on the strength of
the adsorbed film becomes insignificant.
The results in those figures are compared against the results of surfaces covered
with aqueous EP in 0.005 g/ml concentration instead of the dry condition of MS and
SS. Without added EP, the temperature has a significant effect on the film strength
(see section 5.2.1). However, different results were shown when aqueous EP without
copolymers was used to cover the MS and SS surfaces. The critical load obtained from
the MS and SS surfaces covered by adsorbing EP solution at were found the same for
each of metal. The film from 25°C and 50°C was found delaminated at 98 µm for MS
and 64 µm for SS for the two different temperature conditions.
The thickness of aqueous EP on MS and SS surfaces obtained from both
temperatures were 24.0 ± 0.4 nm and 24.0 ± 0.6 nm (MS below and above cloud point,
respectively) and 19.0 ± 0.87 nm and 19.2 ± 0.4 nm (SS below and above cloud point,
respectively). Therefore, the result shown in both graphs (Fig. 5.12 and Fig. 5.13) is
only from the EP solution at 25°C. The EP solution film was found delaminated after
the scratch reached 98 µm on MS and 64 µm on SS. These results are by far the
highest critical load compared to the other results without added EP. The film was
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found to delaminate at the longest scratching distances compared to the film without
added EP.

III
II

EP layer
Film T:~25°C

Film T:~50°C

II

a.17R4andEP

III

Film T:~60°C
EP layer
Film T:~25°C

b. L64 and EP

Fig. 5.12. Lateral force versus lateral distance of adsorbed film using (a). 17R4
solution, (b). L64 solution on MS surface at two different temperatures; EP was added
to both solutions. The distances when the film delaminated were found longer on MS
surfaces coated with copolymers and EP compared to the aqueous EP adsorption.
However, the temperatures of solutions do not affect the adsorption layer strength.

The initial condition of hydrophobicity of surfaces covered with copolymers and EP
(see Table 5.2) shows that EP addition to the solutions modifies the surfaces to
become hydrophobic regardless of the bulk solutions temperature. Less hydrophobic
surfaces, however, were found on the surfaces covered by an adsorbed layer of EP
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solution. This indicates that the adsorption mechanisms of EP by itself are different with
mixture of copolymer and EP.

II

III

Film T:~25°C

EP layer

a. 17R4 and EP
Film T:~50°C

III
II
EP layer
Film T:~25°C

Film T:~60°C

b. L64 and EP

Fig. 5.13. Lateral force versus lateral distance of adsorbed film using (a). 17R4
solution, (b). L64 solution on SS at two different temperatures; EP was added to both
solutions. The distances when the film delaminated were found longer on SS surfaces
covered by adsorbing of copolymers mixed with EP compared to the aqueous EP.
However, the temperatures of solutions do not affect the adsorption layer strength.

The behavior of the film adsorption layer of copolymers mixed with EP was found
similar to the solutions without added EP. However, the film adsorption of EP solution
(EP with water only) behaves like MS and SS surfaces in dry conditions. The EP
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chemical formula in Fig. 1.10 reveals that the length of each molecule is significantly
shorter compared to the copolymers.
Fig. 5.14 shows the critical load points of MS and SS surfaces covered by the
adsorbed copolymers mixed with EP below and above the cloud point. On the other
hand, Fig. 5.15 shows the adsorbed film thickness of each solution related to the
critical load points during micro-scratch experiments. It can be clearly seen that there
are two clusters of critical loads in that figure. The MS surfaces form cluster with higher
critical load point and longer lateral distance compared to the SS surfaces. On the
other hand, the critical points from SS surfaces show lower critical point and shorter
lateral distance. In addition, the temperature of the solutions was shown to have
negligible effect when EP was added to the solutions. From Fig. 5.14, the
hydrophobicity of the unlubricated condition of MS and SS surfaces plays an important
role on the adsorption strength when coated with copolymer with added EP.

Fig. 5.14. Critical load of MS and SS covered by 17R4 and L64 with added EP below
and above the cloud point against the lateral distance.
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Fig. 5.15. Adsorption film thickness of copolymers on MS and SS surfaces against the
critical load point.

In Fig. 5.15, the temperature of the solutions clearly affected the thickness of the
adsorption layer. However, it did not affect the critical load points. Without the
copolymers, the adsorption of aqueous EP on the metal surfaces provides little or
ineffective protection to the surfaces. This result is consistent with the wear volume
loss on MS and SS surfaces reported in Chapter 4 section 4.2.2. The aqueous EP
when used as a lubricant in the ball-on-disk experiment below and above the cloud
point is shown to generate comparable COF compared to the copolymer solutions
lubrication below and above cloud point. However, the wear volumes were found
higher on the surfaces lubricated by EP solutions irrespective of the experiment
temperatures.
Fig. 5.16 shows the COF during scratch on MS surfaces coated with 17R4 mixed
with EP (Fig. 5.16a) and L64 with added EP (Fig. 5.16b). The friction behavior of the
aqueous EP adsorbed layer is similar to the dry MS. On the other hand, Fig. 5.17a
shows the COF during scratch on SS surface coated with 17R4 with added EP
whereas Fig. 5.17b shows the COF during scratch on SS surface coated with L64 with
added EP. The friction behavior of copolymer solutions with added EP and EP solution
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adsorbed layer on SS surfaces is similar to dry SS. On both metals, the adsorption film
prevents wear during scratch. When the films delaminated, the friction rapidly
increased and the scratch groove became deeper and wider.

a. 17R4 and EP

EP layer

III

II
COF

Film T:~50°C
Film T:~25°C

EP layer

b. L64 and EP

COF

II

III

Film T:~60°C

Film T:~25°C

Fig. 5.16. Coefficient of friction (COF) versus lateral distance obtained from MS
surfaces covered by adsorbing film of mixture EP and (a). 17R4 solution, (b). L64
solution. Clear delaminating point is shown when the friction suddenly increased due to
the increasing of the wear grooves during experiments.
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Fig. 5.17. Coefficient of friction (COF) versus lateral distance obtained from SS
surfaces covered by adsorbing film of mixture EP and (a). 17R4 solution, (b). L64
solution. Clear delaminating point is shown when the friction suddenly increased due to
the increasing of the wear grooves during experiments.

Fig. 5.18a shows the profile measurement results of scratch marks on MS surfaces
whereas those from SS surfaces are shown in Fig. 5.18b (covered by a mixture of
copolymers and phosphate ester). The profiles obtained on MS and SS surfaces
covered by the adsorbing EP solution have been found to be deep and wide when
compared to the surfaces covered by adsorbing of copolymer solutions mixed with EP.
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Fig. 5.18. Widths and depths of (a). MS and (b). SS profiles on the point where the
critical load point were reached. The boxes that filled with number correspond to the
lateral distance where the critical load points were detected.

Mixture of copolymer solutions with phosphate ester demonstrates a stronger
adsorption as indicated by shallower and narrower scratch marks compared to surface
coated with EP solutions. Phosphate ester has been proven to have synergic
interaction with copolymers in aqueous solution effectively protected the contacting
surfaces.
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5.3. Discussion
Scratch experiments were carried out with normal load increasing from 0.05 mN to
300 mN in 600 µm of lateral distance. The speed of the sample relative to the tip was 1
µm/s. On substrate coated by adsorbing solutions, the tip starts to penetrate the bulk
adsorbed layer with increasing frictional force. The frictional force increases as the tip
penetrates deeper into the adsorbed film.
When the tip starts to penetrate the substrate covered by adsorbing copolymers, the
frictional force starts to level. The coefficient of friction reduces as the normal load
increases. During this period, the scratch wear track is shallow. The coefficient
suddenly increases when the adsorbed film delaminates from the substrate
(Sundararajan and Bhusan 2000, Schiffmann 2008, Friedrich et al. 2011). The normal
load associated with this condition is the critical load (Sundararajan and Bhusan 2000,
Schiffmann 2008, Friedrich et al. 2011).
Sundararajan and Bhusan (2000) explained the coefficient of friction during a microscratch experiment is related to the wear volume of the scratch. The rise of the COF
indicates that the coating or adsorption films have delaminated. In this condition, the
scratch groove is expected to be wider followed by an increase in depth (Schiffmann
2008, Sundararajan and Bhusan 2000).
Fig. 5.19 shows the wear measurement on the wear tracks of SS surface covered
with 17R4 solution below the cloud point. This measurement was carried out using
AFM in parallel with the scratch direction. Negligible wear was shown at the beginning
of the scratch up to the critical load point detected at 40 µm of lateral distance. The
depth of the wear significantly increased after that causing the sudden increase of the
coefficient of friction.
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Scratch direction

Fig. 5.19. The wear measured by AFM on SS surface covered by adsorbed 17R4
solution below the cloud point. The critical load point is detected at 40 µm of lateral
distance. The wear significantly increases after it reached the critical load. The COF
significantly increases after 40 µm where the film totally delaminated from the surface
and the tip continuously penetrated the substrate without lubricant. Note the difference
scale on the figure, the depth is in nm whereas the lateral distance is µm.

The sudden increase of coefficient of friction may also be attributed to the ploughing
of material, which accumulates at the two sides of the scratch track (see Fig. 5.10b)
and produces wider scratch marks (Sundararajan and Bhusan 2000, Schiffmann 2008,
Friedrich et al. 2011). The AFM image in Fig. 5.10a confirms this condition. The wear
on the scratch marks increases until the experiment reaches 600 µm as the tip
penetrates the substrate without lubricant.
The phase of copolymers and the structure and temperature have been found to
affect the adsorption strength. The critical load on surfaces covered by the adsorbed
films below cloud point was found higher compared to the coated surfaces above the
cloud point (see Fig. 5.5).
Hydrophobic PPO block was described as an anchor to the surface during the
adsorption process of normal PEOm-PPOn-PEOm copolymers below cloud point and the
hydrophilic PEO blocks remain extended in the bulk solution (Green et al. 1997, Lee
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and Spencer 2005, Lazos et al. 2005, McLean et al. 2005, Li et al. 2012). In contrast, a
different adsorption mechanism is expected for the reverse PPOn-PEOm-PPOn
copolymers as both ends PPO blocks anchor on the hydrophobic surfaces and the
middle PEO block extend into bulk solutions (Baker and Berg 1988).
The PEOm-PPOn-PEOm and PPOn-PEOm-PPOn above cloud point adsorb on the
surface with different mechanisms to that below cloud point. The hydrophobic PPO
blocks become more hydrophobic whereas the hydrophilic PEO blocks become less
hydrophilic due to the reduced hydration process (Yang and Sharma 2001) resulting in
the reduced size of the copolymers. The hydrophobic PPO blocks are thought to attach
onto the surface whereas the PEO blocks are not expected to extend out as is the case
below the cloud point. The PEO blocks are expected to float above the surface as it
avoids the surface and the bulk solution.
The fluctuating friction force was shown on the measurement on both metals
covered by adsorbing copolymers above the cloud point. The fluctuation of the friction
was shown clearer when L64 was used as lubricant (see Fig. 5.3b and Fig.5.4b). Fig.
5.20 shows the profile of the SS surface coated by adsorbing L64 solutions above the
cloud point. In Fig. 5.19, the scratch track depth was gradually increased until it reach
the critical load and significantly deeper after that. However, in Fig. 5.20, increasing
wear is shown to be associated with the fluctuation of friction force. This condition may
came from inhomogeneous of the L64 above the cloud point adsorption film. The
mechanism is explained later in Chapter 6.
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Fig. 5.20. The wear measured by AFM on SS surface covered by adsorbed L64
solution above the cloud point. The critical load was detected at 31 µm of lateral
distance. Fluctuation detected on stage III. The wear in this stage may correspond to
the fluctuating friction that came from unstable L64 thin film. Note the difference scale
on the figure, the depth is in nm whereas the lateral distance is µm.

Fig. 5.21 shows the wear on the MS surface covered by adsorbing 17R4 with added
EP below the cloud point. The critical load point has been detected after a longer
lateral distance when phosphate ester is present in the solution, which indicates that
the mixture of the phosphate ester and copolymers is stronger than the copolymer
solution adsorption without the added EP. The critical load point on the MS surface
covered with the same copolymer solution without added EP was found at a shorter
lateral distance (59 µm).
Phosphate ester is an anionic surfactant, which reduces friction and wear during the
contact of two moving metal parts (Canter 2007). The phosphate ester is believed to
react with the metal surface and form a thin film above the substrate with the –CH3
exposed to the solution (Canter 2007, Jeon et al. 1996). The exposure of –CH3
modifies the surface to be less hydrophobic.
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Fig. 5.21. The wear measured by AFM on MS covered by adsorbing 17R4 solution with
added phosphate ester below the cloud point. The critical load point detected at 118
µm of lateral distance. The mixture of the phosphate ester and copolymers in solutions
can protect the metal surfaces better than copolymers solutions. Note the difference
scale on the figure, the depth is in nm whereas the lateral distance is µm .

The critical loads on MS have been found to be higher compared to SS when both
were coated by adsorbing copolymers solutions with added EP. On MS surfaces, the
oxide layer (FexOy) reportedly interacts with phosphate esters (Saba and Froster 2002).
However, Saba and Froster (2002) found the oxide layer of SS (Cr xOy) not easy to
react with phosphate ester. The SS surfaces have been found less hydrophobic, which
affects the strength of the adsorption layer from copolymer solutions. When EP is
present in the solutions, the oxide layer of SS reduces the strength of the adsorption
layer from the mixture of copolymers and EP.
The adsorbed film from added EP solutions was thicker compared to the film without
phosphate ester. The hydrotrope characteristic of the phosphate ester is believed to
attract more hydrophobic parts PPO of copolymers to attach on the EP layer. In
addition, the temperature of solutions has been found to affect the strength of the
adsorbed layer from the solutions without EP. However, it was found not to affect the
critical load point of the adsorbed layer from the mixture of copolymers and EP. The
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phosphate ester may function as an emulsifier in the dual-phase structure of
copolymers above the cloud point.

5.4. Conclusions
The strength of adsorbed lubricant film formed on two different metal surfaces, MS
and SS has been investigated using the progressive load method on a micro-scratch
instrument. Different copolymer phases due to the effect of temperature play an
important role in determining the strength of the adsorbed film. Above the cloud point
the copolymer solution builds a weaker film on both metals compared to below cloud
point solutions.
The copolymers are in dual-phase above cloud point and produce thicker adsorbed
films compared to those below cloud point. However, the critical load points on
surfaces covered by adsorbing copolymers solutions above cloud point have been
found in a shorter lateral distance. It is indicated that the adsorption film above cloud
point is weaker than adsorbed films below cloud point. Below cloud point, the micelle of
normal copolymers (L64) has been found to form a stronger adsorbed layer compared
to the unimer phase of reverse copolymers (17R4).
The mixture of phosphate ester and aqueous copolymer solutions has been found to
have superior adsorption performance. The adsorption of these mixtures shows the
delamination of the film occurred at nearly double the lateral distance. Different phases
due to the temperature and the structure of the copolymers show insignificant effect on
the strength of the adsorbed lubricant film. In addition, the synergic mixtures of
phosphate ester and copolymers have been found to build a stronger film and protect
the surface better than aqueous phosphate ester alone.
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Chapter 6

Adsorption film mechanisms of copolymer solutions

This chapter proposes plausible adsorption mechanisms of copolymer films on MS
and SS surfaces. Shown in Fig. 6.1 is a diagram of the contributing interacting factors
in the adsorption of copolymer film from aqueous solutions. The characterization of the
aqueous copolymer solutions (Chapter 3), macro tribological experiments (Chapter 4)
and the micro-scratch adsorption strength characterization of the adsorbed copolymers
on both metals (Chapter 5) provided evidence for the proposed adsorption
mechanisms.

Chapter 6
AFM - surface topography

Chapter 3
Ellipsometer& AFM:
- Film thickness

Adsorption
of lubricant
films in
boundary
lubrication

Chapter 4
Macro tribo experiments:
- COF & Volume loss
- SEM on worn track
- Surface roughness
Chapter 5
Micro scratch experiments:
- Critical loads
- Scratch track
- COF
Future work

Chapter 3
WCA:
- Hydrophobicity of fresh surfaces
- Hydrophobicity of lubricant film

Compounds left on
worn tracks (EDS,
XPS)

Fig. 6.1. Diagram of the contributing factors to the adsorption mechanism of copolymer
films in boundary lubrication.

The findings in the preceding chapters were combined with the study of surface
topography images taken by AFM in this chapter, WCA and adsorbed film thickness on
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the free surfaces of MS and SS (Chapter 3). The investigation of the compounds left on
the worn track using EDS and XPS could not be completed due to time limitation of
study. However, the results obtained in this study are sufficient to support explanations
regarding the adsorption of the copolymers on metal surfaces.
The AFM images of dry MS and SS surfaces are shown in Fig. 6.2a and 6.2b,
respectively. The Ra of MS is 4.3 nm and 5.3 nm for SS. Polished scratch marks were
clearly visible on both images. Those images were taken from a large area of 50 µm x
50 µm to show the original condition of the surface. However, a smaller studied size of
1 µm x 1 µm of surface lubricated with solutions was chosen to have a higher
resolution of the topography of the adsorbed film.

(a) MS

(b) SS

Fig. 6.2. AFM surface topographies on (a).MS and (b).SS in unlubricated condition.
The Ra measured on MS was 4.3 nm and was 5.3 nm for SS.

A study of WCA for aluminum (6262 series) found that the aluminum 6262 is
hydrophobic with WCA 91 ± 0.4°. This aluminum was chosen to represent the
aluminum used by Laemmle (1984a) and Laemmle (1984b) who proposed the aqueous
reverse copolymers as lubricant in cold rolling. On the other hand, the WCA
measurements on MS and SS found that the MS surface had a WCA of 87° ± 0.4 and
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for SS 79° ± 0.8. Both metals are considered as less hydrophobic compared with the
aluminum. In addition, the different hydrophobicity between MS and SS may lead to a
different adsorbing mechanism of copolymers in boundary lubrication.

6.1. Adsorption mechanisms on MS and SS surfaces
6.1.1. The adsorption mechanism of aqueous copolymers on MS and SS surfaces
below the cloud point
The unimer state of reverse copolymers 17R4 and 25R2 below the cloud point was
discussed by Zhou and Chu (1994) and D‘Errico et al. (2004). The viscosity
measurements shown in Fig. 3.3 confirm this state. The AFM images of the topography
on MS surface lubricated with 17R4 are presented in Fig. 6.3a while Fig. 6.3b shows
the MS lubricated with 25R2. The AFM images taken of SS surfaces lubricated with
aqueous 17R4 and 25R2 are presented in Fig. 6.3c and Fig. 6.3d, respectively. Those
images were taken of surfaces treated with solution below the cloud point (~ 25°C).
Polishing scratch marks are shown in Fig. 6.3a and 6.3c but not clearly visible on
Fig. 6.3b and 6.3d. The heavier molecular weight of 25R2 is possibly the reason why
the grinding marks of the original MS surface are covered by the copolymer. Although
25R2 has a shorter PEO chain, it has more PPO blocks and was expected to adsorb
more onto the MS surface. The Ra of those surfaces is smaller than the original
surfaces (see Fig. 6.2) due to the coverage of the surface by the copolymers.
Following the adsorption explanation above, the 17R4 and 25R4 copolymers are
expected to adsorb to a hydrophobic surface (WCA > 90°) that can be seen in Fig. 6.4
by anchoring the two end hydrophobic blocks onto the surface. The hydrophilic PEO
chain is creating hydrogen bond with water hence the PEO is folded in the middle
pointing outward into bulk solution (Fig. 6.4a). In this condition, the height of the PEO
from the surface is approximately 3.7 nm for 17R4 and 2.15 nm for 25R2. The
approximation is based on the C-C bonds calculations in Chapter 3 (Table 3.2). The
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PEO chain length approximation in Table 3.2 shows a value of 7.4 nm for 17R4 and 4.3
nm for 25R2. However, as the PEO in this condition is totally folded, the length is
approximately half of that value.

b.

a.

Ra:1.45 nm

Ra:1.02 nm

d.

c.

Ra:0.93 nm

Ra:1.24 nm

Fig. 6.3. AFM surface topographies image on MS surfaces lubricated by (a). 17R4 and
(b). 25R2, and SS surfaces lubricated by (c). 17R4 and (d). 25R2. The surface
roughness in dry condition (Fig. 6.2) was 4.3 nm for MS and was 5.3 nm for SS.

Both MS and SS oxide surfaces in dry condition have been found to be partially
hydrophobic. According to Baker and Berg (1998) the PPO and PEO adsorption
configurations are possibly loops, serial loops or trains depending on the molecular
weight of the copolymers. However, from the Gibbs energy, ΔG of adsorption on
hydrophobic surface should be higher (less negative) than on a partially hydrophobic
one. It results in the clathrate cage (see Fig. 1.6) on hydrophobic parts partially broken
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causing the PPO unimer in the block not interacting with the surface (Than 2010). The
PEO may come closer to the less hydrophobic surface as the cage may not be as
strong as on hydrophobic surface.

a.

17R4

b.

17R4

Hydrophobic surface

Oxide MS & SS surfaces

25R2

25R2

Hydrophobic surface

Oxide MS & SS surfaces

CH2CHO
CH2CH2O
CH3

PPO

PEO

Fig. 6.4. Proposed reverse copolymers 17R4 and 25R2 adsorption below the cloud
point on (a). hydrophobic surfaces, (b). the oxide MS and SS surfaces (on right side).
The open circle corresponds to PEO whereas the filled circle corresponds to PPO.

Fig. 6.4b shows the proposed mechanism of 17R4 and 25R2 on MS and SS
surfaces. The PPO is expected to form loops, serial loops and trains when it anchors
on MS and SS surfaces. The PEO is not perfectly folded and tends to create curved
shape. The heights of the PEO from the surfaces have to be less than 3.7 nm (17R4)
and 2.15 nm (25R2). The WCA measurement on the MS and SS surfaces coated with
17R4 and 25R2 in Fig. 3.5 and Fig. 3.6 show the WCA on surfaces coated with 25R2
were found to be less than that on the surfaces coated by 17R4.
From Fig. 6.4b, the stronger hydrophilic surface of MS and SS can be explained by
the adsorption area of the 17R4 and 25R2 on both surfaces. The PPO that forms loops
or trains makes the adsorption area of PPO less than that on a hydrophobic surface.
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On the other hand, the loop shape of PEO increases the coverage area of PEO on the
surface compared to the hydrophobic surface. A larger area of PEO is dependent on
the chain length of PEO, as the loop is larger with a longer PEO the MS and SS
surfaces become less hydrophobic. A lower WCA on MS surfaces coated by 25R2
compared to that with 17R4 is possibly due to the water presence in the adsorption
layer. The next possibility is the PPO formed in serial loops resulted in a shorter PPO
chain and the surface is dominated by the folded PEO.
The adsorption of the normal copolymers L62 and L64 should be different from the
reverse copolymers 17R4 and 25R2. The PEOm-PPOn-PEOm solutions with 0.06 g/ml
concentration are thought to be in micelle (Zhou and Chu 1994, Jebari et al. 2006) with
the internal core made of PPO blocks surrounded by external PEO blocks pointing
outward to the bulk of the solution. The AFM images of the surface topographies of MS
surface coated with L62 and L64 are respectively shown in Fig. 6.5a and 6.5b. The
AFM images taken on SS surfaces lubricated with aqueous L62 and L64 are presented
in Fig. 6.5c and Fig. 6.5d. Those images were taken on surfaces coated with ~25°C
solutions.
Fig. 6.6 shows the adsorption model of normal copolymers on MS and SS surfaces.
The copolymers forming in spherical shapes are expected to adsorb in hemispherical
shape where the core containing the PPO blocks attach on the MS and SS whereas
the PEO point outward to the bulk solution. The film thickness measured by
ellipsometer on the MS coated with aqueous L62 and L64 (see Fig. 3.8a) was
comparable when it compared to the MS coated by the reverse copolymers. However,
in Fig. 6.5, the AFM images on the MS and SS surfaces coated by L62 and L64
showed that the polishing scratch marks were not visible, which indicated that the
surfaces were fully covered with copolymer adsorption film.
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b.

a.

Ra:0.86 nm

Ra:1.21 nm

d.

c.

Ra:0.76 nm

Ra:1.09 nm

Fig. 6.5. AFM surface topographies image on MS surfaces lubricated by (a). L62 and
(b). L64, and SS surfaces lubricated by (c). L62 and (d). L64. The surface roughness in
dry condition (Fig. 6.2) was 4.3 nm for MS and was 5.3 nm for SS.

Illustrated in Fig. 6.6 is the size comparison between the adsorption of 25R2 and
17R4 versus L62 and L64. The sizes of L62 and L64 adsorption in hemispherical
shapes are larger than 25R2 and 17R4 which are in unimer state. The illustration in
Fig. 6.6 only shows one copolymer of 17R4 and 25R2 because they are adsorbed by
individual copolymers (see Fig. 1.7b). However, the L62 and L64 adsorb through the
micelles at below the cloud point, which consists of a large numbers of copolymers in
unity (see the illustration of L62 micelle in Fig.6.6). During the ball-on-disk experiments
shown in Fig. 4.9 for MS and Fig. 4.10 for SS, the COF coated by L62 and L64 were
less than 17R4 and 25R2.
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L62 in micelle

L62
25R2

Oxide MS & SS surfaces

Oxide MS & SS surfaces

L64
17R4

Oxide MS & SS surfaces

Oxide MS & SS surfaces

CH2CHO
CH2CH2O
CH3
Fig. 6.6. Proposed normal copolymers L62 and L64 adsorption below the cloud point
(on left side) and reverse copolymers 25R2 and 17R4 (on right side) at the same
temperature. The open circles correspond to PEO whereas the filled circles correspond
to PPO.

The hydrophilic PEO parts of normal copolymers are free and enable the PEO
blocks to minimize the contact between the ball and the disk during sliding (Lee et al.
2007). The micro-scratch experiments results on MS and SS surfaces coated by L64
had indicated a higher critical load and longer lateral distance compared to the
surfaces coated by 17R4 (see Fig. 5.5).
The adsorbed L62 and L64 films were thinner on the partially hydrophilic surface of
SS (see Fig. 3.8b) compared to the MS surfaces (see Fig. 3.8a). This condition can be
explained as the adsorption of PEOm-PPOn-PEOm on a surface is also dependent on
the hydrophobicity level of the surface (Li et al. 2012, Liu et al. 2010b). The PEO blocks
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can extend longer outward to the solutions when the PPO is adsorbed on a greater
hydrophobic surface and forms a thicker adsorbed film (Tiberg et al. 1991, Killmann et
al. 1998, Li et al. 2012, Liu et al. 2010b). This may be the reason why the thickness of
the L62 and L64 adsorbed layer was found to be thinner on SS surfaces compared to
more hydrophobic surfaces of MS.
According to the wear volume measurement shown in Fig. 4.11a for MS and Fig.
4.12a for SS, PEO chains had an insignificant protection to wear during sliding. The
wear volume results showed similar values regardless of the types of copolymers used
in solutions. The dynamic friction however, depended on PEO chains that prevent
contact between the ball and the disk (Muller et al. 2003, Lee et al. 2007, Lee et al.
2004) while the PPO chains adsorbed on the surface during sliding was responsible for
reducing excessive wear on the worn tracks (Lee et al. 2004). Although PPO of normal
copolymers more adsorb on the surface due to the hemispherical shape of adsorption,
the formation of fully coated reverse copolymers on the surfaces can reduce the wear
more than the normal copolymers.
6.1.2. The adsorption mechanism of aqueous copolymers on MS and SS surfaces
above the cloud point
L62 and L64 copolymers in solution have been found to be in a multi-phase state
(Alexandridis and Hatton 1995) or in a dual-phase state (Zhou and Chu 1994) at
temperature above the cloud point. Alexandridis and Lindman (2000) reported that in
the multi-phase state, the L64 was separated from the water when the solution was
heated at constant temperature slightly above the cloud point (see Fig. 1.5).
When the solution temperature increases, the hydrophobic PPO chain becomes
more hydrophobic whereas the hydrogen bond between the PEO and water is
weakened (Yang and Sharma 2001). As the hydrogen bond weakens the PEO starts to
dehydrate and becomes less hydrophilic (Matsuyama and Tanaka 1990, Shikata et al.
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2013). When the solution reaches the cloud point, the hydrogen bond breaks and the
PEO is separated out from the water. The PPO shrinks as it becomes more
hydrophobic and minimizes contact with water. The observation of 17R2 copolymers
above the cloud point presented in Fig. 3.2 shows the copolymers in droplet-like form.
The AFM images in Fig. 6.7a and b show the surface topography of MS surfaces
lubricated by L62 and L64 above the cloud point, respectively. On the other hand, Fig.
6.7c and d show the SS surfaces lubricated with the same lubricants at the same
temperature. Thick adsorbed copolymers were shown fully cover the surfaces. The Ra
was significantly higher on MS surfaces compared to the un-coated condition.
Fig. 6.8 shows the adsorption model of normal and reverse copolymers above the
cloud point. The L62 and L64 may possibly adsorb in hemispherical shape similar to
adsorption of these copolymers below the cloud point (see Fig. 6.6). However, the PEO
illustrated as open circles appear closer to PPO (filled circles) instead of being
extended toward the solutions. The PEO becomes less hydrophilic and loses the
hydrogen bond with water as a result the PEO lowers the interaction with water.
Jebari et al. (2006) related the rheological properties of the L64 copolymers with the
size of the micelle. They assumed that the increase of L64 viscosity at 52°C indicates
the swelling of the micelles in solution due to the change of micelle size. From Fig. 3.3
the viscosity of L64 copolymer solution in 0.06 g/ml concentration continued to increase
beyond 52°C and the maximum value was found at 60°C. The value of viscosity at
~25°C was found slightly higher than at ~60°C which indicated that the size of
copolymers above the cloud point was slightly smaller than at ~25°C as the PEO
moves closer to the PPO and reduces the aggregate size of L64 at ~60°C. Similar
trends were found in the other normal copolymer L62.
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b.

a.

Ra:8.94 nm

Ra:8.34 nm

d.

c.

Ra:1.45 nm

Ra:1.57 nm

Fig. 6.7. AFM surface topographies image on MS surfaces lubricated by (a). L62 and
(b). L64, and SS surfaces lubricated by (c). L62 and (d). L64. The solutions were above
the cloud point. The surface roughness in dry condition (Fig. 6.2) was 4.3 nm for MS
and was 5.3 nm for SS.

On the reverse copolymers, the PEO structure is in the middle and thus affects the
adsorbed copolymers shape differently to normal copolymers. The copolymers become
more compact and adsorb in hemispherical shape on MS and SS surface. The shrunk
PPO anchors to the surface whilst the weak hydrophilic PEO is placed in the middle of
the hemisphere avoiding the solution and the hydrophobic surface. From Fig. 3.3, the
viscosity of 17R4 and 25R2 is continuously decreased (behaves like water) as the size
of copolymers is reduced above the cloud point. The WCA measurement in Fig 3.5
(MS) and Fig. 3.6 (SS) show a higher WCA, which is comparable to the uncoated
condition. Compared to the case below the cloud point, the surface becomes more
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hydrophobic as the surface was dominated by PPO. The thickness of the adsorbed
layer in Fig. 3.8 also indicates more copolymers adsorbed on the surfaces. An effect of
PEO on the adsorption is the increase of the COF during ball-on-disk experiments
regardless of the types of copolymers (see Fig. 4.9 and Fig. 4.10).

L62
25R2

Oxide MS & SS surfaces

Oxide MS & SS surfaces

L64
17R4

Oxide MS & SS surfaces

Oxide MS & SS surfaces

CH2CHO
CH2CH2O
CH3

Fig. 6.8. Proposed normal copolymers L62 and L64 adsorption (on left side) and
reverse copolymers 17R4 and 25R5 (on right side) on the oxide of MS and SS surfaces
above the cloud point. The open circles correspond to PEO whereas the filled circles
correspond to PPO. The illustration above on reverse copolymers only shows one
copolymer whereas the normal copolymer adsorbed in one unity shape similar like
micelle. However, the PEO on normal copolymers is expected not pointing toward the
solution.

Lee et al. (2004) and Muller et al. (2003) studied the molecular architecture of
poly(L-lysine)-g-poly(ethylene glycol) (PLL-g-PEG) adsorbed on oxide surfaces at room
temperature. PLL-g-PEG is classified as a cationic surfactant which adsorbs to a
surface by electrostatic bond. The PLL anchors to the oxide surfaces and the PEG
buoys in the bulk solution. They found that this surfactant performs well as a lubricant
similar to PEOm-PPOn-PEOm copolymers. A higher number of PEG/PEO chains were
found to reduce the friction coefficient during sliding (Lee et al. 2004) as the PEG/PEO
in boundary lubrication primarily provides separation between the disk and the pin. The
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adsorption mechanism above the cloud point shown in Fig. 6.8 shows that the role of
PEO in preventing the contact between the ball and the disk had disappeared; hence
the higher friction occurred during sliding.
Above the cloud point where the copolymers are extracted from the water, the
hydrophobic interaction between the PPO and surface is increased compared to below
the cloud point. However, the dynamic friction during sliding as shown in Fig. 4.1 to 4.8
shows that dynamic friction always increased after the sliding distance had reached
400 m. The increasing trends continued until the experiment stopped indicating that the
adsorption was not stable during sliding. From the experiments above the cloud point in
Fig. 2.3, the heating of the solutions was performed for 1800 s before the experiment
started. The increases of dynamic friction (400 m of sliding distances) were occurred
1600 s after the experiment started. After 3400s, the adsorbed film became unstable
and resulted in higher dynamic friction.
According to Alexandridis and Lindman (2000), the separation of the copolymers
(see Fig. 1.5) occurs within approximately one hour (3600 s). In this thesis, the
copolymers used during ball-on-disk experiments could have separated totally from the
water and created copolymer-rich solution (see Fig. 1.5 and the explanation in Chapter
1 section 1.2.4). As a result, the hydrophobic interaction might be reduced and
adsorption reaction not spontaneous. The ability of copolymers to create selfassembled adsorption to replenish the broken adsorbed layer due to sliding is
drastically reduced.
The results from micro scratch experiment show that the 17R4 and L64 solution
films on MS and SS surfaces were found easily delaminated compared to the same
solution below the cloud point. It is indicated that the film obtained from above the
cloud point solutions is weaker than the film below the cloud point that delaminate at
longer distances.
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6.1.3. Adsorption mechanism of aqueous copolymers with added phosphate ester
Phosphate ester is classified as an anionic surfactant, which reduces friction and
wear during the contact of two moving metal parts (Canter 2007). The structure of
phosphate ester is shown in Fig. 1.9. In sliding and scratch operation, phosphate ester
reacts with the metal surface and forms a thin film above the substrate with the –CH3
exposed to the solution (Canter 2007, Jeon et al. 1996). The exposure of –CH3
modifies the surface to become less hydrophobic. The WCA measured on MS and SS
surface coated with EP solution (Fig. 3.5 and 3.6) supported this condition, and was
lower than the WCA of un-coated surfaces.
According to Forbes (1970), the reaction between the phosphate ester and metal
oxide is driven by the high temperature in the contact area. When the pressure
increases on the contact, the contact temperature increases leading to the adhesive
wear on contact. The high temperature triggers the EP to react with the oxide layer of
the metal disk to form a protective layer to prevent excessive wear during sliding. On
phosphorus lubricant additive, Matsumoto (2003) reported that the covalent bond of
FePO4 generated on the EP film could reduce friction and wear on sliding contact.
According to Canter (2007), the reaction of metal phosphate interaction during sliding
occurred between 200°C and 600°C.
The oxide layer on the mild steel should be Fe xOy whereas the stainless steel has
CrxOy on the oxide layer. Saba and Froster (2002) reported the reaction between the
metal oxides and aromatic phosphate esters and found the 316 stainless steel (similar
to the SS used in this thesis) was less reactive compared to mild steel. The Cr xOy was
found to be less likely to react with phosphate ester.
When phosphate ester was blended with copolymers in aqueous solutions below
and above the cloud point, the surface of metals changed to become hydrophobic
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(WCA > 90°) regardless the copolymer types. The WCA indicates that the coating
mechanisms of the copolymer solutions with added EP is different to that without EP.
The temperature did not to affect the adsorbed film WCA when the EP was added
into the copolymer solutions (see Fig. 3.5 and Fig. 3.6). However, the temperature was
found to affect the thickness of the adsorbed film (see Fig. 3.8). In addition, the
thickness of the adsorption layer with EP present in the solutions was thicker compared
to the film without phosphate ester. The hydrotrope characteristic of the phosphate
ester is believed to attract more PPO of copolymers to attach on the EP layer resulting
in more hydrophobic surfaces. The adsorbed film thickness increases as more
copolymers attach on the EP layer.
The EP can also function as an emulsifier above the cloud point. In the experiment
above the cloud point using solutions without EP, the separation of the copolymers
after one hour was not observed. Without EP, the copolymers were changed into a
dual-phase state above the cloud point and totally separated from water after
approximately one hour (see Fig. 1.5). However, with EP the formation of enriched
copolymer liquid above the cloud point was not found during the cloud point
experiments (see Chapter 3, section 3.1.4).
The proposed adsorption mechanism for PPOn-PEOm-PPOn and PEOm-PPOn-PEOm
with added EP is presented in Fig. 6.9. The mono ester was chosen to illustrate the
phosphate ester adsorption in Fig. 6.9. Phosphate ester adsorbs onto the oxide metal
surfaces (FexOy or CrxOy) by electrostatic bond. The phosphate ester head anchors on
the metal oxide substrates whereas the tail of ethylene oxide and hydrophobe of –CH3
extends to the bulk solution (Canter 2007, Jeon et al. 1996, Matsumoto 2003).
As –CH3 is characterized as hydrophobic, the PPO on the copolymers adsorbs onto
the phosphate layer by hydrophobic interaction. One chain of propylene oxide shows
the hydrophobic interaction with phosphate ester layer in Fig 6.9. The adsorption shape
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of the copolymers should be the same as in Fig. 6.6 below the cloud point and Fig. 6.8
above the cloud point. The hydrotrope characteristic of the phosphate ester is believed
to attract more PPO of copolymers to attach on the EP layer and resulted in an
increase of the film thickness.

(Propylene oxide)
CH2

CH

O

CH3

Hydrophobic interaction

Phosphate ester layer

CH3
CH2
CH2
O
OH

P
O

OH

Electrostatic bond

Oxide MS (FexOy) (+) or oxide SS (Cr xOy) (+)

Fig. 6.9. The proposed adsorption mechanism of phosphate ester and copolymer
combination on MS and SS surfaces.

Above the cloud point, the function of PEO to cushion contact between the ball and
the disk was found to diminish. However, the COF of copolymer with phosphate ester
above the cloud point was similar to those below cloud point (see Fig. 4.9 and Fig.
4.10). The AFM images of the MS and SS worn tracks reported in Chapter 4 (see Fig.
4.25 and Fig. 4.27) lubricated with 17R4 and 25R2 solutions with added EP above the
cloud point show evidence of small particles left on the worn tracks. These small
particles can be wear debris or the EP left on the surface. These particles need to be
identified with XPS and EDS analysis. However, due to the time limitation of the thesis
the particles have not been identified.
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Cho et al. (2013) used hexagonal boron nitride (h-Bn) sheet as an additive in
aqueous water-based lubricant in metal forming. The h-Bn sheet appears to form a
tribo-chemical reaction during sliding and attach onto the surface as nanoparticles. The
nanoparticles trapped in the sliding contact protect the surface resulting in a low friction
and low wear scar width. However, the small particles shown in the worn tracks
lubricated by aqueous solutions combined with phosphate ester are assumed to be
from the reactions of tribo-chemical on the sliding contact. The tribo-chemical on sliding
contact may produce particles from the adhesive wear of the surface and a new fresh
surface on the worn track. These particles are considered harder than fresh surface.
They were dispersed along the wear track as small particles created a kind of layer that
protected the fresh surface from the excessive wear during sliding.

6.2. Conclusions
The adsorption of normal copolymers and reverse copolymers on the oxide layer of
MS and SS surfaces is primarily driven by hydrophobic interaction between PPO and
the oxides layer. However, when the EP additive phosphate ester is mixed with
copolymer, two kinds of interaction were found to drive the adsorption. The anionic
surfactant phosphate ester adsorbs to the oxide layer by electrostatic interaction
whereas the copolymers form hydrophobic bond with hydrophobe of the phosphate
ester. Although the main driver for the adsorption was found the same, the shape of
adsorbed components was found to be different. The summary of the shape of the
adsorbed film is presented in Table 6.1.
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Table 6.1. Summary of the adsorption shape of copolymers and the mixture of
copolymers with phosphate ester.
Copolymers
types

Normal

Reverse

~ 25°C

~ 50°C

~ 25°C

~ 50°C

Hemispherical
micelle

Hemispherical micelle
but with smaller size
compared to normal
copolymers at ~ 25°C.
The PEO does not
point to the water.

Phosphate ester
as first layer
followed by
hemispherical
micelle on the top
of EP layer.

Phosphate ester
as first layer
followed by
hemispherical
micelle same as ~
50°C, on the top
of EP layer.

Individual
copolymer
molecules
(unimer phase)

Individual copolymer
molecules.
PEO is trapped in the
middle of the shape
and does not make
contact with water and
the hydrophobic metal
surface.

Phosphate ester
as first layer
followed by
individual
molecules on the
top of EP layer.

Phosphate ester
as first layer
followed by
individual
copolymer
molecules same
as ~ 50°C, on the
top of EP layer.

Below the cloud point, PEO extend towards to bulk solution and operates to prevent
excessive contact in boundary lubrication. This function was found to disappear above
the cloud point as the PEO becomes less hydrophilic and avoids contact with the
solution and the hydrophobic surfaces. The corresponding friction and the wear volume
of the worn tracks of MS and SS both increased regardless the type of copolymers
used as lubricant. The adsorption measurement of the L64 and 17R4 film on the
surfaces (MS and SS) above the cloud point found that copolymer film can be easily
delaminated.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and recommendations for future work

The conclusions have been described in each of the Chapters 3 to 6. Therefore, this
chapter will present the general conclusions.

7.1. Conclusions
7.1.1. Symmetrical tri-block copolymers behavior in aqueous solutions
Two different structures of tri-block namely normal (PEOm-PPOn-PEOm) and
reverse (PPOn-PEOm-PPOn) copolymers have been studied. The normal
copolymers were L62 and L64 with the main difference between those copolymers
being the chain length of the hydrophilic chain PEO. On the other hand, 17R2,
17R4 and 25R2 are the reverse copolymers. 17R2 and 17R4 have comparable
hydrophobic block PPO but 17R4 has a longer PEO chain. The 25R2 is the
copolymer that has a longer hydrophobic block PPO but a shorter in the length of
hydrophilic chain PEO compared to 17R2 and 17R4.
The effects of the copolymer structure below and above the cloud point in terms of
the solution phase have been elucidated. The solutions when used at below the
cloud point (~25°) exist in unimer state for PPOn-PEOm-PPOn. The selfaggregation of the copolymers was not detected. However, the self-aggregation of
copolymers was found during the experiment with the PEOm-PPOn-PEOm
copolymers indicating the copolymers are in micelle phase. Above the solution
cloud point (~50 to 60°C), the structures of both copolymers are changed into a
dual-phase state where the hydrophobic chains PPO become more hydrophobic
and the hydrophilic chains PEO become less hydrophilic. The copolymers are
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squeezed out from the water to droplets-like form. The solution turbidity then found
to increase due to this reason.
Phosphate ester surfactant has been used as an extreme pressure additive in the
aqueous copolymer solutions. Phosphate ester is a surfactant with hydrotrope
characteristics and a dispersant agent for the copolymers. The phosphate ester did
not change the behavior of the aqueous copolymer solution such as cloud point
and viscosity.
In terms of the adsorbed film thickness, a thicker adsorbed layer was found on the
metals lubricated with solutions above the cloud point. In addition, adding
phosphate ester into solutions also increased the adsorbed film thickness on the
surfaces. The hydrotrope characteristic of phosphate ester attracted the
hydrophobic chain PPO of copolymers resulting in more copolymers adsorbed on
the metal surfaces.
7.1.2. Tribological behavior of the symmetrical tri-block copolymers solutions at
two different temperatures
Ball-on-disk experiments were used to investigate the tribological performances
behavior of the symmetrical tri-block copolymer solutions at two different
temperatures, below (~25°C) and above the cloud point (~50°C and ~60°C for
L64).
The solutions when used at below the cloud point exist in a unimer state for PPOnPEOm-PPOn and in a micelle state for PEOm-PPOn-PEOm and demonstrated
stronger adsorbed film than above the cloud point. The higher COF measured with
solution above the cloud point can be attributed to the copolymer solutions dualphase state.
The aqueous tri-block copolymer solutions with phosphate ester demonstrate
superior friction reducing capability. The EP is adsorbed on the surface by reacting
with steel and formed a partially hydrophobic layer. The copolymers possibly
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adsorbed on the top of the EP layer by anchoring the hydrophobic PPO block while
the hydrophilic PEO part stays in the solution.
The temperature of 50°C (60°C for L64) was chosen for the experiment above the
cloud point due to the L64 being changed into irreversible gel at 63°C. In reality,
the temperature for cold rolling should be higher i.e. 70°C or above. The reverse
type copolymers with structure of PPOn-PEOm-PPOn with added phosphate ester
are considered more suitable as a lubricant in cold rolling. The test copolymers did
not create self-aggregate in 0.06 g/ml concentration.
7.1.3. The strength of adsorbed lubricant layers of the symmetrical tri-block
copolymers solutions
Micro scratch experiment was found to be an effective method to determine the
strength of the adsorbed copolymer layer on metals. Progressively increased
normal load has been chosen to identify the area where the film delaminated.
The serial or normal copolymer of L64 was used as lubricant and was compared to
reverse of 17R4. Both copolymers were found as hydrophilic and have similar
molecular weight and comparable numbers of hydrophobic and hydrophilic chains.
The copolymer phases due to temperature play an important role when the
copolymer solutions are used as lubricant on MS and SS metals. The adsorbed
lubricant film is found to delaminate at significantly longer distance on the metal
surfaces coated with the solution below the cloud point. The unimer state of PPOnPEOm-PPOn copolymers and micelle state of PEOm-PPOn-PEOm copolymers can
protect the metal surfaces better than dual-phase copolymers above the cloud
point.
When phosphate ester is present in the solutions, the adsorbed lubricant
delaminates in the longest distance compared to the other experiment conditions.
The results also revealed the contribution of the copolymers in the mixture of
aqueous copolymer solutions with added EP. The copolymers in the solutions are
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considered as wear reducer whereas the phosphate ester works as a friction
reducer in metallic tribopair. The mixture of copolymers and phosphate ester as an
additive can be classified as synergic interaction.
7.1.4. Proposed adsorbed lubricant layer mechanism of the aqueous copolymer
solutions at two different temperatures
The results from Chapter 4, 5, and 6 were summarized in order to create a
proposed model of adsorbed lubricant layer of aqueous copolymers on two
different metals. AFM images in tapping mode from Veeco 3100 AFM were used to
observe the metal surfaces coated by the solutions.
The adsorption of PEOm-PPOn-PEOm below the cloud point on metal surfaces is
possibly contributed by the internal part of the micelle, consisting of hydrophobic
block PPO while exposing the hydrophilic PEO blocks at the free surface. The
reverse copolymer PPOn-PEOm-PPOn solutions that are in unimer are expected to
adsorb by anchoring the two PPO block ends to the surface and make the middle
PEO block extend into the bulk solution possibly in loops, serial loops or trains
dependent on the molecular weight of the copolymers.
A different mechanism of adsorption is expected for the PEOm-PPOn-PEOm and
PPOn-PEOm-PPOn above the cloud point. The hydrophobic PPO blocks become
more hydrophobic whereas the hydrophilic PEO blocks become less hydrophilic
due to the reduced hydration process resulting in the reduced size of the
copolymers. The copolymers adsorb on the metal surfaces by hydrophobic PPO
blocks attaching on the surface whereas the PEO blocks are not expected to
extend out as in the case below the cloud point. The PEO blocks are expected to
avoid the surface and the bulk solution.
The addition of phosphate ester in the copolymer solutions does change the
adsorption mechanism. The phosphate ester as an anionic surfactant adsorbs on
the oxide surface metal first and is followed by the adsorbed copolymers on the top
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of that layer. The EP adsorbs onto the metal surface by anchoring the phosphate
ester head on the metal oxide. The phosphate ester head reacts with the metal
surface forming a thin film above the substrate with the tail consisting of alkyl and –
CH3 exposed to the liquid. The surface then becomes hydrophobic due to the -CH3
characteristic on the tails. The hydrophobic characteristic of the EP layer attracts
more adsorption of hydrophobic parts of copolymers resulting in a thicker adsorbed
layer compared to the adsorbed copolymers layer without added phosphate ester.
The combination between copolymer and EP can considered as good metal
forming lubricant especially when it using at the temperature up to 60°C. When the
desire temperature is above 60°C, there will be limitation of using these kinds of
lubricant. The normal copolymer is expected to be in gel that may reduce the
performance of the lubricant. However, the limitation may not apply for reverse
copolymer due to the fact that it will not form gel at higher temperature than 60°C.

7.2. Recommendation for future works
The worn track from the ball-on-disk experiment contains useful information related
to the adsorption behavior of the copolymers during experiment. X-ray
Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) is a technique using quantitative spectroscopy
that is able to determine the elemental composition of the elements existing on
material. The adsorbed lubricant on the worn track can be defined as
contamination of the original composition structure of the base metal. The other
technique to investigate the compound left on the worn track is by using the
Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDS) method available on SEM. This
technique is capable of seeing the analysis of elemental composition. By
investigating the compounds left on the worn track, the reaction that may occur
during the experiments i.e. the reaction between the phosphate ester and oxide
mild steel layer, can be identified.
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The micro scratch experiment was found to be effective to measure the adsorbed
lubricant strength of

copolymers on metal surfaces. This technique is

recommended for a study of the adsorbed lubricant layer strength. However,
during the study, it was found that the method of coating the lubricants onto the
metal surfaces created very thin layers of adsorbed copolymers. The delaminating
film detected before it reached 200 µm while the total lateral distance is 600 µm. A
lower rate of progressive normal load and a larger radius of the scratcher‘s tip
should be chosen for the progressively increased experimental method. The
scratch marks are expected to be wider and the film delamination to occur in
longer duration. The scratch marks information i.e. the plastic deformation or
cutting marks, should be more clear and easier to observe.
The thickness of adsorbed lubricant film measured using ellipsometer in this thesis
is adequate to relate with micro scratch results to determine the strength of the
adsorbed layer. The ellipsometer with variable incident angle should be used as
the each metal has a different value of Brewster angles. Modern ellipsometers are
also capable of measuring multiple layers i.e. more than three layers, resulting in a
more accurate assessment of the film thickness. The presence of phosphate ester
in aqueous solutions is expected to create one thin layer on the top of the oxide
surface before the copolymers attach on this layer. The thickness of the phosphate
ester should be easy to measure with modern ellipsometers.
The measurements of adsorbed film thickness using AFM were in ambient air or
dry condition. The AFM basically is a tool that is capable of measuring the
thickness of adsorbed lubricant film in aqueous environments. Measuring the
thickness in aqueous environments may not be easy. However, the measurement
process itself is very challenging. The thickness results would be more accurate to
determine the adsorbed behavior of the copolymers.
The methodology and experiment conducted during this thesis is possible to use
when the aqueous copolymers are using for lubrication involving of other triboPage 182
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pairs. However, it should be include of other experiments that mention in
recommendation above, i.e. XPS and EDS studies, to increase the level of
understanding for the adsorption mechanism of the copolymers.
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